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INTRODUCTION.
The subject of physical education, long consigned to neglect, is 
beginning at last to obtain a share of th a t attention which 
its importance demands. I t  has become a recognised fact, tha t 
the body can be educated as well as the m ind; th a t the one 
is as capable of impi-ovenient by culture as the o th e r ; th a t 
strength, dexterity, grace, and ease are cpialities which may be 
imparted ; and th a t a persistence in a few simple exercises may 
be sufficient to ward off those deformities and diseases which 
have their origm in sedentary occupations. Never have men 
worked harder, physically and mentally, than now; never has 
there been such m inute division of labour and concentration of the 
faculties w ithin narrow limits ; and never, therefore, has there 
been so much occasion to provide a system of education calculated 
to restore th a t fair proportion between the different paits of the 
body so essential to health and happiness. There was once a nation 
famous in the world among whom the culture of the body and the 
mind went hand in hand. The yr/xracrtov of the Greeks was a 
school of science and a rt as well as of wrestling and racing. And 
see the glorious results ! The pages of Grecian history teem w ith 
names renowned in almost every sphere of human greatness— the 
general, the statesman, the orator, the philosopher, the poet, the 
painter, and the sculptor, all are represented by names never to be 
forgotten, and, perhaps, never to be surpassed. B ut in our days 
the gymnasium still bears too prominently the character of a 
private speculation, resorted to by comparatively few, and ignored 
by the many.” To these many the term  “ physical education”
XU.
is identical w ith exercise, and exercise is one of those hazy notions 
th a t everybody uses, b u t few take the trouble to th ink  about. 
Still i t  is a great step in advance when the principle is adm itted of 
the benefits of a systematic culture o f  the muscle in coimterbalancing 
the pernicious influences which unavoidably arise from the pursuits 
of civilised life, from the lengthened and arduous labours of the 
office and the workshop, the keen strife of ambition and the lust of 
enjoyment. The question then can only be about the time and the 
means. W hatever these may be for other countries and for other 
people, we will not here stop to in q u ire ; bu t for Victoria the 
indications are so clear as to adm it of no doubt. N ot only the 
general practice of those manly sports of which England and her 
sons are ju stly  proud, the support given by the public, and the 
attention  bestowed by the Press, but, more than  these, the 
practical steps taken by the Govermnent of the country, give 
fair guarantee th a t the population of Victoria will not be last in 
doing justice to the claims of ]^hysical education, nor in gaining 
the desired end— th a t S}mimetry and equilibrium of body and mind 
which are the surest foundation of individual success and of national 
greatness.
Ever suice the commencement of the V olunteer movement the 
necessity has been acknowledged of fostering in the youth of the 
country, by all means a t command, th a t love of manly exercises 
and of physical training of which the best m ilitary rtrtues are the 
natural results— a daring yet patient spiiit, endurance of fatigue, 
quickness of perception, presence of mind, and determination m 
action. W ith  these objects in view, projects for their attainm ent 
by means of systematic gymnastics v/ere favourably received, and 
the erection of the N ational Gymnasium a t Melbourne, under the 
superintendence of the Colonel Commandant of Volunteers, was the 
result. This establishment has been a t work now for more than two 
years as a Model and T rain ing School for Teachers of Physical 
Education, and although all the results anticipated may not as yet 
have been obtained, its success has been sufficient to justify the 
belief th a t it  will take firm root among the institutions of the
y ii i .
country, and continue to deserve the support bestowed upon it. 
Since its opening the knowledge and the practice of rational 
gymnastics have extended perceptibly, and it  is becoming better 
understood every day th a t the true aims of physical training are 
the development and maintenance of the natural mgour of those 
parts of our system which, by confinement witliin doors and 
by mental overwork, must be necessarily neglected and dii’ectly 
injured : the muscles of the trunk  of the body— those im portant 
muscles which play so prominent a ]>art in  the action of the 
principal organs of life—the lungs, the digestive organs, and the 
heart.
Ever since the opening of this gymnasium the w ant of a manual, 
as a book of reference to the teacher as well as the student, has 
been very much felt, and more particularly when, in October, 18G5, 
by authority of the Board of Education, and sanctioned by the Colonel 
Commandant, a class was opened for the training of teachem of 
common schools in m ilitary drill and gymnastics, vfith a view to the 
gradual introduction of those branches of education into all the 
public schools of the colony. W hile each teacher attending was 
provided, for the study of m ilitary drill, w ith a copy of “ The 
Field Exercise of Infantry,” a similar aid was sadly missed w ith 
regard to gymnastics, for, unfortunately, there is no standard 
work in existence on a rational system of gymnastics in all its 
branches. The Swedish gymnasiarch, P. H. L ing, pre-eminently 
fitted for a work of th a t sort, was overtaken by death before he 
could complete his intended comprehensive work ; and among all 
the publications on the subject in Germany, France, S’svitzerland, 
and latterly in America, suggestive and instructive though they 
often be, there is none quite to respond to our wants. In  English 
literature there are, as far as my knowledge extends, only two 
authors worth mentioning in this department— Dr. B oth, of 
London, and A rchibald Maclaren, of Oxford. B ut R oth’s 
different books on L ing’s “ Medical Gymnastics and the Free 
Exercises,” and Maclaren’s “ M ilitary System of Gymnastic 
Exercises,” treat gymnastics almost exclusively from the aspect of
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the invalid in the one case, and entirely from th a t of the soldier in 
the o th e r ; while w hat we are most in need of here, is a guide for 
the practice of a sound system of physical training in the schools, 
and a book of reference for the pu]iil of the gymnasium for his 
practice a t home.
To supply the w ant is the object of this Manual. A lthough 
w ritten  under the pressure of manifold other engagements, and 
doing bu t scant justice to its subject, it  will, I  trust, serve the 
purpose of a guide for the requirements of the passing hour, 
un til a comprehensive treatise on the subject, a lasting standard 
work, shall be w ritten  by an abler pen.
By the kind permission of the Hon. the P resident of L and 
AND W orks, the accom]ianying plates have been executed in the 
Grown Lands D epartm ent, and I  am happy here to express my 
thanks to the several gentlemen who co-operated in the different 
processes necessary to their accomplishment.
W ith  regard to the second part of the manual, I  have to 
observe th a t plates to explain the different positions and exercises 
are in an advanced state of preparation, and tha t I  hope soon to 
be able to publish them. The th ird  part I  give in its present 
cnide state, because the im portant subjects i t  touches upon require 
early attention. A t some future time, I  hope I  may be able to 
resume their treatm ent in a more elaborate form.
G. T.
N ational Gymnasium,
Melbourne, 1866,
C H A P T E R  1.— F R E E  ST A N D IN G  E X E R C ISE S.
2.—T H E  D U M B -B ELLS.
3.— R U N N IN G .
4.— JU M P IN G .

FREE STANDING EXERCISES.
G E N E R A L  R E M A R K S .
1. The name as well as the system of the following exercises is 
taken  from the Swede, P eter H enrick Ling.*
2. As the name indicates, these exercises are performed from 
the standing position, w ithout the aid of ai-tihcial appliances, and 
entirely by means of different motions of the body, either in its 
single parts or in simple combinations.
3. For the sake of simplicity, the arrangem ent of tables of 
exercises is made in the following by parts of the body, bu t the 
application of course has each time to be determined by the 
requirem ents of the person exercising.
4. The words of command are given for the use of larger classes 
exercising in the same place and a t the same time. The orders 
should be pronounced in the m ilitary fashion, the cautionary part 
“ slowly and distinctly,” the last or executive part according to the 
time in which each single motion requires to be done, either 
“ sharply and quickly ” or “ slowly and smoothly.”
5. In  the same manner as for the words of command, reference is 
in the following frequently made to “ m ilitary fashion.” The 
student not acquainted w ith the la tte r will find all necessary 
explanations in H . M .’s Regulations, “ Field Exercise and Evolu­
tions of Infan try ,” Edit. 1863.
* In 1813 a central gymnastic institute was founded in  Stockholm, by the Swedish 
Government, and put under Ling’s direction, for the pui-pose of training teachers of 
gymnastics for the army and the public schools. After L ing’s death in 1839, his distin­
guished pupils, Branting and Georgii, followed him in the management of the institute, 
which in 1845 was attended during twelve months, by order and at the expense of the 
Prussian Government, by two Prussian officers, of whom the author was one.
2A .— FO R M A TIO N .
FOR FREE EXERCISES FALL IX,
A ccording to the num ber of liis impils and to the dimensions of 
the place, the instructor arranges his class in one or more lines, at 
a distance of from one to three paces apart. Then he gives the 
word, “ From the right tahc distance— double quick—march.'’
The pivot man stands still, only extending his left arm sideways 
to its full len g th ; all the others move off quickly to the left, and 
in  the same mannei- as the pivot man throw  up both arms side­
ways, each halting as soon as his right arm is clear of the left arm 
of his neighbour to the right, and keeping up the arms until the 
word is given, “ Eges—- f r o n t whereupon each man, taking up 
his dressing from the right in m ilitary fashion, stands in the funda­
mental position, in tlie manner to be described hereafter.
REMARKS.
1. In  the same manner as from the right, distance may be taken 
from the left flank, when only the sides have to be reversed, or 
from any point w ithin the line, when the pivot man is to be 
named, and a t the word, “ Ao. = (pivot)— Stand fast— right and 
left tcdce distance,’' the pivot man throws up both arms sideways, and 
the men on each side move off to the ligh t and left respectively.
2. I f  there should not be sufficient room, or if the line would 
extend too far by taking full distance as above described, “ half 
distance” may be taken, by each man externhng only one arm 
instead of both.
3. W henever the class is formed in two or more lines, the men 
of each even-numbered line (the second, fourth, &c.) should move 
to the middle of the intervals of each odd-numbered line (the 
first, third, etc.), in order to be able lietter to see the instructor, 
and better to be seen liy him.
4. The instructor should take his %ilace in front, opposite the 
centre of the class, sufficiently distant or sufficiently raised tha t every 
man may be able to see him w ithout tu i ning the head. For very 
large classes, assistants should be placed, at proper intervals, in a 
line w ith the instructoi".
5. Classes of new beginners should not exceed the number of 
tw en ty ; more advanced pupils may be exercised in classes up 
to eighty, or thereabouts. W ith  regard to their formation, the 
dimensions of the space available of course require principal 
consideration, bu t as far as possible the following rules should be 
adhered to
Arrange (“ size”) your class after the m ilitary fashion, and place 
them  in one line if you have less than th irty , or in two if more.
Then tell them off, and divide them into subdivisions; and, lastly, 
form them  in the required number of ranks by advancing or 
retirm g files or subdivisions. As a rule, form—
10 and less in 1 line,
30 ,, ,, 2 lines,
60 „ „ 4 lines,
80 ,, „ 6 lines.
INSTANCES.
(a .)  Given, a class of twenty-four formed in one line, and told 
off from the right by odd and even numbers, or right and left 
files :—
Even numbers (left files) tivo paces to the rear— march ;
From the right take distance— double quick— march ;
Eyes—fr o n t ;
W hen two lines will be formed of twelve men each, and one from 
the other two paces apart.
(b .)  A  class of thirty-six be formed two deep, eighteen files :—
Right files two paces to the fro n t— march ;
From the right— take distance., &c.;.
W hen four lines will be formed of nine men each, and each one 
from the other one pace apart.
(c .)  A  class of seventy-two be formed two deep, and in three 
subdivisions of twelve files each:—
subdivision, stand fa s t ;
2nd subdivision, two paces ;
2>rd subdivision, four paces to the rear— march. 
lsi( subdivision, from  the right— take distance ;
2nd subdivision. No. —, stand fast 1 Right and left take distance,
^rd  subdivision, No. = , stand fa s t ]  d'c., d'C.
W hen six lines will be formed of twelve men each, w ith one
pace distance one from the other.
B.— PO SITIO N S.
I. FU N D A M E N T A L  POSITION.*
The shoulders and the body square to the front, the heels in line 
and closed, the knees straight and firmly braced back, the feet 
turned out so as to form an angle of sixty degrees, the arms straight
* Field Exercise and Evolutions of Infantry.—Edit. 1863,
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4down from the shoulders, the elbows turned in and close to the 
sides so as to bring the palms of the hands full to the front, the 
five fingers close together, the hips and the shoulders drawn back, 
the chest advanced, the body straight and inclining forward so as 
to have its weight bearing on the fore part of the feet, the head 
erect w ithout being throw n back, the eyes straight to the front.
REMARKS.
1. The fundamental position as described above combines in the 
most perfect degree the two principal requirements, viz., steadiness 
w ithout constraint, and readiness to move w ith all parts of the 
body well balanced.
2. The angle of 60 degrees for the feet is about the proper 
average m easure; less would diminish the firmness of the position, 
and more would interfere w ith the ready flexibility of the joints 
for motion.
3. The position of the knees, hips, and shoulders, as given above, 
is of the greatest importance. A  mistake very frequently made 
by persons anxious to have a good and erect carriage, is the undue 
throw ing forward of tlie hips by hollowing the back, in order, as 
they believe, properly to advance the chest; but in doing so they 
necessarily impede the free action of the respiratory organs, and 
throw  an imdue weight on the small of the back, disadvantages 
which would not only tem porarily unfit the body for continuous 
exertion, bu t would also in the long run  tell disastrously on its 
health.
4. The correctness of the position is best tested by the raising 
and lowering of the body on the toes. The position is correct if 
th a t can be done w ithout loss of balance, and w ith the weight of 
the body resting steadily on the toes.
II. STA RTING  POSITIONS.
{a.) O f  the F eet a n d  Legs. {Fig. 1.)
(A ll  in  quick time.)
1. Feet close—one. Open the feet— one.
From  the fundamental position the feet are turned inward until 
the inner edges touch all along.
2. Feet apart—one. Heels close—one.
The left foot is moved to the left and the right to the right so 
far as to bring the heel of each foot vertical under the corre­
sponding shoulder, both heels on the same line and the feet a t the 
same angle as in the fundamental position.
3. Right foot forward— one. Heels close— one.
The right foot is moved forward the distance of one foot, the 
body kept erect, but following the movement forward until the 
weight rests equally on both feet, the feet retaining the angle of 
the fundamental position.
N .B .— The same w ith left foot forward.
4. Right foot fu l l  forward—one. Heels close— one.
The right foot is advanced the distance of twenty-one inches, the 
right knee bending forward and the left knee liiinly braced back ; 
the head and body, although following the movement forward, 
are to be ke%)t straight up from the hips, the left shoulder 
slightly drawn back, in accordance with the position of the feet.
N .B .— The same "with left foot forward.
5. Change feet—one.
W hen i t  is required in the above two positions (3 and 4) 
to change from one foot to the other, this is done by withdrawing 
to its old place the foot which has first been moved, and advancing 
the other one the same distance in its stead.
REMARKS.
1. Positions 3 and 4 may also be taken in a similar manner by 
moving the right or left foot backwards, when the order is to be 
given accordingly.
2. The change of feet (No. 5) may also be done by the jum p, 
when both feet are lifted oft the ground simultaneously, and change 
their respective positions while in the air.
(h. )  S ta r t in g  P ositions o f th e  H ands and  th e  Arms.
, (A l l  in  slow time.)
1. Hands on the hips— one. Down the arms.
The hands are raised from the side of the legs and firmly fixed 
above the h ip s; the thumbs to the rear • the four fingers closed 
and straight downward to the front; the wrists straight, and the 
elbows in a line with the shoulders and the hips.
2. Arm s crossed on the hack—one. Down the arms.
_ The lower arms are raised backwards, and put close together 
right across the back, so as w ith the finger-ends of each hand to 
toiich the inner elbow Joint of the other arm.
63. Arm s bent backwards— one (F ig . 2). Down the arms.
The elbows are drawn straight back, and the lower arms raised 
to the height of the elbows, the hands clenched, w ith the thumbs 
turned  up.
4. Arm s bent upwards— one (F ig . 3J. Down the arms.
The arms are raised above the head, the tops of the fingers 
meeting above the centre of the head, the wrists kept straight, 
the elbows in a line w ith the shoulders.
5. Arm s straight upwards— one. Down the arms.
E xtend the arms straight upwards from the shoulders, the 
elbows and the wrists perfectly straight, the fingers close together 
and straight, and the hands a t the distance of the shoulders.
REMARKS.
1. A tten tion  m ust be paid th a t in all the above starting positions 
the rules given for the fundamental position be well observed, 
viz., th a t the weight of the body may be kept restuig on the 
fore part of the feet, and th a t the back may be kept straight by 
drawing in the hips and well advancing the chest.
2. The selection from the different starting positions, and their 
appropriate combination for the purpose of either more correctly 
determ ining the action of a particular exercise or of intensifying 
its effect, is of the greatest importance. For instance:— A  com­
bination of the positions of the legs (Nos. 1 and 3) is required in 
order properly to execute a flexion sideways of the body, and again 
the effect of the same exercise would be very much increased or 
decreased according to the position of the arms chosen. Position 
No. 1 (hands on the hips) would be the mildest, and position 
No. 5 (arms straight upwards) would be the severest form 
of the same exercise; bu t a close observation of the different 
effects produced on his own body, by the same exercise, "'vhen 
done from different starting positions, will soon teach the careful 
gymnast how to choose and how to combine for the benefit of his 
pupils. As a general principle, the rule applies tha t the nar­
rowest basis and the greatest leverage of the stai'ting position 
secure the severest, and, on the contrary, the widest basis and 
smallest leverage secure the mildest form of the same exercise. 
For instance :— Starting position No. 2 of legs (feet apart) and 
No. 1 of arms (hands on the hips) would be the mildest form; and 
starting position No. 4 of legs (one foot full forward) and No. 5 of 
arms (arms straight up) would be the severest form of exercise for 
any of the motions of the tru n k  of the body.
C.— E X E R C IS E S  OE T H E  H EA D .
( A ll ill slow time.)
1. Flexion o f  the head forw ards ...................... Head Up.
„ ,1 to the right, sideways „ „
2. Twist the head to the right, sideways— One. Forward.
7) !? 11
In  all these exercises the head must be moved gently and 
steadily in the direction required, as far as the aiticnlations of 
the neck will allow. Care must be taken to keep the body well 
in %)osition, in %)ai'ticular not to allow the shoulders to partake 
of the movements of the head, and in tw isting not to lower or 
raise the chin.
3. Combinations o f No. 2 with No. 1.
The head is twisted right or left, sideways, and then either bent 
forward to the same side or backwards to the reverse side— both 
very powerful exercises, if the twisted position is strictly main­
tained.
4, Rotation o f the head from  the right to the left.— One. Halt.
The head is moved from forward to backward by either the 
right or the left side in a gentle rolling manner, the line of motion 
to be made as circular and the circle as wide as possible.
REMARKS.
1. The exercises of the head are frequently held in low estima­
tion, even ridiculed, but very wrongly so. Tliere is scarcely 
another bodily defect so general in modern times, a t least among 
the reading and w riting classes of mankind, as the inclining of 
the head either forwards or sideways, and there certainly exists 
no other means of curing this ungainly and injurious habit, so 
direct and so radical, as the above exercises, properly directed.
2. Caution is required in their application for full-blooded 
persons, and generally where there is a tendency to congestion to 
the h ead ; for while they have a very powerful effect on the 
muscles, they have a still greater effect on the large and numerous 
blood-vessels of the neck.
8D .— E X E R C IS E S  O F T H E  A R M S A N D  H A N D S .
I .  EXTENSION OF THE ARMS IN QUICK TIME.
Arm s wpwards hy numbers— One, two. Down— One, two.
^ w H ,, "  "
,, sxdeuoojrds ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,
,, bctclcwctrds ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,
Invariably  in each of the above exercises, at the word One,” 
the arms are bent up forwards, so as to bring the upper arms close 
to the sides of the body and the lower arms right in front of the 
former, the w rist of the hand straight forward, and the tops of the 
fingers turned up to the shoulder (Fig. 4); then, a t the word “ Two,” 
ill each exercise, the arms are fully extended in the direction 
required, the elbow, wrist, and finger-joints perfectly straight, and 
the five fingers close together. B u t in the extension sidewards the 
hands are kept w ith palms straight down and knuckles up, in the 
horizontal position, while in all the others they are kept w ith the 
palms turned inwards towards each other in  the vertical position.
REMARKS.
1. The object of all extensions of the arms, w hether done in 
quick or in  slow time, is to restore the equilibrium between the 
fiexor and the extensor muscles, which by the predominant use of 
the former in  most persons is considerably disturbed.
2. The extensions, in quick time, serve the above purpose by 
acting on the articulations of the arms more than on the muscles. 
In  order to do so they m ust be executed w ith the greatest precision, 
each movement in  the quickest possible time, bu t w ith short 
intervals between each two.
3. I t  will be found a useful practice, after the above exercises 
have been learnt by the pupils, to combine two extensions in 
opposite directions. For instance—
The arms up and downwards, or 
„ fore and hackivards;
W hen the instructor will count “ one” for each first and “ two” 
for each second extension, while the pupil takes his own time for 
each single one. Also, extensions may be practised of each arm 
in a difierent direction. For instance— the right arm up, the left arm  
forw ard  y or, the left arm hacTc— the right arm sideward y after each 
of which the arms may be changed a t the word change arms— One. 
B u t for all of those practices the rule as given above should be 
strictly  m aintained— th a t each extension be done by two separate 
movements, and each movement in the quickest possible time.
4, The instructor should pay particular attention th a t all pupils 
keep the same time, and also th a t in each extension they keej) the 
hand in the proper position, w ith wrists and fingers perfectly 
straight, and the la tter close together.
I I .—EXTEN SIO N OF THE ARM S IN  SLOW TIME.
The directions of the extensions in slow time are the same as of 
those in quick time— upwards, forwards, sidewards, backwards, 
and from all of them, downwards. B ut the lines through which 
to move the arms into-those directions may be considerably varied, 
according to different combinations and to different positions of the 
hands.
In  the first instance two classes have to be distinguished— 
Those with arms straight all the time, and 
Those in which the arms are alternately bent and extended.
Of the first class, the following will be found the most useful, 
viz. :—
1. From the fundamental position:— The arms hy the sides 
upwards—one. Downwards—one.
The hands w ith knuckles up all the time, shoulders well thrown 
back, chest advanced, thumbs well turned forward as the arms rise 
above the head.
2. From the position of arms forw ard :—-The arms sidewards— 
one. Forwards— one.
To be done w ith the hands in both positions, viz., the palms 
turned inwards and outwards, in each case the hands to be carried 
back as far as possible and kept the height of the shoulders; the 
la tte r not to be raised nor the head moved.
(h . )  O f th e  Second Class.
From the position o f arms forwards:—
1. Feiid backwards—one. Extend forwards—one.
2- 5, ,, „ „ backwards— one.
Arms, elbows, and hands steadily moving in the same vertical 
plane close to the sides of the body, wrists and fingers well 
straightened all the time. The same exercises may be done also 
w ith the palms turned either upwards or downwards.
3. Bend sidewards— one. Extend forwards— one.
4. „ ,, ,, ,, sidewards—one.
Arms, elbows, hands moving in the same horizontal plane on a 
level w ith the shoulders. The same exercises also w ith the position 
of the hands reversed.
From the 'podtioii o f arms sideivards:—
5. Bend forwards—one. Extend sideivards—one.
In  bending, the lower arm may be carried right back to tlie 
chest, so as to touch w ith the thumb, or only half-ways, so as to 
form a right angle w ith the upper a rm ; bu t in either case the 
elbows m ust be well kept back in their places.
6. Bend upwards—one. Extend sideivards— one.
W ith  the elbows well kept back, the lower arms are raised 
slowly upwards un til tliey form right angles w ith the upper arms, 
and after a short halt from thence lowered again in the sidewartl 
position.
From the position o f arms upwards:—-
7. Bend sidewards—one. Extend upwards—one.
In  bending, the arms are lowered until the elbows are a t the 
level of the shoulders, and the fingers touch the shoulders. H ere 
also the elbows should be well kept back. The same exercise may 
be done w ith the hands in the reverse position, the palms turned 
out.
REMARKS.
1. The appropriate combinations and modifications of the above- 
described arm extensions, as they may be required by different 
persons and under different circumstances, m ust be left to the 
practised eye and the skill of the instructor. As a general rule, 
the extensions in quick time should be used in preference for 
younger and weaker persons; those in slow time for full-grown 
and stronger ones.
2. The effect in the case of the latter may be increased by the 
hands being clenched, bu t this should not be made an ordinary 
practice, because of the necessary exercise for the extensor muscles 
of the hands being thereby diminished.
3. A  very fine practice also for the arm-exercise in slow time 
is the extension of each arm in a different direction, or of flexion 
and extension a t the same time and in the same direction. For 
instance :— Exercise 1 and 2 combined— From the position of arms 
forward hend hachwards—one, and then extend the right forwards, 
the left hachwards— one; or, in Exercise 5— From  the %)osition of 
arms sidewards, the right arm hend forward— one; and then 
change arms, so as to have the one arm bending while the otlier 
extends. In  both cases the alternate flexion and extension to be 
continued three or four times, while the instructor is slowly 
counting one, tw o ; one, two, &c.
4. A ll the above exercises of both classes may also be practised 
w ith quick swinging motions, when they should be repeated up to
twelve or fifteen times—the instructor counting; the starting 
position one foo t forwards, or one foot fa l l  forwards. The appli­
cation of this form of exercise will be found pai'ticvilarly useful for 
younger persons and for ladies.
III. ROTATION OP TH E ARMS.
From the position o f arms forwards, with the palms turned doiumvards.
1. The vertical circle backwards—one. Halt.
The arms are raised straight back upwards, and swung in a 
vertical circle from backwards forwards— the shoulders forming 
the centre of the circle, and the hands turning as soon as they 
pass the legs.
2. The vertical circle forivards—one. Halt.
The same as No. 1, only the circle is commenced in a descending 
line, the bands also turning when passing the legs.
From the position o f arms sidewards :—
3. The horizontal circle hackioards—one.
4. „ „ forwards—one.
The arms are s^vnng backwards and forwards, describing a circle 
in a horizontal direction.
REMARKS.
1. The above rotations act on all the muscles of the respiration, 
prmcipally on those of the breast and the shoulder. In  order to 
give them more fully this effect, the arms m ust a t each separate 
swing be well thrown back from the shoulders.
2. The best way of %)ractising these exercises is always to 
combine the circle forwards and backwards, continuing each 
through about,the same number of swings, the instractor counting 
one, tw o ; one, two—first slowly, then more quickly, and a t last 
in the quickest time.
3. The instructor should caution his pupils against the danger of 
practising these swings w ith heavy weights in the hands, in par­
ticular younger and weaker persons, who might thereby overstrain 
the organs of respiration.
IV . EXERCISES OF THE H ANDS.
The hands may be kept in four principal positions ( Fig. 5)  :—
The thumbs out and the palms turned upwards—prime.
„ in „ „ downwards— second.
„ up „ „ inwards— tierce.
„ down ,, „ outwards—quart.
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A nd t h e  turns from one into the other should b e  practised starting 
either from the position of the arms forwards or the arms side­
wards.
O ther exercises of the hands— as flexions, extensions, and
rotations, similar to those for the a rm s; or of the flngers as,
opening and closing, bending and stretching, and so on— are 
scarcely suited for schools, and are, therefore, here passed over. 
B u t they are very useful where a more delicate application of 
exercise is required. Their general tendency, besides the action on 
the muscles and the articulations of the hands, is to increase the 
circulation in those extremities, and thereby to relieve the inner 
organs; their aj)plication, therefore, is of much importance in all 
cases of congestion.
V. STR IK IN G  OUT B Y  TH E ARMS.
arms forwards,
1. — 0/ig. Two.
2. H ,,
W ith  hands clenched and turned in the position of prime or 
tierce, the arms a t “ one” are bent backwards, the elbows close to 
the sides, and the flsts close to the shoulders; then at “ two ” the 
hands are thrown out straight forward w ith the full power of the 
arm, and in the quickest possible time.
3. In  second, strike out forivards— One. Two.
The same as Exercises 1 and 2, only the elbows are draAvn back 
sidewards instead of backwards, and the blow is delivered from 
the tu rn  of the hands in second.
(h .)  From the same position, hut arms hent sidewards.
4. In  second, strike out sidewards— One. Two.
H ands clenched in second, the arms bent horizontally forwards, 
and the blow delivered to the sides backwards.
REMARKS.
1. The striking out is the most powerful form of the different 
extensions of the arm, and should, as a rule, be practised only 
by more advanced pupils and healthy persons.
2. I t  will be found a good practice to strike out with each arm 
in a different direction. For instance—
In  second forward and in prime hackioard strike out— One. Ttvo. 
E ither three or four blows in continuation, or changing arms at 
each blow. Also, in practising, the first tempo should sometimes 
be done slowly in  order to deliver the blow with all the greater 
force and smartness.
E.— E X E R C IS E S  OF T H E  T R U N K  O F T H E  B O D Y .
(A l l  in sloiv time.)
A ll exercises of the tru n k  of the body are in the ir effects con­
siderably varied, according to the different starting  positions from 
which they may be done. As a rule, they should not be done from 
the simple fundamental position. In  the following, those starting  
positions will be given which are considered best adapted for an 
elementary course. I t  m ust be left to the insti’uctor to combine 
and vary these according to requirement.
I t  need here only be remarked, th a t no other class of exercises 
require for their proper management so much skill and tact as the 
above. They are the most powerful for good or for evil, and there­
fore should be handled w ith care and judgm ent even by the 
strongest. By means of the different starting  positions from which, 
and the different time (quicker or slower) in which, they may be 
done, they may be modified to meet the requirem ents of a weak 
invalid as well as those of a very Hercules.
1. Bend forvm rds—Bend. Up.
( a .)  Hands on the hips.
W ith  the knees kept firmly braced back and the chest raised up 
from the hips, the body is bent slowly and steadily forwards, the 
head and neck pai'taking of the motion, so as to bring the face 
back towards the knees. A t the word “ u p ” the movement is 
reversed, the body being slowly raised back into the stai'ting posi­
tion by a steady contraction of the muscles of the back. Both in 
the downward and upward movement keep the elbows, shoulders, 
and knees very steady.
REMARKS.
The same exercise may be done from almost every one of the 
different starting  positions of arms and legs, in the same or in  
vaiying combinations. Instructors will have to practise them  all, 
and study the difference of effects. For instance : Keep as above 
the hands on the hips, bu t take (h )  the feet apart; or feet close ; or 
right foot fo rw a rd ; or right foot f u l l  fo rw ard ; or, in the same 
manner, practise the bending from any of these five starting  posi­
tions of the legs, bu t w ith (c )  the arms hent upivards, or ( d j  the 
arms straight up.'^ {l^ig- 7.)
*  For practical selection it will be found that the effect of the exercise is intensified in 
proportion to the decrease of basis and increase of leverage in the starting position.
2. The hade straight. Bend forivards—Bend. Up.
( a.) Hands on the hips. {Fig. 8.)
The same as Exercise 1, only the back is kept perfectly straight, 
so as to lim it the flexion to the hip jo in ts ; head, shoulders, and 
elbows b e i n g  well drawn back, and the knees k e p t  p e r f e c t l y
straight.
REMARKS.
The most useful starting positions for this exercise, besides the 
one given, are— (h )  A rm s crossed on the back, ( c )  arms bent 
upwards, and the feet kept either apart, or close, or in  fundamental 
position. The action of Exercise 2 should be concentrated on the 
muscles of the small of the back, while in Exercise 1 it  is more 
directed to the articulations of the spine.
3. Bend hackivards— Bend. Up.
( a .)  Hands on the hips.
To be done very slowly and carefully. The b o d y  well raised up 
from the hips, the knees perfectly straight, and the shoulders 
square ; move the head gently straight backwards, let the shoulders 
and the back follow, and as slowly raise the body up again; the 
crown of the head to be the last part to regain its position.
REMARKS.
This exercise, like the flexion forwards, may be done from any of 
the different starting  positions, the position as above representing 
its mildest form, while the severest would be from right (left)  foot 
fu l l  forivards— arms straight up. ( Fig. 9.J
4, Bending sideioays to the right— Bend. Up.
( a .) Hands on the hips—feet close.
From  the hips bend the body steadily over to the right side, the 
shoulders square, the knees straight, and the neck moving within 
the line of the sideward inclination of the spine. In  rising, avoid 
swinging or jerk ing movements, bu t steadily raise the body by 
contraction of the muscles of the reverse side.
N .B .— The same exercise to the left.
REMARKS.
1. Exclusive of the position of “ arms crossed on the back,” all 
different positions of the arms may be used w ith either both arms 
raised or only one, while the other is lowered to the bending side.
F or instance:—
Right arm straight u p ; right foot fo rw a rd ; hend sideivays to 
the left— Bend. (F ig. 10. J
Or— L^ft arm hent upwards; right hand on the h ip; feet close; 
hend sideivays to the right— Bend.
Or—Arms straight u p ;  left foot fu l l  forw ards; hend sideways 
to the right., &c. (F ig . 1 \.)
Of the different ^lositions of the feet the fundamental position 
should be excluded, and also the position of “ feet a p a rt” should be 
taken w ith toes turned in, the same as in “ feet close.”
2. As a general rule, the flexion sideways should always be 
practised equally to both sides, exceptions being made only in cases 
of curvature of the s^iine, high shoulders, and the like.
5. Twisting sideways— to the right— Tioist. Forwards.
( a .)  Hands on the hips—feet close.
Keeping the body perfectly straight, tw ist it from the feet to the 
right side backwards, the head moving together with the body, and 
the weight of the body resting on the fore part of the feet. K eturn 
in the same manner by action of the muscles of the front.
N .B .— The same exercise to the left. (Fig. 12.)
REMARKS.
1. The twistmg, in the same manner as the bending, should, w ith 
healthy persons, always be done to both sides. Of starting positions 
besides the one named, the following may be used :— Nos. 2, 3, or 4 
of legs, but all w ith toes turned in, as in “ feet close,” and Nos. 
4 and 5 of arms (“ arms bent upwards,” or “ straight up.”)
2. A  very fine exercise is the combination of the flexion forwards 
or backwards w ith the twisting. For instance (Fig. 13)—
Hands on the hips ; feet close.
Twist sideivays to the right— Twist.
Bend hachivards— Bend.
A nd return  on the words “ u p f  and ‘•^forwards.'"'
6. Rotation o f the body.
From right to left— One. Halt.
From left to right— One. Halt.
( a .) Hands on the hip>s; feet apart.
The back and the knees perfectly straight, move the body steadily 
from forwards backwards in the direction required, describing w ith 
it  an equal number of circles from right to left and from left to 
right.
This movement is not required for young and healthy persons, 
bu t will be found useful in cases of indigestion, obesity, fulness of 
the head, &c.
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F .— E X E R C IS E S  OF T H E  L O W E R  E X T R E M IT IE S .
( A ll in slow time, with the exception o f No. 9.J
The best starting  position for most of these exercises is the 
fundam ental position, w ith hands on the hips. W here other starting 
positions are preferable they will be named in each single case.
1 . L if t  up on the toes— lift. Down.
Keeping the weight of the body resting on the fore part of the 
feet, raise the heels off the ground to the full extension of the foot, 
the knees straight, the body well balanced. A t the word “ down” 
re tu rn  as steadily into the starting  position, by slowly lowering the 
body. The same exercise three or four times repeated.
2. liaise the right ( le ft)  leg sidewards— One. Down,
„ ,, „ backwards „ „
Balancing on the left leg and keeping both knees straight, raise 
the right leg slowly in the direction requ ired ; lower it  again, and 
repeat the same movement three or four times, either w ith the 
same leg or w ith either leg alternately.
The same exercises may be done also by raising the leg w ith a 
swing, when they will act more strongly on the joints, in particular 
of the hip, while by raising them  slowly the strain is principally 
throw n on the muscles.
3. Alternate knee flexion.
R ight foot forward.
( a .)  Bend the right knee— Bend. Up.
Keeping both feet to the ground bend the right knee steadily 
forward, the body following the movement, bu t retaining its 
erect position.
(b .)  Bend the left knee—Bend. Up.
W hile the left knee bends, the right is kept perfectly straight, 
the body follo-sving the movement in the same manner as above, so 
as to have its weight entirely resting on the left foo t; but head 
and chest erect, the same as in the starting position.
(c .)  Alternately right and left knees bend— One. Two. Up.
Combinations of a and b, so as to have both knees moving at 
the same time, the one extending as the other bends. Rules for 
the %)osition of body the same as above.
N .B .— The same three e x e r c i s e s ,  w ith left foot forwards. (Fig. 14.)
KEJIARKS.
For all the above and all the following knee flexions the same rule 
applies, viz., to keep the knees, while bendmg w ithin the veidical 
plane of the feet, as they are held in the starting position. Also 
the rule applies, th a t the more slowly and steadily the flexion is 
done the more powerful will be its effect.
4. Balancing on one foot forivards.
Arms straight tip, right foot fu l l  fonvards— One.
Balance on the right. {Fig. 15.)
The same exercise as the knee flexion forwards in the preceding 
number, bu t the stretch mg leg is entirely lifted off the ground, 
and all joints of the body are kept loose and pliable, so as to pre­
serve the balance or readily regain it when lo s t; the eyes steadily 
fixed on a point right in front, and on high.
5. Balancing on one foot hacTcwards.
Arm s forwards in second— One. Right foot forwards— One.
Bend the left Jcnee; balance on the left.
The same as the exercise (Sub. b ) m  No. 3, only the right foot 
is entii'ely lifted off the ground, and as the knee in bending is 
lowered more and more, the head and body have to move forward 
in order to keep the balance and to assist in rising. Care m ust be 
taken not to raise the left heel off the ground.
REMARKS.
, For both the above exercises it will be found a fine practice to 
continue as low down as possible th^flex ion  of the bending knee, 
while the body is being kept in balance, or otherwise to vary and 
increase the difficulty of the same exercises by combinuig w ith 
them different movements of the arms or the body. For instance—  
From the
Balance on one foot forwards, the arms straight tip ;
Bend backwards, or twist sideways and bend backtvards.
B ut the number and field of these or similar modifications and 
exercises are so large tha t they cannot all be given here, bu t m ust 
be left to the study of each instructor.
6. Double knee flexion. {Fig. 16.)
S tarting positions : Fundam ental position— Feet ap art; one foot 
forw ards; hands on the h ip s; arms raised upwards or sidewards.
Up on the toes—Lift.
Bend the knees—Bend.
Up— Down the heels.
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The most im portant and most powerful of all the exercises for 
the legs. W hile both knees steadily move down so low as to touch 
the heels w ith the back and up again to the full extension, keep 
the body perfectly straight, the head erect, and the heels off the 
ground. A t the word “ heels down,” the starting position is 
regained.
7. Rotation o f the feet.
Starting position ; One foot forw ards; hands on the hips.
Right leg straight upwards— One. Halt.
Rotation o f the foot from  right to left ( or reverse) —Halt.
A t the end of the rotation a flexion and extension of the foot 
upwards and downwards should always be added.
This exercise, the same as the rotations of the hands and of the 
body described above, is not of much practical value for the healthy, 
and in particular the b o y ; bu t it  teaches, in the most simple and 
perceptible form, the effect of motion of the extremities on the 
circulation of the blood, and therefore should not be overlooked in 
a complete course of instruction. In  cases of congestion of the 
internal organs, long-continued and often-repeated rotations of the 
feet will prove invaluable.
8. Extension o f the legs.
Starting position : H ands on the h ip s ; arms bent upwards.
The right {left) knee upivards—Bend.
Extend the leg forw ards—One.
„ ,, sidewards— One.
„ „ backwards— One.
A  strong exercise for the extensor muscles of both, bu t in par­
ticular the standing leg. Do not let the body follow the movement
of the e x t e n d i n g  leg, bu t k e e p  it-straight up all the while.
9. Jumping.
( a )  S tarting  position ; Fundam ental— H ands on the hips.
1. Jum p forwards— One.
,, backwards— One.
Lifting on the toes, bend the knees, and quickly e x t e n d i n g  them  
upwards make the spring forwards or backwards, alighting on the 
toes, w ith the heels close and the knees yielding, and regain the 
position by straightening up the legs; head and body kept straight 
up all the while.
2. B y the jum p, feet apart— One.
„ „ heels close— One.
(h .)  S tarting position : One foot forwards.
1, B y the jum p change feet— One.
Lifting on the toes of both feet at the same time, make a spring 
upwards in the manner described above, and alighting, jout the 
right foot down in the line of the left, and the left in the line of 
the right.
2. Arms extended backwards, jum p forwards— One.
Prepare for the jum p by throwing the weight of the body on the 
foot forwards; then, swinging the arms sm artly from backwards 
forwards, take a spring off the forward foot, and alight forwards on 
both feet in the manner described above and at the distance of 
one good step.
REMARKS.
The exercise Sid), a  (1) is the preparatory practice for the stand- 
ing jum p high and wide, and the exercise Suh. 6(2)  is the same 
for the running jump. In  the practice of both the instructor 
must be careful to impress on his pupils the urgent impoidance of 
properly finishing the jum p by alighting as described above, on the 
fore part of the feet, the heels closed and the knees yielding.
G.— G E N E R A L  D IR E C T IO N S.
1. The application of the foregoing “ Free Standing Exercises” 
will be found of the very highest order of usefulness; for not only 
do they offer the practical advantage of exercise, w ithout any costly 
appliances, to many persons of the most different capabilities 
and requirements, at the same time, but, w hat is of greater 
importance, o w i n g  to the simplicity and directness of their motions 
they secure, in a more direct manner than almost any other class of 
exercises, the last and highest aim of rational gymnastics— that is, 
the absolute and immediate obedience of the muscles to the will. 
A ny of the e x e r c i s e s  of the tm n k , for instance, or any flexions or 
extensions in slow time of the extremities, cannot possibly be well 
done without the pupils feeling at once the effect, and, consequently, 
undei'standing the object of the exercise. This may seem simple, 
and of very little practical importance, but it  is not so in fact! 
Considering the great difficulty of satisfactorily explaining the
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})]iysiological effects of any more componnd motion, like most of 
the exercises on the apparatus (for instance, the circle on the 
horizontal bar, or any swinging exercises), and considering tha t 
the legitimate object of rational gymnastics is to advance each 
individual constitution to its highest degree of health and perfec­
tion, it is a m atter of great importance indeed to make each pupil 
understand by the most direct means, and in the quickest possible 
time, w hat effects he may produce by different exercises, and 
how he may have to arrange, vary, and modify them  in order to 
gain his end. I t  is here, in fact, where the difference lies between 
a mere brilliant performer of feats of strength and daring and the 
tin e  g y m n a s t t h e  one takes for his standard nothing but the 
tickle of novelty and sensation, while the other repudiates any 
practice which may not in some intelligible m anner tend towards 
a rational end.
2. A nother signal advantage arising from the practice of Free 
Exercises, in classes of lesser or larger numbers, will be found to 
consist in the preparation by it  for m ilitary drill and duties. The 
attention rivetted on the word of command, the simultaneous 
movements of the class like those of one man, the promptness and 
mathematical precision of each motion, the patience and endurance 
necessary to sustain for a time the strain on the same muscles in 
difficult positions— all are of such a character th a t a better practice 
as preparation for m ilitary duties could not well be devised. 
I  therefore strongly recommend the speedy application of these 
exercises in our Common Schools, for girls as well as boys. I t  will 
be found th a t the children will soon grow fond of them, provided 
the teachers sufficiently understand how to vary and enliven the 
practice by mingling w ith the Standing Exercises those which will 
be described in following chapters— the Marching, Running, and 
Jum ping.
g very im portant point for the practice of Free Exeicises, 
and on which too much attention cannot be bestowed, is the 
adhesion to the utm ost precision and mathematical correctness in 
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effects of each exercise be obtained, and the pupil’s attention 
and interest lastingly secured. Loose and random motions of the 
same description would be u tterly  valueless. A  suggestion in this 
respect of the American gymnasiarch. Dr. Dio Lewis, of Boston, 
is interesting, and will, perhaps, in the course of time be generally 
adopted, viz., to employ music in the gymnasium to accompany 
the exercises and keep them in time. H e says :— '' A  paidy may 
dance w ithout music, bu t the exercise is a little dull. Exercises 
w ith the upper extremities are as much improved by music as 
those w ith the lower extremities. Indeed, w ith the former there 
is much more need of music, as the arms make no noise, such as
might secure concert in exercises w ith the lower extremities. A  
small drum, costing perhaps five dollars, which may be used as a 
brass drum w ith one beatiiig-stick, w ith which any one may keep 
time, is, I  suppose, the sort of music most classes in gymnastics will 
use at first; and it  has advantages, for while it is less pleasing than 
some other instruments, it secures more perfect concert than any 
other. The violin and piano are excellent, but on some accounts the 
hand-organ is the best of all. Feeble and apathetic people, who have 
little courage to undertake gymnastic training, accomplish wonders 
under the inspiration of music. I  believe five times as much 
muscle can be coaxed out, under this delightful stimulus, as w ithout 
it.” I  have given this extract in full, because my own experience 
leads me to believe tha t Dr. Lewis is right, although I  have not 
practically tried the experiment yet. A t all events, it is a m atter 
of great consequence tha t the teacher should keep in view the proper 
rhythmical execution of the different exercises, according to the 
time they may require to be done in—slow, quick, or in term ediate; 
and in order to secure and encourage this rhythmical execution, in 
the first instance, the words of command should be carefully given, 
either by a sharp and quick intonation, or more or less slowly and 
• drawn out (Cp. “ General Remarks,” No. 4); and on the other 
hand, the teacher himself, or assistants posted in proper places 
(Cjx ‘‘ Form ation,” No. 4), should perform and show off the 
exercises required to be done.
4. I t  has been already remarked th a t the application of 
exercises had to be determined by the requirements of the person 
or class exercising. To exemplify this, the following Tables of 
Exercises may serve as instances, for all of which the classes 
should be formed in accordance with rules, either at full, half, or 
quarter distance, and ready to begin, in fundamental position, 
after the word “ Eyes F ron t” has been given ; and also a t proper 
times, and in particular after the more fatiguing exercises, short 
intervals of rest should be allowed.
I .—Table of E xercises for Class of N ew B eginners.
1. Hands on the hips.
A lternate knee flexion.
2. Hands on the hips, feet apart.
Flexion of the head backwards, forwards.
3. Arms extended forivards.
Turn the hands in prime, second, &c.
4. Extension o f the arms in quick time.
By numbers upwards, forwards, &c.
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5. Arms straight up^ feet apart.
Flexion of the body forwards.
h. Arms crossed on the hach, feet apcivt.
Flexion of the body backwards.
7. H ands on the hips, right ( le ft)  foo t forwards.
Balancing on one foot forwards (right and left).
8. Arm s hen^ upwards, feet close.
Bend sideways to the right and left.
1). Hands on the hips.
Jnm]> forwards, backwards (repeated).
10. Arm s forwards, right ( le ft)  foo t forxoards. 
Vertical circle (of the arms) backwards.
I I .— Table of E xercises for A dvanced Class.
1. One foo t f u l l  forwards.
Flexion and extension of arms, in slow time, backwards, 
forwards, sidewards.
2. Hands on the hips.
Double knee flexion (repeated).
3. Arms forwards.
Balance on one foot backwards.
I. Hands on the hips, feet apart.
Tbe back straight, bend forwards.
5. Arm s straight tip, one foo t forwards.
Bend sideways, right and left.
Bend backwards.
0. One foo t f a l l  forwards.
Strike out by the arms, in tierce forwards, and in second 
sidewards.
7. Hands on the hips, feet apart.
Extension of legs sidewards, by numbers.
Extension of arms, in slow time.
8. Hands on the hips.
Jum p forwards, backwards (repeated).
9. Arm s straight up.
Twist to the right and left, in combination with forward 
(back straiglit) and backward flexion.
10. Arm s straight up, one foo t f u l l  forwa/rds.
Flexion of the body forwards.
2 3
I I I . — Table of E xercises for Class of L adies.
1. H ands on the hips.
L ift on the toes (repeated).
2. One foo t forwards.
A rm s up and downwards swing [flying], by numbers, 
repeated ten  or twelve times.
3. H ands on the hips.
Exercises of the head, bending and twisting.
4. A rm s straight up, one foo t forwards.
Balancing on one foot forwards (right and left).
5. A7'ms crossed, on the hach, fee t close.
Bend backwards.
6. Arm s hent hackwa^’ds, face to the right.
B un of two m inutes’ duration.
7. One foo t forw ards, arms hent forw ards.
Rotation, flexion, and extension of hands.
8. One foo t forwards.
Flexion and extension of arms, repeated six to ten  times. 
Tip and downwards, or 
Forwards and sidewards, or 
Forwards and backwards, &c.
9. H ands on the hips, fee t close.
Twist sideways, and bend backwards, righ t and left.
10. One foo t forwards.
H orizontal circle of the arms.
IV .— Table of E xercises for Class of B oys.
1. Extensions o f  Ai'ms, in  quick time.
Upwards, forwards, &c., in  the same and in different 
directions.
2. A rm s straight up.
Flexion of the body forwards.
3. H ands on the hips, one foo t forwards.
Change feet by the jum p (three or four times repeated).
4. H ands on the hips, feet apart.
Heels close, by the jum p, three or four times repeated.
5. Arm s hent hackivards, face to the 7'ight.
B un of two minutes, in straight and circular lines (serpent, 
snail, &c.).
2z|.
G. Vertical rotation o f  the arms.
T. (tryyt owe y b o (  / w  w arcfg.
Bend to the righ t and left, sideways.
8. Standing wide jum]).
9. M ilitary Evolutions in  marching and running.
Single and double file, countermarch, form fours, &c., &c.
10. Arm s straight up^ feet a.part.
Bend backwards.
Flexion and extension of arms, in slow time, sidewards 
and upwards.
To assist the memory of intending students, a Table is added 
of all the W ords of Command,
T A B L E  OF W O R D S OF COM M AND FO B  F R E E  
ST A N D IN G  E X E R C ISE S .
A .— F ormation,
1. For Free Exercises— Fall in,
2, From  the right (left or middle, when “ pivot ” to be named)
take distance— Double quick— March,
3, The same w ith half-distance,
4. Eyes front.
B,— P ositions,
Fundam ental position.
S tarting  positions.
( a )  O f the Feet and the Legs (quick time),
1, Feet close— One. Open the feet— One,
2, Feet apart— One, Heels close— One,
3, R ight (left) foot forwards (backwards)— One, Heels close— One,
4, ,, „ Full forwards— One, Heels close— One,
5, Change feet— One,
(h )  O f the Hands and the Arms (slow time).
1. Hands on the hips— One. Down the arms.
2. Arms crossed on the back— One. „
3. „ bent backwards— One. „
4. „ „ upwards— One. . ,,
5. „ straight up— One. „
C.— E xercises op the H ead (slow time).
1. Flexion of the head forward— Bend. Hp.
2. „ „ „ backward „ „
3. „ „ „ to the right „ „
4" )) j) jj left ,, j,
5. Twist the head to the right sideways— Twist. Forwards.
6- ,, "  ,, I d t
7. Tavist to the right (left), and bend back to the left ( r i g h t ) — One.
Two.
8. Rotation of the head from right to left—One. H alt.
9. „ „ ,, left to right
D.— E xercises of the A rms and H ands.
1. E xtensions of the A rms in Quick T ime—
By numbers— Arms upwards— One. Two. Down— One. Two.
" w ,, » ,, ^
" snWwarab » „ ,, ,, ^
" l^wkwM da,, ,, „ ,, ^
2. E xtensions of the A rms in Slow or in QuickT ime, Swinging__
( a )  The Arms Tcept Straight.
Fundam ental Position : The arms by the sides.
Upwards— One. Downwards— One.
Position w ith arms forwards.
The arms sidewards— One. Forwards— One.
(h )  Arms Bending and Extending.
Position : Arms forwards.
Bend backwards— One. Extend forwards— One.
55 _ 55 55 55 backwRrds „
55 sidewards „ „ forwards „
55 55 55 55 sidowRrds ,,
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Position : Arm s sidewards.
Bend forwards— One, Extend sidewards— One,
Position : Arm s upwards.
Bend sidewards— One, Extend upwards— One,
3, B otation of the A rms—
Position : Arm s forwards,
V ertical circle backwards— One, H alt,
„ „ forwards „ „
P ositio n : Arm s sidewards.
The horizontal circle backwards— One, H alt,
„ „ forwards „ „
4, E xercises of the H ands—
(a) Turn the hands in prime— One,
„ „ second „
„ „ tierce „
)) ,, c[uart ,,
(b) Botation of hands,
(c) Flexion and extension of hands,
(d) Exercises for the fingers,
5, Striking out b y  the A rms—-
(a) Position : B ight (left) foot full forwards, and the arms
forwards.
In  Prim e, strike out forwards— One. Two,
,, Second ,, ,, ,, ,,
,, Tierce ,, ,, ,, ,,
(b) Position : Feet as above; arms sidewards.
In  Second, strike out sidewards— One. Two,
E.— E xercises of the T runk of the B ody.
1. B end forward— B end. U p .
(а)  H i m d s  o n  t h e  h i p s  |  a p a r t ,  f e e t  c l o s e ,  o n e
(h)  A r m s  b e n t  n p w a r d s  V f o r w a r d .
(c )  „  s t r a i g h t  u p  j
2. T h e  back straight, bend forward— B end, U p ,
( « )  H a n d s  o n  t h e  h i p s  I F e e t  a p a r t ,  c lo s e ,  o r  f u n d a -
(б ) A r m s  c r o s s e d  o n  t h e  b a c k  }  C e n t a l  p o s i t i o n .
(c )  „  b e n t  u p w a r d  j
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3 . B end backwaeds— Bend. U p .
(Starting positions the same as ^uh. 1.)
4. B end sideways to the right (left)— Bend. U p .
{a) R ight (left) arm straight np ) _  , , „ ^
6 Arms bent upwards I
(c )  H a n d s  o n  t h e  h i p s  i f®®* f o r w a r d .
5. Twist sideways to the right (left)— Twist. Forwards.
(a) Hands on the hips i
(d) Arms bent upwards v Feet close, feet apart.
(c) Arms straight up j
(d) Combine tAvisting and bending forward Yuth back straight.
(e) „ „ backwards.
6. R otation of the body—
Hands on the hips, feet apart, from right to left— One. H alt. 
,, „ „ left to right— H alt.
F.— E xercises op the L outer E xtremities.
The body in fundamental position, the hands on the hips.
1. U p on the toes— L ift . D own.
2. R aise the right (left) leg sideways— One. D own.
„  „  „  FORWARDS „  „
„  „  „  BACKWARDS „  „
3. A lternate K nee F lexion—
Position : R ight (left) foot forwards.
{a) Bend the right (left) knee— Bend. Up.
( ^  ^ „ „
(c) A lternately right and left knees bend— One. Two.
4. Balancing on One F oot F orwards—
Position as in hso. 3. Hands on the hips, or arms raised, 
both in the same or different directions.
5. Balancing on One F oot Backwards—
The Starting Position, same as in Ho. 4.
6. D ouble K nee F lexion—
Positions : Hands on the hips, arms bent upwards, straight 
up, or extended sideways.
U p on the toes— Lift.
Bend the knees— Bend.
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7. K otation of the F eet—
Ui) H ands on the hips, raise the right (left) leg miwards.
{h) Rotation of the foot from right to left— H alt. Reverse,
(c) Bend the foot upwards— One. Stretch downwards— 
Two, &c.
8. E xtension of L egs—
Positions : H ands on the hips, arms bent upwards.
The right (left) knee upwards— Bend.
Extend the leg forwards.
,, ,, sidewards.
„ ,, backwards.
9. J umping—
{a) Change from one to the other of the different starting
positions for the feet by the ju m p ; for instance,
feet apart by the jum p, heels close, 6c.
(&) From  the fundamental position— Jum p Forwards^ BacTc- 
loards— One.
(c) From  the position one foot forwards, arms extended 
backwards— Jum p Forivards— One.
CHAPTER II.
T H E  D U M B - B E L L S .
G E N E R A L  R EM A R K S.
1. D umb-bells, like other similar gymnastic appliances (chibs, 
wands, &c.), are used for the purpose of giving greater effect- 
to certain free motions of the body and its limbs. They partake, 
therefore, of the nature of the Free Standing Exercises, as described 
in the preceding Chapter, and accordingly are characterised by 
the same leading features— viz., exactness of position and rythm  
of execution.
2. Among all applications of weights for gymnastic exercises, 
the Dumb-bells are not only of the greatest antiquity, but also 
hold the foremost place in importance. Since the great revival of 
physical education at the commencement of this century, however, 
their application has undergone very material changes. W hile the 
older gymnasts recommended heavy weights, and accordingly used 
only limited motions, either very slow or swinging, the modern 
school, represented by Kloss in Germany and Dio Lewis in 
America, have, on good grounds, established the law for the 
application of light weights in a great variety of exercises. Kloss 
says :— “ Dumb-bells weighing three pounds are sufficiently heavy 
for producing thorough exercise of the body in the strongest m a n ; 
those weighing more, though they call out greater exertion, will 
prevent th a t active exercise which is most valuable. Bells weigh­
ing fifty and one hundred pounds are serviceable only in trials of 
streng th ; by their frequent use a one-sided condition is produced.” 
My own experience fully bears out this observation. A t the 
National Gymnasium, Dumb-bells weighing from six to eight 
pounds each have been and are still being used, but the practice 
w ith these, for the wide range of exercise taken, is too severe 
for many, and therefore light weights (from two to five pounds) 
will shortly be introduced.
3. For the A rm  Exercises, in the following tables the position 
of “ one foot full forwards” is chosen, in accordance w ith the sug­
gestions of Archibald Maclaren, in his M ilitary Gymnastics. This 
position secures, in the best manner, a perfect steadiness of the 
body, and thereby a full effect of the exercise on the muscles of 
the chest and the shoulders.
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A .— FO R M A TIO N .
Tlie formation for Dumb-bells is tlie same as for Free Exercises. 
Each man, taking a suitable pair of bells, falls in, in single or double 
line as d irected ; then, according to numbers and space, the ranks 
are formed and distance taken, in accordance w ith the rules given 
in the preceding Chapter. W hen the word is given—
Down the hells— One step to the rear—
Every man puts down his bells straight before him, and steps 
one pace to the rear.
B.— E X E R C IS E  B Y  O N E ARM .
1. R ight fo o t forwards.
M ake a half facing to the left if'ie ld  Exercise., p. 15), and 
advance the right foot the length of one pace, so as to bring the 
toes close to and facing the centre of the bells, both knees straight, 
the head and the eyes to the front.
2. Ready. {Fig. 17.)
Bend the right knee, place the right hand on the thigh above 
the knee, throw  the left arm w ith hand in tierce straight back 
to the r e a r ; keep the body erect, the chest advanced, and the 
shoulders and hips well forwards to the front.
3. B y  the left.
Stooping down forwards, take hold of one of the bells w ith the 
left hand, the thum b inside, a t the same time leaning well on the 
right knee, the left being perfectly straight.
4. Up.
Rise again, into the position of Ready,” carrying the bell 
straight up from the shoulder alongside the head, w ith the 
hand in tierce. W hile rising lean well forward on the right 
knee, the right arm hrm ly supporting the movement.
5. Bend the left arm sideways, <L'c.
A fter the above four movements have been steadily performed, 
and a correct position has been gained, the flexion and extension.
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in slow time, of the left arm should he practised in the different 
directions, as taught in Chapter I. (D 2), and while doing so, par­
ticular attention should be paid to strictly maintaining the 
position of the body and the lower limbs, as above described.
6. Down the hells— Recover.
To finish the exercise, pu t down the bells in their old places, 
and regain the original starting position.
7. The left foo t forwards, dx.
The same exercises have also to be practised for the right side, 
when the left foot is put forward, and the right hand takes the 
bell.
C.— T H E  S A W Y E R
1. One step forwards—March.
From the starting position, as described Suh. a, make a step 
forwards, so as to bring the feet close to and opposite the bells.
2. Feet apart. (Chapter I., B 2.)
3. Ready.
Bend the knees, keep the body erect, the arms straight down 
inside the knees, the hands in tierce.
4. B^j both hands.
The body stooping down forwards, grasp one bell w ith each hand.
5. The Sawyer.—  Up—Down. {Fig. 18.)
A t the word “ Tip,” let the arms and the bells go 'with a swing 
backwards between the knees, and upwards above the head ; from 
there, at the word “ Down,” back again the same way; and so on 
for five or six times, the instructor counting for either each single 
or each double swing. A ll the time keep the knees bent, the chest 
well advanced, and the arms straight. Let the weight of the bells 
carry each swing as far out as may be done without losing the 
balance.
6. Down the hells— Recover.
The same as above, only at the “ Recover," a step is made back­
wards into the starting position, commencing w ith the left foot 
and bringing the right foot to “ Heels close.”
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D .— E X E R C IS E  OE BO TH  ARM S. {Fig. 19.)
1. Bight foo t forwards.
The same as B 1.
2. Ready.
The same as B 2.
3. B y  both hands.
The same as B 3, only both the bells are to be grasped, 
one by each hand.
4. C/^ j.
The same as B 4, bu t both arms and both the bells are raised.
5. Bend the arms sideways, (L'c.
The same as B 5, bu t both arms instead of one.
G. Down the Bells— Recover.7^ T r  j' , j' I P  < The same as Sub. b.7. L ejt joo t jorwards, (VC.
E .— F R E E  E X E R C ISE S ,
W I T H  B E L L S  A D D E D  A S  W E I G H T S .
A fter pupils have gained sufficient firmness of position and 
steadiness of motion in the preceding e x e r c i s e s ,  it will be found 
an excellent and most instructive practice to use the Dumb-bells 
in addition to many of the Free Exercises as described in the 
first chapter.
The exercises which for this purpose most recommend them ­
selves are the following, viz. :—
1. A ll the arm  extensions, in quick time, from the position 
“ One foot forwards.”
2. The striking out by the arms from the position “ One foot 
full forwards.”
3. The rotation of the arms, by the horizontal or vertical circle, 
from either position “ One foot forwards” or “ One foot full 
forwards.”
4. A ll the exercises of the tru n k  of the body, from any of the 
starting  positions, as described in Chapter I.
5. The alternate or double knee flexion.
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6. Tlie balancing on one foot forwards or backwards, both IS'os. 
5 and 6, from the position of arms upwards, forwards, sidewards, 
and backwards, and either bent or extended.
REMARKS.
1. The application of the above exercises "will reqnii’e great care 
and tact on the part of the instructor, on account of the high 
degree of exertion they require. As a guidance for classes, the 
rule given above should be adhered to, th a t even for the use of 
the strongest the dumb-bells should not be heavier than  five 
pounds.
2. A tten tion  m ust be bestowed in  all these exercises on the 
steadiness of position, particularly w ith regard to the knees, the 
elbows, the shoulders, and the chest— not to allow them  to 
follow the movement of the weights. In  all swinging exercises 
especially— for instance, the circle of the arms, either vertical or 
horizontal— new begmnei'S will feel a strong inclination to let the 
body swerve from one foot to the other, according to the move­
m ent of the bells, forwards or backwards ; bu t thereby tfte 
intended effect (in the quoted instance on the muscles of the 
respii'ation) would often be entirely lost, or, in all cases, con­
siderably diminished.
CHAPTER in .
R U N N I N G
I ._ 1 N T E 0 D U C T 0 R Y .
T h e  practice of running, as a gymnastic exercise, should he natu- 
lully preceded hy the practice of w alk ing ; hut I  dispense with 
giving rules for the latter, because m ilitary drill, which is ahout 
heing introduced, will teach it  in all the schools under the form of 
“ m a r e h i n g a n d  the rectilication of defects in walking of full- 
grown ])crsons, either w ith regal'd to “ action or position," will he 
more secnrely obtained hy the application of other gymnastic exer­
cises. H ere, a}>art fiom any practiee in the gymnasium, I  wish to 
urge only one point on the attention of my readers—th at is the use- 
fulness of longer excursions on foot, ^particularly in mountainous 
districts. The extension of railways and coaches, combined with the 
nsual mode of hush travelling in this country, and the natural 
elfects of a hot climate, threaten to result in an almost total neglect 
of this wholesome ]>ractice of the old eountries of Euro})e. Yet, 
w hat finer exercise, w hat better enjoyment and one more pro­
ductive of lasting benefits, conld he devised, especially for the 
young, and for those who earn their living in offices, behind coun­
ters, and in w orkshops; or w hat better mode of spending a holiday 
for a class of schoolboys than to camp out in the bush, to learn 
%)atience and endurance of fatigue, to practice in playing the duties of 
soldiers in the field f Took a t the populations of mountainous 
countries-—the Swiss, the Tyrolese, the warlike Circassians—is it 
accident th a t they are adorned w ith all the best qualities 6f main 
hood—strong limbs, sound lungs, and independent spirits ? I t  is 
the bracing air of the mountain, the steep rock, the gaping decli­
vity, they have to thank for what they are.
I I ._ D I F F E E E N C E  b e t w e e n  w a l k i n g  a n d  
R U N N IN G .
Before proceeding any further, it  may be useful here to state the 
characteristic difterence between running and walking, apart from 
the degree of speed. Both, besides the motion forwards, have in 
c o m m o n  the oscillation of the body sidewards, which is balanced by
the swing of the arms forwards and backwards, and have also in 
common the iiosition, the column of the body k e p t  erect but 
inclined forwards from the hips, more or less in  accordance w ith the 
degree of speed; but the princi%)al difference is in the action, \iz ., 
th a t in walking the descent is made on the heel first, and from’ 
there is transferred to the toes, consequently th a t in each step both 
feet are on the groiuid a t the s a m e  time, and th a t each step is 
accomplished before the succeeding one is commenced; while in run ­
ning, as a rule, the descent is made on the full sole of the foot, only 
one foot touching the ground at a time, and for a short moment 
both feet being off the g i o u n d ,  s o  as to constitute a succession of 
leaps, in which each single bound forward receives part of its 
impetus from the p r e v i o u s  one. A nother characteristic difference 
is in the action of the knees. W hile in w a l k i n g  the knees alternately 
bend and extend, they are constantly kejit on the bend in  running', 
only y i e l d i n g  a little  as soon as the foot touches the gu’ound, ui 
order to give elasticity to the descent and to g a i n  the necessary 
spring for the next bound forwards.
. M arching should always be considered as a p u r e l y  m ilitary exer­
cise, w ith  which the g y m n a s i u m  h a s  no immediate connection. 
W hile the practice for boys in all the public schools of m ilitary 
( h a l l  111 c o r m e c t h m  v r i t h g o n i m a s t h a  i s f x i l i e  n a d c o m e d a a  t h e  s a f e s t  
foundation for the permaneiicy and efficiency of our V olunteer 
organisation, the introduction of the drill-sergeant in ladies’ schools 
must certainly be marked as a mistake. A t the best, his 
teaching can afiford only a very p o o r  substitute for w hat is in reality 
required instruction in those e x e r c i s e s  which develope the muscles 
of the chest and the back, im parting vigour to the circulation 
and tone to the nervous system.
I I I .— C O U ESE F O E  PE A C T IC E .
For running, p r a c t i c e  hi the o p e n  air is the best. The accele­
rated action of the lung's demands a plentiful s u p p l y  of pure and 
fiesh air. Only calm weather and moderate tem peratures should 
be chosen, a t all events for new beginners. Every gymnasium 
should be provided w ith a level measured course of one hundred 
yards in leng-th, and twelve to sixteen yards in width. W here 
there is sufficient r o o m ,  a circular course, w ith measured distances 
^ ^  quarier, half, and one mile, would be a valuable addition.
lere theie is no acconiniodation for out-door practice, care m ust 
be taken, by opening the windows or otherwise, to provide the 
n e « % M w y 8 u p ^ ^ ( d r i r i ? s h a f i ^ f n # f r i n n  d u s t  a m i  d n m ig h k
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IV .— SPEED .
In  practising, three different degrees of speed should be distin­
guished, viz.:—
Half-speed, a t the rate of foi’ty  seconds foi- the one hundred yards, 
equal to the m ilitary “ double quick.”
!dp)eed, a t the rate of tw enty seconds for the one hundred yards.
Fidl-speed (racing), at the rate of about ten  to eleven seconds 
for the one hundred yards.
Of these, half-speed” alone should, as a rule, be used for in-door 
practice, the frequent and short turns making the quicker rate 
ra ther dangerous. B ut both “ half-speed” and “ speed” should be 
practised for time, commencing w ith two minutes and gradually 
extending to ten and fifteen minutes.
Pacing speed w ithout any exception should only be practised 
in the open air and on safe ground, not stony nor slippery, nor 
on steep descents, and only by those who have gained sufficient 
steadiness a t the lower rates of speed.
V .— P O S IT IO N  A N D  A CTIO N .
W ith  regard to the position of the body in running, the main 
object m ust be to secure the smallest possible expenditure of breath 
and of muscle for each single bound forward. For this purpose, the 
column of the body should be kept straight bu t inclined forwards, 
in  ])roportion w ith the degree of speed, so as to obtain an easy 
balance on each advancing foot; the chest arched forward and 
expanded, the head erect, lips tightly  closed, the breath taken 
through the nostrils, the arms in the position of “ arms bent 
backwards,” shoulders well drawn back and elbows close to the 
sides, the knees bent, but yielding at each advancing step.
A ction is then taken by a succession of leaps from one foot on to 
the other, in which each time the full sole touches the ground, and 
the arms assist in keeping the body in balance.
A t half-speed, the arms may be carried also in the position of 
“ hands on the hips,” and the run  may be practised on the toes, the 
heels off the ground, whereby pupils will more easily obtain the 
desirable elasticity of step.
A t full-speed, as the column of the body is to be kept more 
forward, the angle of the arms should be widened, so as to bring 
the hands in a position immediately below and behind the hip 
bones, instead of forwards and above them.
V I.—EVOLUTIONS.
For the exercise of classes and squads in running a t “ lialf-speed” 
and a t “ speed,” formations and evolutions in the m ilitary fashion 
are requii'cd. Some of the German gymnasts have invented and 
jiractice a great variety of more or less complicated evolutions, 
im itating the orchestric performances of the ancient choimses. 
These are said to be of great value, more particularly for classes of 
girls. For boys I  would recommend the practice of strictly  m ili­
ta ry  evolutions— of course only the sim%)ler ones; bu t for mixed 
classes in public gymnasiums, even these would be too complicated. 
The following are those which are most usually employed in the 
National Gymnasium.
(a)  Form ation .
Form  less than th irty  in  one and more than  th irty  in two lines. 
N um ber yonr class off from the right.
Explain the terms “ front and rear rank ,” “ odd and even 
numbers,” and “ right and left files,” in accordance w ith m ilitary 
instructions. A ppoint reliable leaders for the righ t and left.
(b ) R un in S ingle or D ouble F ile.
To the right— left—-face ; at half-speed, forioard— march; arms 
hacJcward— bend.
Each pujDil advancing the left foot, the whole class will follow 
the leader, keeping time and step w ith him.
In  this formation may be practised all sorts of turns in and out, 
facings to the right or left about, extensions of arms in  different 
directions, and fomnation o f  the double file  out of single file, or the 
reverse. Supposmg the righ t to be in front (after facing to the 
light), double file is formed by all even numbers falling out to the 
right hand side of the odd numbers before them, and continuing 
the rnn  in this position; or the left being in front, the same is 
done by the odd numbers falling out to the righ t hand side of the 
even numbers. So, again, if  single file is to be formed from the 
double file, this is done by the rear rank man of each file falling in 
behind the front rank man of the same file.
In  order to secure time being strictly  kept, now and then the 
o r d e r  s h o u l d  b e  g i v e n  (A rg g J  w l i e n  f o r  t h e
num ber of steps named the full soles of the feet should be pu t hard 
doAvn to the ground in a stamping manner.
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f c j  R un  th e  Snail.
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Form ation to be taken ui single tile. ( tSee D iagram )— a a is the 
tile before starting, h h the tile when returning from the evolution. 
The la tter is perfoianed in a num ber of concentric circles turning 
inward to the centre, and retu in ing  thence by the same number of 
circles outward to a straight line parallel w ith the one from which 
the tile has started, bu t w ith a reversed front. The first circle in 
starting should be made so wide th a t the leader of the file may meet 
its last man ju st a t the point of commencement of the second 
inward circle, and all tlie inward circles should be kept equally 
and sufficiently distant one from the other to allow the easy passage 
through them  of the returning part of the file.
(d )  R un the Serpent.
I  h
Form ation in single file, (idee JJiwjram)— a a is tlie line of the 
commencing position; h h tlie line of the finishing position. The 
finish is also w ith reversed front. A ttention m ust he paid to 
keeping the different serpentine lines stiictly  parallel, equally long 
and equally distant from one another.
( e )  Rules.
In  all the above, or similar figures and evolutions, particular 
care must be taken tha t all pupils exactly cover each other in the 
m ilitary sense (“ The head of the man immediately before each 
soldier, when he is correctly covered, will conceal the heads of all 
the others in his front.”— See page 40, Evolutions o f  In fan try , 
1863); th a t on the word “ march” the whole step off together; 
th a t in runnhig they m aintain strictly the same step and time w ith 
the leader; th a t they keep the same distance from one another 
(not less than one pace of the length of th irty  inches); and that, 
lastly, the whole follow exactly through every point of the line as 
described by the leader.
V I I .— G E N E R A L  D IR E C T IO N S.
A  w riter on gymnastics somewhere claims the same value for the 
physiological eftects of a run of five m inutes’ duration as for those 
of a two hours’ walk. I  believe his estimate to be rather under the 
mark, if the walking is to be done in the streets of a city or on a 
dusty road. The practice of running, as such, if properly directed, 
is indeed of the very highest order of usefulness ; bu t the power­
ful influence it  exercises on the breathing apparatus makes it  like 
a two-edged sword— it may injure as well as benefit; the more so 
as the exercise is so popular th a t it readily suggests itself even in 
cases where its ap]ilication may be dangerous or down-right in ju­
rious. I  have known persons of d e l i c a t e  lungs, and others even 
far advanced in consumption, make desperate efibrts at lunning, 
w ithout any preparation and w ithout the slightest practical know­
ledge of what they were about. Such should never th ink  of it, 
unless after a course of preparatory exercises by which they would 
acquire sufficient strength for the o r g a n s  of respiration, and would 
learn their proper management.
B ut the strong and the active should also proceed with care 
and judgment. They should commence to practice, as obseiwed 
above, only in calm w eather and at moderate tem peratures; best 
in spring and autum n, and in the early parts of the day—the hour 
before breakfast. They should study position and action in all 
their details; first a t the lowest rate of speed, and for no longer 
duration than two or three m inutes; then, as steadiness and 
strength are gained, gradually increasing the speed and the tim e ; 
a t first often interm ixing intervals of h a l f - s p e e d  or of walking, 
a t last proceeding to the most arduous tasks— racing for distance, 
over obstacles such as ditches, embankments, fences, walls, &c.; 
carrying weights, lunning on sloping or on lising ground.
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A nother suhject of importance which requires carefully attend­
ing to is the dress. Dress lightly Avhile you run, pu t on warm 
clothing after it. B ut even then do not lie doAvn or remain in a 
posture of absolute rest, bu t walk about quietly un til lungs 
and heart are calmed, and the pei'spiration allayed. I t  is strange 
to observe, and afflicting to th ink, how carefully all these simple 
and self-speaking rules are attended to in the case of valuable 
racing stock, and how often they are neglected by many a {promis­
ing young man, who perhaps pays for this neglect w ith lasting 
ill-health and all its consequences. I  say i t  is afflicting to th ink 
how calculating and how clever man is where gain of money is 
concerned, and how wonderfully careless and helplessly ignorant 
where “ only” his health is in question.
CH APTER IV.
J U M P I N G .
I .— IN T R O D U C T O R Y .
THERE are three principal modes into which jum pm g may be 
divided, viz. :—
Jum ping depth \
„ height, and | either standing or running.
,, w idth )
They all offer most powerful means for the development of the
lower extremities, by the quick and energetic flexion and exten­
sion of the limbs which they invariably require. For their regular 
practice in the gymnasium, simple arrangements are required to 
secure a progressive degree of exercise. B ut the motion of leaping 
itself in any of the above-named directions, being entirely indepen­
dent of any artificial apparatus, I  have thought fit to give the 
description of jum ping in this place, and not in the second part, 
among the exercises on the apparatus.
I I .— PO S IT IO N  A N D  A CTIO N .
All kinds of jum ps have the same principles in common for 
the start and for the finish. Invariably the leap has to be prepared 
for by a flexion of the knees and a lowering of the body, and as 
invariably it  has to be finished by a descent on the fore part of 
the feet, -with the heels c lo s e d  and off the ground, the knees bent 
outward and yielding, the head and body inclined forwaid • in tlie 
first position, all parts prepared and calculated w ith the greatest 
possible energy to propel the body in the direction required ; in the 
latter position, all parts employed to ease its descent and to secure 
its safety by preventing injuries from the weight of the fall to the 
bones, the spine, or the brain.
The action of the leap itself is accomplished by the quick exten­
sion of the legs from the previous flexion and the accompanying 
propulsion of the body downward, upward, or forward.
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W hile ill th is m anner the lower extrem ities are the most active 
parts employed for jum piog, still the arms also have im portant 
functions to perform. They assist the leap itself by swinging in 
its d irection ; further, they m aintain the balance of the body while 
in m o tion ; and, lastly, they secure the proper landing by directing 
the fall forward.
The run  for all sorts of leaping should be taken at a distance of 
about eight to ten  paces from the object, and should commence 
w ith short gentle steps, increasing in length and speed, the arms 
kept as directed above for racing speed,” the body inclined 
forward, the eyes fixed on the spot which has to be cleared by the 
jum per.
I I I .— JU M P IN G  D E PT H .
(a )  S tanding .
S tarting  position ; R ight foot forward, the arms in second 
loosely extended forward, head and body inclined forward, the eyes 
directed to the spot where the feet have to land.
A ction : Advance the left foot below the level on which you 
stand, let the right foot quickly join the left while descending, and 
keeping the body well balanced forward, the arms assisting, land on 
the toes, heels off the ground, in the manner as above described.
The same exercise with left foot forward.
For the graduall y-progressive practice of this exercise steps 
will be most convenient, ivith a surface large enough to enable a 
person to stand freely ; the lowest step about eighteen inches off 
the ground, the other steps rising from nine to twelve inches to the 
height of about eight feet. On hard ground, tliis exercise should 
never be practised beyond a depth of four to five feet.
The standing deep jum p, as described above, teaches in the 
easiest possible m anner the im portant movement of the descent and 
landing, and therefore should be practised carefully, and at the 
lowest heights, before any of the other modes of jumping.
From  the beginning, the necessity should be impressed on the 
mind of the pupil in  every deep junq) to step down forward 
gently, in  order to decrease as much as possible the height and 
weight of the fall.
(h)  R u nn ing  D eep Jump, o r  B re a c h  Leaping.
Machine : A  board about three feet wide and from eight to ten 
feet long rests w ith one end on a bar sliding up and down 
between two standards, by means of which it may be raised from 
the gi’ound a t pleasure, to the height of from tivo to six feet. The 
vaulting bar of the gymnasium may conveniently be used for the 
purpose.
Exercise: R un up to the lower edge of the board. Take, 
according to size, two or three large strides on it, and jum p over 
its edge down to the ground, the swing of the arms upwards and 
forwards assisting in keeping the body well balanced. Land in 
the same manner as from the standing jump.
Practice to jum p off either foot, right or left.
This exercise g e n e r a l l y  is a great favourite among the young 
and the active, and may safely be practised even bv young 
ladies to the height of from e i g h t e e n  inches to three feet, provided 
the ground f o r  landing is sufficiently prepared.
IV .— JU M P IN G  H E IG H T .
The high jum p may be practised either on or over, but, the 
former being of inferior practical value, and scarcely affording any 
material points of difference from the la tter as ffir as regards 
exercise, it may be dispensed w ith in the usual practice of the 
gymnasium. For the regular e x e r c i s e  of the latter, the following 
machine will be found convenient. P u t two standards in the 
ground, or hx them on a movable cross; place pegs in the standards 
at equal heights from the ground, and lay a cord or a round stick 
on the ])egs.
Standards may be either round (three inches diameter) or square 
(three inches b y  three inches), the holes for the pegs commencing 
two feet above the ground, and rising by two-inch spaces to the 
height of six fee t; the number of inches above gi’ound to be marked 
in paint above each hole.
Pegs of wood fitting the holes, rounded off on the tops, 
and not projecting more than one and a half inch.
A  cord of about half-inch diametei- and seven to eight feet long, 
with two bags filled with sand or shot attached to the ends, 
sufficiently heavy to k e e p  the cord tight, and light enough to allow 
it easily to slip off when touched.
( a )  S tand ixg  H ig h  Jump.
Stand facing the rope from one to two feet distant, w ith the 
arms straight up and the hands clenched, the head and b o d y  
inclining backwards and the knees yielding forwards; swing the arjus 
down backwards, at the same time raise the heels off the ground, 
open the knees, incline head and body forwai'ds, and at the next 
swing of the arms upwards rise for the jum p, the heels well drawn 
up under the body, the knees open, the arms, head, and body 
inclining forwards, and the shoidders square to the fro n t; alight as
described above on the fore part of the feet, w ith the heels close 
and the knees open and yielding.
The accurate practice of the standing jum p as here described, 
and a close attention to all its detajls of position, are indispensable 
for tlie })erfect acquisition of the running jump. There is no 
motion more graceful than a well-executed leap, none more 
ungainly than  an awkward one ; no exercise safer if rules are pro­
perly attended to, none more dangerous if they are neglected.
The attention of the new beginner should be particularly 
directed to the proper use of the swing of the arms, to the square 
position of the shoulders in all the different movements of the leap, 
and to the maintenance all through of the position of the feet— like 
th a t in the starting  position, heels close and toes turned out. The 
practice of the standing high jum p sideways, as a regular routine, 
is objectionable. I t  o^ers very little  advantage from a technical 
point of view, and is apt to spoil pupils for the proper execution of 
the running jump.
(h)  R unn ing  H ig h  Jump.
Take the run in accordance w ith the rules given a t page 42, and 
in a straight line forward; leap off one foot in a similar manner as 
described above for both feet, taking the spring a t a distance from 
the object equal to its height above ground; use the swing of the 
arms upward and forward to assist and balance, and alight on both 
feet, heels off the ground and closed, knees open and yieldmg.
(c)  R u les .
D irect the attention of pupils from the beginnmg to the 
correct management of the run, so as to h it the proper spot to leap 
from, neither too close nor too far away. Explain how the latter 
m istake m ust necessarily decrease the result in height.
Do not allow pupils to practice for height until they have gained 
sufficient steadiness at low jumping. Practice jum ping off either 
foot, right or left, a t will. Insist on accuracy of position, par­
ticularly for the descent.
v ._JU M PIN G  WIDTH.
Macliine : A  ditch about two feet deep, and from three to 
tw enty feet wide, one border lined witli timber or brick, and the 
approach hardened and level, the other border sloping and soft. 
Hod measures fixed along the sides to measure the w idth of the 
leaps. .
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( a )  StaisTding W ide  Jump.
Stand -witli arms extended forward and hands clenched, facing 
the ditch, two inches from the edge, in fundamental position, 
body straight but well inclined forw ard; swing the arms straight 
back, a t the same time rise on the toes, bend and open the 
knees, lower the body, throwing head and shoulders as far forward 
as the balance will allow, and then, w ith the return ing  swing of 
the arms forwards, make the leap, alighting in the usual mamier.
(h)  E unn ix g  AVide Jump.
The running wide jum p, the same as the high jum p, has to be 
done off one foot; and the jum ping off either foot, right or left, 
should be equally practised.
(c)  R u les.
The standing wide jum p may be practised also w ith weights in 
the hands (dumb bells), but only where the ground for the descent 
is sufficiently soft, never on boarded or stone flooring. On such 
flooring the practice of the running wide jum p, also, should not be 
allowed.
The iniles given for the running high jump, -with regard to the 
hitting of the right spot to leap from, and the steadiness to be 
gained at easy tasks before more difficult ones are undertaken, 
apply w ith equal force to the lainning wide jump.
For advanced pupils, the practice of the “ flying leap” (combina­
tion of height and width for the running jum p) will offer a wide 
field for stimulating emulation, but care m ust be taken th a t the 
practice ground offei's all necessary guarantees for safety.
V I.— G E N E R A L  D IR EC TIO N S.
The rem ark has been made above, th a t the exercise of jumping 
affords a most powerful means for the development of the lower 
extremities, by the rapid contraction and extension of the muscles, 
but its effect on the nervous system is perhaps of even more 
marked importance. The promptness required for the innervation 
(or the action of the will on the muscle), the energy of the 
movement in all its parts, and the healthful emulation it  encourages, 
give it  one of the highest ranks in the order of gymnastic exercises 
for pei-sons up to th irty  yearn old, and of a sound frame and 
healthy constitution. Elderly and delicate persons should practice 
it, if at all, only very exceptionally; fat and heavy persons cannot
do anything better, if they require to reduce their weight, pro­
vided they go through a course of preparatory training, and then 
proceed cautiously and systematically under the direction of an 
experienced teacher.
D anger to the bones of the extremities or to the spine, or 
of rupture, may easily arise from awkward or careless jum p­
ing. This should always be borne in mind, as well w ith regard to 
the careful preparation of the practice ground as to the proper 
attention by the pupils to all the details of position in the different 
modes of jumping.
The use of an elastic spring-board may now and then be per­
m itted for the practice of advanced pupils for recreation, but 
should never be considered as forming part of the regular routine 
of the gymnasium.
S  ctonb IB art.
EXERCISES ON THE APPARATUS.
C H A P T E R  I .— V A U L T IN G  A N D  PO L E -L E A PIN G . 
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I I I .— C LIM B IN G .
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L A D D E R  PL A N K .
V .— T H E  P A IR  OF R IN G S.
V I.— T H E  H O R IZ O N T A L  BAR.
V I I .—T H E  T R A P E Z IU M .
V I I I .— T H E  P A R A L L E L  BARS.
IX .— B A L A N C IN G  A N D  ESC A LA D IN G .

CHAPTER I.
VAULTING AND POLE LEAPING,
I .— T H E  M A C H IN E .
F ix  two standards of not less than  four by six inches tim ber firmly 
in the g round; screw one by one-and-a-half incli battens on to their 
inner sides, to serve as slides for tlie b a r ; take a bar of two and a 
half inches by five inches or three inches by six inches tim ber 
(hickory or ash are best), of a length not less than eight and not more 
than fifteen fe e t; bore holes through the slides for iron pins of three- 
eighths of an inch in diameter, tliree inches apart from one another, 
the height marked in num ber of inches above each hole, com­
mencing a t two feet and finishing a t six feet above ground. I f  
the same standards are to be used for pole leaping, the holes should 
be carried up to a height of nine feet. The ends of the bar, where 
resting on the pins, should bo lined w ith iron, the to]) rounded 
off and nibbed smooth for the easy grasp of the hand.
I I .— T H E  S T A N D IN G  V A U LT.
Stand facing the bar and close to it, the hands grasping at 
the distance of the shoulders, w ith tliumbs inwards and the 
fingers outwards, the elbows vertical over the bar, the head and 
shoulders inclining forw ards; then rise on the toes, bend the 
knees, lowering the body accordingly, and, with a quick extension 
of the legs, spring from the ground, raising the back to the height 
of the elbows, and throwing the weight of the body on the sujiport 
of the arms, w ith the centre of gravity (the navel) right over the 
bai , clear the bar by a tu rn  of the shoulder and corresponding 
swing of the body to the side required ; alight, yielding in the 
same manner as has been described for jumping, w ith the left hand 
on the bar, and facing to the left after a right vault, or the reverse 
aftei a left vault, for vaulting slioidd invariably be exercised to 
both sides equally.
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I I I .— T H E  R U N N IN G  V A U LT.
Stand facing the bar eight or ten  paces d is tan t; run as directed 
above (P art I., Chap. I.), w ith eyes fixed straight forwards on the 
b a r ; take a determined jum p off both feet close to, and, in the same 
manner as described for the standing vault, clear the bar to the right 
or left, as required, w ith the only difference th a t the legs are to be 
swung higher, so as to bring the whole body in a straight line when 
above the bar, resting on the left hand in the vault to the right, 
and on the righ t hand in the vault to the left.
IV .— R U L E S.
New beginners should never be allowed to practice vaulting, 
even a t the lowest heights, w ithout some qualified person's 
superintendence. The la tter should stand right opposite the 
place where the vaulter grips the bar, ready, by taking hold 
of his upper arms, to assist him over, or to prevent a tumble 
if his hands slip or his feet touch the bar.
V .— PO L E  L E A P IN G .
Pole leaping is essentially the same exercise as the running vault, 
w ith  the difference th a t in the former the support by the arms 
starts from a fixed and horizontal, and in the la tter from a 
movable and vertical, appliance.
Poles should be made of Oregon pine, as best combining ligh t­
ness w ith strength. They should be eight to ten feet long, one 
and a quarter inch diameter, w ithout knot or blemish, and pointed 
a t one end. The appliances for practice are the same as for the 
running high and wide jump. Leaping over stiff objects (walls, 
fences, &c.) should not be permitted. Loose and soft soil is 
particularly required not only for the landing, bu t also as a rest 
for the points of the poles.
Both the starting position and the leaping, as described here and 
in the following directions, refer to the vault to the r ig h t; for the 
vault to the left, the sides of course have to be reversed.
( a )  S ta r t in g  Position .
The class stand in a line, alongside the line of the course, with 
poles straight up, held by the right hands and leaning against the 
right shoulders. Each vaulter, stepping forwards (allowing a
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distance of twelve to fifteen yards for his run), takes up Ids 
position straight opposite his aim in a m anner similar to th a t of 
the rifleman, by putting  back the right foot, bending the left knee, 
throwing the weight of the body forwards on the left foot, and 
keeping eyes and attention rivetted on the point lie wishes 
to clear by his leap. As soon as he has taken his aim, w ith 
regard to distance of run  and length of pole required, he 
raises his pole, throwing the right arm straight back from the 
shoulder, the left bent at right angles close in front of the body, 
both hands in the position of “ prime," the right gripping towards 
the end, the left about the middle, a t a ])oint proportionate to the 
height or w idth of the intended jum p.
( h )  T he  H ig h  Leap.
W hile running keep the left shoulder and the point of the pole 
straight to the front. Jum p off the left foot, pu t the pole firmly 
and vertically into the ground, raise the body by extending the 
left and bending the right arm, and vault over in the manner 
described above, w ith tiie difference th a t in turning a facing to the 
left-ahout has to be made, while a t the same time, w ith a determined 
push from both arms, the pole is throw n straight back, and the 
vaulter lands w ith the face turned towards the place from which 
he started, alighting in the usual manner, on the fore-part of the 
feet, witli arms extended and body inclined forwards.
(c )  The W ide L eap.
, W hile running keep the pole in the same position as for the 
high leap, bu t pu t it  slanting into the ground for the vault, and do 
not throw it back, but take it  over to the other side of the ditch. 
Finish the leap in the same manner, facing back to the starting  
place and alighting on the toes.
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CHAPTER II.
T H E  H O R S E .
,T H E  M A C H IN E .
A  BOX of two-inch deal planking, fourteen inches broad, twelve 
inches deep, and six feet long, carefully rounded off on all sides, 
particularly at the section of the ends; two pommels cut in, in the 
middle, eighteen inches apart, v/ith iron pins three-eighths of an 
inch in diameter screwed to the top, running through the body of 
the horse, and by screws fastened to it  from underneath. Two 
pairs of pommels are required— one running level with top of 
horse for the exercises by the croup, and the other rising four to 
five inches above it, for those from tlie sides; legs ten inches apart 
on the top and two feet four inches at the bottom, projecting 
beyond the ends of the horse, should consist of one and a quarter 
inch deal boxes, w ith all outside edges well rounded off, w ithin 
which slide up and down legs of hardwood two by two inches, 
pierced with holes every two inches for a height to vary from four 
feet to five feet six inches; height to be marked in number of 
inches heloio the ho les; top and sides of the body to be covered 
w ith strong leather, of a smooth but not slippery surface (horse 
skin is best), and the upper ])ortion as well as tlie ends slightly 
stuffed w ith horse-hair.
This machine is called the h o r s e .  I ts  body is divided into three 
principal parts— the middle paid (between the pommels) is called 
the saddle, the left hand part the neck, and the right hand paid tlie 
croiq). The pommel next the croup is called the hhid-pommel, and 
the one next the neck is.called i\\e fore-2wmmel.
On boarded flooring or on loose soil a spring-board should be 
used of the constmction described in Paid I., Chapter IV .
F IR S T  S E R IE S  OF E X E R C ISE S.
FROM THE SIDE, STANDING— HIGH POMMELS.
The position for the standing vault, hands grasping the pommels, 
w ith the thum bs in and fingers out.
The Horse. 5  3
1. Jum p up to support on tlie, pommels.
Spring ofl’ the groimcl, extending the arms straight o'rer the 
pommels; bring the body well up to the balanee, chest advanced, 
head erect, legs straight and closed; jum p do-wn again to the 
starting point, and repeat the same exercise the num ber of times 
required (not less than three, and not more than twelve times).
2. From the support., exteml the right (left)  leg sideioays.
Jum p up to the support on the pommels, and, keeping the body 
and the left leg in position, raise the righ t leg by the swing sideways. 
Keep the knee straight and the foot extended. Kepeat as above.
Same exercise w ith the left leg.
3. From the support, exteml both legs sideways.
The same as the pre^dous exercise, bu t extend both leg’s a t onee, 
taking care not to raise the back nor to bend the knees, bu t to 
raise both legs straight sideways to the level of the home's back or 
higher. Repeat.
4. M ount in  the saddle, am i dismount feet to the rear.
By the right— three motions for each. A t one, jum p up to 
support; a t two, pass the right leg over the croup of the hoi’se to 
the other side of the saddle, the right hand taking hold of the fore­
pommel alongside the le f t ; a t three, sit down in the saddle, the 
body erect, the arms along by the sides.
Dismoiuit by reversing the motions. A t om, rise in the saddle 
on the thighs, grasp the fore-pommel by the left vdth reversed grip, 
the thum b out and the fingers in, and advance the right hand to 
the neck about three inches distant from the ])ommel; a t tieo, swing 
the left leg over the croup to the other side of the saddle, keeping 
the body erect and resting on the support of the a rm s; a t three, 
descend, yielding.
The same by the left.
5. Vaidt in  the saddle, resting on the knees.
Spring off the groimd the same as in  Exercise 1, but, bending 
the knees, pu t them  down on the saddle close together and between 
the hands. Jum p down again and repeat.
6 . Vault in  the saddle, resting on the feet.
The same as Exercise 5, only the feet go on the saddle instead 
of the knees.
7. Vault through the arms.
Draw up the knees as in  the previous exercise, pass them  between 
tiie arms and over the saddle w ithout touching, and, w ithout loosen­
ing the hold of the hands, extend the body forwards; then w ith a 
slight push off the pommels descend forwards yielding.
8 , Vault through the arms, and return.
The same as Exercise 7, but, instead of descending to the ground, 
hold on to the support by the arms, and, repassing through the arms 
l)ackwards, re turn  to the starting  point in front of the saddle.
Repeat three or four times.
9. One leg through the arms and change.
V ault to the support on the pom m els; pass the left leg through, 
the arms forward to the other side of the saddle, then change by 
bending both knees upwards a t once, and extending forwards the 
leg th a t was behind, and to the rear the one th a t was forward.
Repeat. Finish by descending on both feet forwards.
10. The half-circle on the pommels hy one leg.
V aidt in the support; leaving the left leg at the touch of the 
saddle, swing the right perfectly straight over the croup forwards 
un til the foot touches the neck ; return, and repeat the same 
swing three tim es; then reverse the movement, leaving the right 
leg steady, swing the left in the same manner and for the same 
num ber of times over the neck. Both ways, the corresponding 
slioulder should be well brought forward, and the weight of the 
body be made to rest almost entirely on the one hand.
11. To hcdance on om  hand.
V ault to the support; bending the right arm, incline the body 
from the hips forward, bring the right elbow in the region of the 
navel, then raise the back and the lower extremities, and balance 
horizontally on the right hand, the left still keeping hold of the 
other pommel.
The same to the left.
12. Turn over hachwards hy the fore lift.
V ault through the arms in the support; yield in the arms, rest 
back and head on the saddle, and, holding on firmly by the 
pommels, swing the legs upw ards; let the body follow, and tu in
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over on the neck. Let go the hands only a t the last moment of 
the tu rn  after the feet have reached the front side of the saddle. 
Take care in starting to bring the head well forward to the front 
side of the saddle.
13. Turn over forw ards hy the hack lift.
V ault in the support; raise the back, gradually yielding in the 
arms, and keeping the head well do-wn forw ard; continue the 
movement, arms more and more bending; as soon as the body is 
vertical over the arms, push off from the pommels and descend 
forward yielding.
SECOND S E R IE S  OF E X E R C ISE S.
FROM THE SIDE, R U N N IN G  HIGH POMMELS.
The position for the running vault, eight to ten yards distant, 
facing the side of the horse.
A ll rules apply as for the ruim ing vault.
1. Vault in  the saddle hy the rear (right and left).
The same exercise as th e m o u n t in g  ” in  Series I., w ith the 
difterence th a t both legs have to be raised over the croup before 
parting for the descent on the saddle.
Same in dismounting, when both hands go on the fore-pommel.
2 . Vaidt over the horse hy the rear (right and left).
The same exercise as the running vau lt (Chap. I.), only the 
leg's should be raised higher, nearly perpendicular ; keep the hips 
well in, and the pivot-arm well bent.
3. Vcadt through the arms.
This exercise may bo practised in two different w ays; either the 
same as Exercise 7, in Section I., w ith keeping on the hands to the 
last, or in giving a push from the pommels upwards and letting the 
hands go at the same time, the moment the feet arrive in position 
above the saddle.
4. Vaidt on the saddle hy the hiees, and offforwards^
The same as Exercise 5, Series I., but jum p off the knees 
forward, giving a swing upwards w ith the arms.
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5. Yemit on the horse astride.
llic  same as Exercise 3, Series I., bu t w ith a push oft the 
pommels, let the hands go, stand erect on the back of the horse, 
and jum p down forwards.
6 . Yaidt over the horse astride.
The same  ^ as ])revions exercise, bu t the horse to be cleared 
w ithout the feet touching.
7 . Vault over,'one foo t in, one out (right and left).
The left leg bent goes through between the arms, the right 
straight outside; lean well on the left hand, throw up the right 
arm the moment the body arrives in position above the horse.
Same by the left.
8 . Vaidt in  the saddle hy the fro n t (right and left).
Pass the right leg over the neck, through the left arm to the 
other side of the liorse; sit in the saddle w ith body erect; dis­
mount, reversing the position of hands on the pommels, keeping 
the shoulders square, passing the left leg through the right arm.
The same to the left.
9, Yaidt over hy the fro n t ( right and left).
The legs, closed and straight, pass over the neck of the horse, the 
body in same position as in })revious exercise. Take care to keep 
the shoulders square all along, and the body erect between the 
hands, not forward.
The same to the left.
10. Vaidt in  the saddle hy the screio (right and left).
V ault to the support on the pommels; leave the left leg touching 
the saddle, and, making the left hip the pivot of the movement, face 
to the righ t-about; let the right hand go, pass the right leg over 
the neck, let go the left hand, and sit the saddle square to the front.
The same to the left.
. , / 11. The h a l f  circle on the hindymmmel, and vault in  the 
 ^ j saddle hy the fron t,
and  .. 2 2 , „ vaidt over hy the front.
13. „ ,, „ n
Left. I
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The above combinations, w ith Exercise 9, Series I., are very 
graceful and instructive exercises. They require a great nicety of 
balance and promptness of motion. The same rule applies to all—  
th a t the more perfectly the half-circle is done the more easily the 
following movements will be executed.
14. Vault over by the front., am i return through the arms 
backwards ( right and left).
Instead of clearing the horse, as in Exercise 9, vault over its neck 
to the suppoi-t by the arms on the reverse side of the saddle, and 
retu rn  through the arms, the same as Exercise 8 , Series I.
15. Vaidt over by the fro n t, and turn  over backwards by 
the fore  lift (right and left).
The same as previous exercise, bu t the re tu rn  by Exercise 12, 
Series I.
16. The somersaidt with arms bent.
The same as Exercise 13, Series I., bu t the jum p and swing 
greatly assisting. Jum p up hrst, then bend the arms, throw  down 
the head, and push off from the pommels.
17. The somersault w ith arms straight.
The same as pre^dous exercise, bu t arms stra igh t all along. 
Give a good push from the pommels.
18. The fly in g  leag) through the saddle.
The same as the “ fl3dng leap,” in P a rt I., Chap. IV ., a combina­
tion of jum ping height and width ; the spring also is taken off one 
foot only, bu t the arms assist by the hands slightly touching 
the pommels, while the body passes through them.
The last-named three exercises are dangerous; only advanced 
pupils should be allowed to practise them, and these onl}' under 
STiperintendence of a qualified instructor, wdth one assistant for 
each side.
T H IR D  S E R IE S  O F E X E R C IS E S .
BY THE CROUP, RUNNING.
1. Vault to the croup.
R un in accordance w ith directions. Take a determined spring 
off both feet, close to ; pu t the hands together straight forwards and 
flat on the croup, the fingers close, part the legs, give a push upwards
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from the hands, and come down to the seat close in front of them. 
Sit the cronp in accordance w ith the instructions given in Series I., 
the head erect, chest advanced, arms alongside. Take care to 
alight on the seat gently, by enclosing the body of the horse 8vith 
the thighs before sitting down.
For the jum pm g off, pu t the hands forward on the croup, 
incline the head and trunk  of the body forward, press from the 
hands, elevate the legs and shoot them  straight back to the rear, 
and descend yielding and facing the horse.
2 . Single mm'ch forward.
V ault to the croup, but, instead of sitting down, hold on in the 
Kup])ort by the arms, and, keeping body and legs in balance, 
advance the hands along the back of the horse one after the other 
in equal steps, about live or six inches in length. Jum p off 
forwards over the neck of the horse. The same exercise back­
wards.
3. The double swing on the 'pommel.
V ault to the croup; take hold of the hind pommel with the 
hands in undergrip, the thumbs forwards, the fingers to the rear, 
and steadily swing the legs from the hips forwards and backwards, 
the body well-balanced all the time, the hips close to the elbows, 
the anus bending a t each swing to the rear, and extending at each 
swuig to the front. Commence gently, gradually increase the 
height of the swing, and finish by a swing to the rear; pushing 
back from the pommels, jum p doAvn backwards, and descend 
yielding.
4. Balance on the pommel, feet touching fro n t and rear.
V ault on ; grasp the pommel as in previous exercise; inclining 
the body forward, raise the feet until they touch the top of the 
saddle in front of the pom m el; then lower them, and in the same 
mamier raise them  to the rear until they touch the to]) of the 
croup. Repeat and finish the same as in previous exercise, by 
swingmg off’ to the rear.
5. Vault to the croup, legs close (le ft and right).
The same as Exercise I., but, instead of parting the legs, keep 
them  close, and pass them  to tlie left side of the horse ; a t the 
same time throw  the left arm  up, and put the right hand down m 
front of the body in order to assist in its balance. Jum p down to 
the left of the croup, the right hand touching.
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6 . Change o f  seat to the rear.
V aiilt to tlie croup as in previous exercise; grasp the hind 
pommel in imdergi’ip, swing the legs from the left over the croup 
to the right side of the hoi'se, and the reverse. A t each swing, 
incline the arms and the body forwards; all the time, hips and 
elbows close together. A t the last SAving clear the horse and jum p 
dcwn sideways.
7. Vault to the saddle.
The same as iirst exercise, bu t advance the hands to the middle 
of the croup, give a strong push upwards, and, clearing the hind 
pommel, alight on the saddle, closing in the thighs before sitting  
doAvn.
Do^vn by both hands on the fore-pommel, the left leg swinging 
back over the croup ; descend yielding to the righ t side, left hand 
on fore-pommel.
8 . Change o f  seat to the fron t.
V ault to the saddle; gras%i the hind-pomniel in imdergrip, pass 
the right leg over to the left side, swing both legs from the left 
over to the right side, and reverse.
Down by the last svung to the right, clearing the hoi'se, the left 
hand holding on by the fore pommel, the same as in previous 
exercise.
9. The scissoi's to the rear.
V ault in saddle; hands on the fore-pommel in undergrip; inclining 
the body forwards, swing the legs straight up to the rear, cross 
them while in the air, let go the hold of the hands, tu rn  the body 
and alight in the seat of the saddle w ith reversed front. R eturn  
by the same movement, and repeat.
Down as in Exercise 7.
10. The scissors to the fron t.
The same as previous exercise, bu t hands on the hind-pomniel, 
and the legs s"winging and crossing in front of the body, instead of 
in the rear.
11. The scissors, one hand in  fro n t, the other in  the rear.
The same as previous exercise, but the body is kept balancing 
between the arms before and after each turn.
Down to the right.
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1 2 . Vault to the saddle sideways (le ft and right).
Pass the legs close [see Exercise 5] by the left side of th e  
horse forward, part them  when past the hind-pommel, le t go the 
hold of the hands, and jum p on to the saddle.
Down to the right w ith both hands on fore-pommel.
The same to the right.
13. Vaidt to the saddle sideways, fro n t reversed (right and left).
A fter the sprmg for the vault, while in the air tu rn  to the righ t­
about, pu t the hands on the croup in th a t position, pass the legs 
close by the right side of the horse forwards, part them when near 
the saddle, and alight on the seat facing the place from which you 
started.
Down to the left side of the horse, hands on the hind-pommel.
The same to the left.
14. Vault over sideways (left and right).
The same as Exercise 12, but, instead of parting the legs, keep 
them  close, and pass them over the saddle from the left to the 
right side of the horse without touchmg, the left hand tak ing  hold 
of the hind-pommel to steady the descent.
The same to the right.
15. Vault over sideways, fro n t reversed (right and left).
The same as Exercise 13, but the legs close and passed from the 
right over the saddle to the descent on the left side of the horse, 
the left hand holding on by the hind-pommel.
16. Vaidt to the croup backwards.
Spring off the ground, and put the hands on the croup in the 
same manner as for the vault forwards, but in parting the legs 
make a facing to the right or left about, and in this position alight 
on the croup, having the hands in front of the body, and facing- 
back to the place from which you started.
17. The cafs leap.
' H ands on the croup; part the legs, draw up the knees, advance 
the feet to the back of the horse in front of the hands, let go the 
hands, extend the body straight up, lower it  again by throwing 
the hands forwards on the neck and yielding in the knees, and 
parting the legs, jum p down in front of the neck.
The cat’s leap may be practised for distance, first to the croups 
then to the saddle, a t last the neck.
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18. The cat's leap sideways (le ft and right).
Advance the left before the right hand, pass the legs close by 
the left side of the horse, draw up the knees, and, turning the 
shoulders so as to reverse the front, bring the feet to the croup 
behind the hands, and jum p down forwards over the croup to the 
place from which you started.
The same to the right.
19. Clear the croup astride forw ards ( right and left).
The same movements as for the vault forwards; but, after the 
legs have been parted, pass the left over the croup to the righ t side 
of the horse, and descend w ithout touching, the left hand holding 
on by the hind-j)ommel.
The same exercise may be practised also for distance, when the 
left hand will go to the fore-pommel or the neck, in accordance 
with the length of the jump.
The same to the left.
20. Clear the croup) astride hcockiaards ( le ft am i righ t).
The same movements as for the vault backwards [see Exercise 
16], but, as in the previous exercise, after turn ing  pass the right 
leg over the croup, and descend to the right side of the horse, the 
right hand to the hind-pommel.
21. Vaidt to the saddle vnth scissors to the rear (right and left).
The same movements as for the vault sideways w ith reversed 
front [see Exercise 13], but while in the air tu rn  th e ' scissors to 
the rear [see Exercise 9], and then alight on the saddle in the usual 
manner, facing forwards.
2 2 . Vcmlt to the saddle vnth scissors to the fron t.
Commence as for the vault to the saddle [Exercise 7], bu t raise 
the legs above the back of the horse, and while in  the a ir tu rn  
the scissors as in Exercise 10, alighting in the saddle w ith 
front reversed.
23. The long ju m p  forwards ( the giant's leap).
The same exercise as No. 1 and No. 7, bu t practised for dis­
tance—first to the neck, then right over the horse ; the hands 
advanced accordingly, either to the saddle or to the neck, the body 
well thro^vn forwards, w ith feet apart, back and knees straight.
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24. The long guinp backwards.
Tlie same as Exercise IG, but practised for distance; after turning, 
straigliten the body to the rear, w ith feet apart, and push well back 
from the hands.
25. Memorandum.
The last six exercises, from 19 to 24, should n e v e r  be practised 
w ith the high pommels on, bu t w ith the low ones, so as to bring 
the whole back of the horse to one level plane.
T H E  BU CK .
The same machine as the horse, w ith slides in  the legs to vary 
the height, Imt w ith a smaller body, fifteen inches by eighteen 
inches square, also stuffed and covered w ith leather.
The jum ping over the buck is a useful practice for beginners in 
preparation for the exercises on the horse, in so far as it  most 
efficiently teaches the combined use of arms and legs for thejeap . 
A  spring-board is required of the same construction as for the 
horse, and the same precautions should be used as for the more 
dangerous exercises on the horse (one assistant to each side).
The exercises themselves are simply to leap over by the high 
jum p forwards and backwards, and the long jumj) forwards, but a 
very careful and gradually-progressive practice of the same is 
required, in order to avoid accidents, which otherwise might occur 
from the fall of the leaper w ith the chest against the machine, or 
from a fall over forwards on the head.
R U L E S.
1. The above exercises are particularly well adapted for classes 
of young men and advanced boys, by the greater sphere they offer 
to the emulation of pupils, in so far as they appeal to all parts of 
the body a t the same time, and require more swiftness and precision 
than s tren g th ; also w ith r e g a r d  to the practice of nerve and deter­
mination, they are scarcely equalled by any other set of exercises 
in the gymnasium. B ut their practice should never be allowed 
w ithout the superintendence of a qualified instructor, because, 
owing to the compound nature of the movements, even a simple 
slip of the hand or the foot, as they occasionally will occur, might 
cause serious consequences.
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The position of the instructor or persons in charge should 
always be a t the same side, and close to the spot, where pupils are 
to land after each exercise, bu t the details of their functions 
cannot here be described, bu t m ust be practically learned.
Exercises which require particular attention w ith regard to safety 
are Nos. 6 , 16, 17, 18, of the second, and Nos. 19, 20, 23, 24, 
of the th ird  series. B ut throughout i t  m ust be borne in mind th a t 
the progress of pupils should be gradual, from the simplest to the 
more difficult exercises; and th a t in the system above proposed, 
the difficulty and danger of each progressive exercise are pro­
portioned to the degree of skill and determination previously 
obtained.
2. For the exercises of the second and th ird  series, as well in-doors 
as out-of-doors, a low spring-board, about two and a half feet wide, 
and three feet long, and screwed on to a piece of three-inch by 
two-inch batten, will be found useful in order to secure a firm 
footing for the jump. W ith  advanced pupils, elastic spring-boards 
may now and then be used.
W ith  regard to the height of the horse—for the m ajority of 
exercises, a medium should be taken in proportion to the 
abilities and the average size of the class. For the finishing 
exercises, like the flying leap. Series I I . ,  or the giant’s leap. Series
I I I . ,  the height should be gradually raised. The same may be 
done for the vaulting to the saddle and over in both series, and 
exceptionally for some of the other exercises.
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CHAPTER III,
C L I M B I N G
INTKODUCTION.
M any lives liave been, and many will yet be saved by means of 
ropes oi" poles tlirown from heights or stretched across abysses, 
where there was no other escape from danger or death. Climbing 
has this advantage over other gymnastic exercises— of its ap]iarent 
eminent usefulness in such cases of peril as will almost daily occur. 
B ut it  is of not less importance from a general point of view, with 
regard to the powerful effect its re])cated practice exercises on the 
muscles of the chest and the back. Look a t a body of sailors; 
compare them  with a body of soldiers or hard-working navvies; 
invariably they will boat the former in strengfcli, tlie latter in 
quickness. I f  not entirely, to a great extent, this superiority is 
accounted for by the constant practice of climbing.
Tlie exercise itself is exceedingly simple, its form principally 
varied by the structure or the material of the appliance on whicli 
it  is practised. The gymnasium, as a m atter of course, selects 
those structures and those materials which will allow the most 
systematic variation of the different forms of exercise. These are 
principally the simple pole and rope, either straight or slanting, 
single or double. Of all others, only the knotted rope and the 
ladder will require to be mentioned as affording valuable exercises 
for an elementary course. B ut whatever machine may be used the 
principle of the movement is the same— the ascent to a height 
either by means of both the upper and lower limbs, or by the 
Tipper limbs alone; the former called climbing with hand and feet, 
the la tte r w ith the hands alone.
C L IM B IN G  W IT H  H A N D S  A N D  FEET.
1. The K notted H ope.
A  vei’tical rope of one inch diameter, w ith beads (of elm or 
hickory) strung to it, turned in shape of half a ball four inches 
diameter, and fastened twelve inches apart (the flat side upwards) 
by means of iron pins running right through. Tlie length of rope 
not less than fifteen and not more than twenty-five feet.
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Climb, right (le ft)  haiul leading.
Stand close by, facing the m achine; grasp the rope by the right 
hand at the reach (as high as the arm may extend), pu t the feet on 
the bead next above the grornid, so as to bring the hollow of each 
foot close to each side of the rope, raise the left hand u%) to 
rmderneath the right, then, pulling up by the arms, raise the feet 
to the next bead ; then again extend the arms to the reach, and 
repeat the same movements, passing from bead to bead up to the top.
Descend by reversing the motion step by ste]x The same 
w ith the left hand leading.
Climb hand over hand.
Each hand moving past the other in ascending and descending; 
feet the same as above.
2. The Straight R ope or P ole,
A ll clinibmg ropes should be as soft to the touch as possible, 
and about one and a quarter inch in diameter; the length tw enty 
to^ forty feet; th inner ropes are too severe on the hands, and 
thicker ones are inconvenient for the grasp. Poles should be 
made of best Oregon pine, w ithout knots or flaws of any kind, 
well rounded ofl” and smoothed, the surface rubbed down with 
sandpaper; size of flxed ])oles ranging from three to five inches 
in diameter, not less than  fifteen nor more than  twentv-five fee t; 
loose poles suspended, from one and a half to three inches in 
diameter,
Climh, the right ( le ft)  hand leading.
Stand facing the rope (pole) close by ; take hold of i t  by the right 
hand a t the reach [see Ex. 1], bend up the left knee, so as to brino- 
Its inner side to the left, and the outside of the foot to the right 
side of the ro p e ; raise the left hand to underneath the right, 
put the right leg in front of the rope over the left, so as to 
hold the rope tigh t between the right heel and the left 
in step ; then extend legs and body upwards, a t the same time 
advancing the hands to the reach ; draw up again the knees and 
the feet, and so on alternately bending and extending the limbs 
and the body until the top is reached. Take care all through to 
keep feet and knees a t the same heights, and in close contact w ith 
the rope, while the body alternately moves away from it when 
bending, and approaches it  when extendino-.
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Descend w ith the left hand leading, body and legs kept straight, 
the rope between the legs close to the body.
The same w ith the left hand leading, when the position of the 
feet also will have to be reversed, the right leg underneath and the 
left in front.
Cliiiib hand over
The movement of feet and body the same as in %)revious exercise, 
bu t the hands are advanced one past the other. The same in 
descending.
Climb both hands at once.
Feet and body the same as in the previous exercises, bu t in each 
single step shoot up both hands to the reach, and draw up the lower 
limbs simultaneously. This is the step most eftectual for speed, 
and which should be used in  racing.
Climb feet foremost.
The hands “ a t reach;” swing the legs up over head, feet taking 
hold of the rope in the same position as described above, and the 
different motions of the ascent and the descent following in reversed 
order,
3, The Mast,
W orked in the same manner and of the same material as the 
poles; twelve inches diameter a t the bottom, and from six to nine 
inches a t the top, according to heigh t; the latter not less than 
tw enty nor more than  forty feet above ground.
Climb hand over hand.
The same as above. The hands may also be moved togetheT 
w ith the fingers interlaced, according to the size of the mast. Of 
all climbing exercises this is the most arduous one, and tells 
severely on the chest and the respiration.
4. T he Slanting R ope on P ole.
N ot less than  fifteen nor more than twenty-five feet liig li; 
m aterial and work the same as for straight ones; ends securely 
fixed. (The turn ing  pole w ith strong iron pins running in iron
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sockets, is a variety of tliis same species.) Ropes should be 
provided w ith apparatus for tightening, a t one or both ends, 
according to length. Every gymnasium should have a rope 
suspended through the whole of its length, divided by stays into 
lengths of about tw enty feet, for the practice a t different elevations.
Eor elevations of fo ity  degrees and more, the climbing shonld 
be done from m iderneath in  the same m anner as directed for the 
straight ro p e ; bu t for lesser elevations a different mode has to be 
adopted, as will be described in the nex t following exercise.
In  the R ational Gymnashun the practice has been adopted to 
call slanting ropes only those which are suspended a t the higher 
degrees, and long ropes those which are suspended a t the lower 
degi’ees of elevation. R o t knowing of a more appropriate appella­
tion, I  use these term s here in  the same sense.
Climbing the Long Rope,
Grasp the rope w ith both hands a t the reach, righ t above 
the left, if  not otherwise directed. Swing the left knee over 
the rope close to the left hand, a t the same tim e raising head and 
right shoulder to the righ t side of the ro p e ; kee%) the righ t leg 
hanging straight down from the hip, then  move the left hand one 
step upward and saving the righ t knee over, dropping the left leg, 
and bringing head and shoulders up to the left side of the ro p e ; 
in the same m anner move on to the end step by step, right 
hand and left knee, and the left hand and righ t knee going together, 
the head following to the side of the advanced hand. Care m ust 
be taken to make all steps equally long, and to use a very gentle 
sw ing; the oscillation of the rope should be up and down, not 
sideways.
For the descent of beginners, sliding vertical lopes should be 
provided, wliich may be moved to any one point required, bu t the 
ends of the long rope itself should be fixed so th a t advanced jjupils 
may ascend a t the one and descend a t the other end. A  distance 
of one hundred feet is about the average pei'formance of experienced 
climbers.
Climb above the Slanting Pole.
in  the same maimer as from underneath, the slanting pole may 
be climbed w ith hands and feet, also from above, bv either hand 
leading, or hand over hand, or both hands together. This exercise 
requires a great nicety of balance, and therefore taxes the muscles 
of the tru n k  more severely than  the climbing from undem eath.
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C L IM B IN G  BY  T H E  H A N D S  A LO N E.
Besides the appliances named in the foregoing division (excepting 
the knotted rope and the mast), double poles and ropes, straight 
or slanting, and the slanting ladder, are employed for the practice 
of the exercises of this division. The movements for all of them 
being almost identical, a general description may be here sufficient.
The body erect, chest advanced, head thrown back, the knees 
straight, heels close, feet open and pointed downwards, the hands 
a t the half reach (arms bent a t righ t angles), the elbows in front of 
the body a t the height of the shoulders—this is the normal 
position of the body a t the end of each single step. Variations, 
arising from different forms of appliances and from difference of 
grip, will have to be mentioned as they occur.
1 . T h e  S l a n t in g  L a d d e r .
Sides of best Oregon pine, five by two inches, rounded oft’ and 
grooved for the grasp of the hands, the upper ledges standing over 
sidewards j w idth fifteen inches in the clear, rounds turned of 
hickory, one and one-eighth inch diameter and nine inches apart.
Climb by the sides, right (le ft)  hand leading.
„ ,, „ hand over hand.
„ ,, spars, right ( le ft)  hand leadimg.
,, spars, hand over hand.
„ ,, sides, both hands at once.
,, spars ,, ,, >)
The la tte r two exercises should be practised very carefully, con­
sidering the danger which would arise from any mishap in gripping, 
particularly  the exercise by the spars, which, as a rule, should 
never be allowed bu t to a medium height— say six spars.
This exercise may also be practised w ith one hand leading, or 
hand over hand. In  starting, the hand on the side should be kept 
raised above the one on the spar.
Climbing. 6 9
Climh hand over hand (hy the spars or the sides) , with the legs 
raised at right angles.
The upper part of the body in the same position, the legs raised 
from the hips, w ith knees straight and parted to the sides of the 
ladder.
Climh hy the sides, hand over hand, swinging.
SAving the legs sideways from the hips, the la tte r straight to the 
front and well forw ard; a t each swing to the righ t move the right, 
a t each swing to the left move the left hand, equally in ascending 
and descending.
2 . T h e  D o u b l e  P o l e s  ( R o p e s ) .
_ Two poles of equal sizes, fixed either slantingly or vertically, 
eighteen inches apart in the clear, not less than  twelve nor more 
than tw enty feet high. Size of poles from two and a half to four 
inches in diameter, in proportion to height and length.
Exercises the same as by the sides of the slanting ladder. The 
climbing by the swing on the vertical double poles has to be done 
by both hands moving a t once, either a t each swing of the body to 
the rear, or at each swing to the front, or a t both (one step to 
each oscillation)— the la tte r form of exercise being of course the 
most difficult.
3 . C l i m b in g  b y  t h e  H a n d s  A l o n e , F a c e  F o r w a r d s .
On all slanting machines, ropes, and poles, single or double, the 
climbing may be practised also w ith reversed front (the face turned 
into the line of the ascent), either one hand leading, or hand over 
hand, or both hands a t once. These exercises are indicated 
particularly for round or drooping shoulders, bu t they require so 
much more strength that, as a rule, only advanced pupils will be 
able to practise them.
R U L E S.
1. D iaw  the attention  of pupils from the beginning to the 
necessity of husbanding the ir strength, so as to secure the 
performance of the last step of the descent w ith  the same accuracy 
as the first of the ascent. Follow the laile invariably to use the 
same manner of step for the descent as for the ascent in all sorts of 
clunbing.
2. In  cases of loAvness of one shoulder, or weakness of one side, 
only the climbing w ith one hand leading should be practised, 
giving the lead, of course, to the lower or weaker side. Persons 
-with round shoulders and round backs should not be allowed to 
practise climbing by the hands and feet a t all, and the climbing by 
the hands alone only sparingly, and principally from the position of 
face forwards,
3. A tten tion  should be paid to a regular and systematic practice 
of shifting from one pole or rope to another, during the same 
exercise— for instance, ascend by the vertical double poles and 
descend by a single one, or go up by a slantiug pole and down by a 
vertical rope, or the reverse; gradually practice the combination of 
three or more shifts in  the course of the same exercise, and insist 
on the strictest compliance w ith the rules given.
4. Encourage races in  climbing for advanced pupils; as a rule, 
only two startiug a t a t im e ; exceptionally, as many as there are 
poles or ropes to be foimd.
CH APTER IV .
THE HORIZONTAL LADDER, THE BRIDGE 
LADDER, AND THE LADDER PLANK.
A ,— M A C H IN E S .
The H orizontal L adder, of the same work and m aterial as the 
slanting ladder, described in the previous chapter, from twenty-four 
to forty feet long, suspended, and fixed a ta  level of from seven to 
eight feet above the ground.
The  B ridge L adder.— Two ladders of the same work and 
material as above, fourteen inches wide, joined together, under 
an angle of from 130 to 140 degrees, and fixed with the ends 
from six to eight feet above the ground. A ll junctions morticed, 
tenoned, and tied together w ith strong iron straps, the whole to 
be suspended from roof or tie beams, and firmly fixed; length of 
span not less than th irty  nor more than  forty feet.
The L adder P lanks of best Oregon pine of four by eleven 
inch timber, fixed either straight or slanting, a t a height of from 
twelve to tw enty fee t; spars turned of hickory, dovetailed into and 
screwed to the back of the jilank, six inches apart from centre to 
centre, projecting six inches to both sides, the projecting parts 
round, the others square; the facing of the plank rounded off and 
rubbed down w ith sand-paper. The slope of slanting-ladder 
planks should be under an angle of about 50 degrees to the ground. 
For the practice of classes i t  will be found convenient to join two 
planks on the tops— one for the ascent, the other for the descent,
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B — E X E R C IS E S  ON T H E  H O R IZ O N T A L  LA D D ER .
F irst Series.
The arms straight, the body in position, either steady or swinging.
1 . Travel sideimys, right (le ft) hand leading,
2. ,, ,, swinging right and left.
3. „ forw ards (backwards), right ( le ft)  hand leading,
4. ,, forw ards (backwards), hand over hand,
5. The same swinging.
G. The swing forw ards by the spars.
7. ;; ,, sideways „ „ right and left.
8. The double swing on the spot, fro m  under the sjnirs.
9. Travel sideways loith change o f  fro n t ( right and left),
In  all the above exercises the position of the body is the same 
as described for the climbing by the swing nnder the slanting 
ladder— the chest advanced, the head thro8vn back, the eyes turned 
up, the knees straight, heels close, feet open and pointing down­
wards, the arms straight throughout, only slightly yielding in the 
jo in ts a t each move of the hands. A ll exercises to be performed 
rhythm ically, each step to follow the other a t the same intervals of 
tim e— quicker when the bodyi s to be kept steady, slower when 
swinging. The greatest length of each step for the former class 
of exercises equal to the w idth of the shoulders, for the la tter 
equal to the full reach of the arms sideways. Pupils will commence 
8vith short steps ; as they p r o g r e s s  they must try  to obtain the full 
length of step.
For all exercises from the spot by swinging, the laile applies 
th a t the swing of the legs and the move of the hands have to go 
in the same direction. W ith  a swing to the left sideways the left 
hand, w ith a swing to the right sideways the right hand, has to 
move ; or either hand moves forwards or backwards as the saving 
goes in  one or the other of these directions. For the swing itself 
particular attention m ust be bestowed on the position of the hips, 
in order to prevent the body from turning round.
Exercise 6 is the most im portant of the series, and therefore 
should be practised w ith especial care. Keep the swing straight 
forwards and backwards, not oscillating sidewards, the hands 
grasping the centres of the spars. Bring each arm straight down, 
and pass it  close by the side, as it  is advanced for the next step 
forward.
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Exercise 9 is always to be done by the swing, and should be 
practised both ways, turning in and out. For the finish of any of 
the above exercises, hold on at the end of the last step, steady the 
position of the body, then let both hands go a t once, and drop on 
the fore part of the feet, heels close, and knees yielding, in  the 
same manner as after jumping.
Second Seeies.
Arm s bent, the body in position,
1. Travel sideways, right ( le ft)  hand, leading.
2 .  , ,  w »  „  »
3. „ hacTcwards „ „ „ „
4. The same ( forwards and hacTcwards), hand over hand,
5. B y  the spars forwards, right ( le ft)  hand leading.
G, ,, „ hacTcwards ,, „ „ „
7. TTie same (forwards and hacTcwards) , Tiand over Tiand.
■ 8, The swing hacTcwards hy tTie spars.
9, The double swing hy tTte sides, jumping.
In  all the above exercises, w ith the exception of the last one, the 
position is entirely the same as described above ; attention m ust 
also here be given to the equal length of steps, and theii' rhythmical 
progression. In  Exercise 9, the hands grasp the sides of the 
ladder, the body is kept swinging from the hips forwards and 
backwards, and a t each swing, or each second swing forwards, 
both hands a t once jum p forwards.
Exercise 8 is the reverse motion of Exercise 6 in  first series, 
and equally im portant, by its strong action on the shoulders and 
the muscles of the neck.
The finish of all these exercises is the same as in first series. 
Complete the step, steady the body, let both hands go a t once, 
descend yielding.
Third Series,
1, Travel sideways, hoth hands at once (right and left).
2, „ forwards „ „
3, „ hacTcwards „ „
4, „ forwards hy tTie spars, hotTi Tiands at once.
5, „ sideways hy tTie spars „ „
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G. The exercises o f second senes, from  1 to 7, with one or both legs 
up at right angles,
7. Rise above the ladder, right ( le ft)  hand leading.
8. „ „ ,, both hands at once.
9. Travel sideways above the ladder, ivith change o f front.
The Exercises 1 to 6 are the same as the corresponding ones in 
the Second Series, w ith the difference th a t both hands ha.ve to 
move a t once, instead of one after the other. For Nos, 7 and 8, 
rise above the ladder from the suspension by the side, by turning 
up gradually either one shoulder after the other and bringing the 
elbow up vertically or by turn ing  up both arms together. For 
No. 9, rise above the ladder as in  Exercise 8, and then travel 
along the side of the ladder, alternately turning to the right and 
left about, and keeping the body balanced in the suspension above 
the ladder.
C.— E X E R C IS E S  ON T H E  B R ID G E  L A D D E R .
A ll the exercises w ithout swing of the second series of the 
horizontal ladder are practicable also for the bridge ladder, 
v iz .:—
The march sideways, right or left,
„ „ forwards and haclcwards oy the sides, and
„ „ haclavards and forwards by the spars.
As a rule, no other exercises bu t these should be practised—no 
step by swinging, nor both hands a t once. Poles should be 
provided w ith  iron hooks firmly attached, by means of which to 
descend from any point required.
B ut the exercises as above on the bridge ladder afford a power­
ful means fo r the development of the muscles of the chest and the 
shoulders, and for the cure of drooping heads and shoulders, and 
should therefore be carefully practised. W ith  regard to the 
treatm ent of low shoulders, the same rule applies as given in the 
preceding division, th a t the side of the lower shoulder should 
always be made to lead.
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D.— E X E R C IS E S  ON T H E  L A D D E R  P L A N K .
Climh
fonvards
Climh
hach-
vjards
One Series.
/  1. W ith hands and feet, the right (le ft)  hand leading.
2. „ „ „ the right (le ft)  side leading.
3 . „ „ „ the right hand and left foot and
reversed.
4. W ith the hands alone, the right ( le f t)  hand leading.
5. „ „ „ right and left.
6. „ „ „ both hands at once.
7. B y  extension o f arms, the right (le ft)  hand leading.
8. „ ,, „ hand over hand.
9. Suspended haxJcu'ards, hold out the legs.
10. W ith hands and feet.
11. „ „ „ holding out the legs.
12. ,, „ ,, ,, ,, ,, and feet
touching ohove the head.
A ll the exercises on this machine are of an entirely elem entary 
nature, bu t of great practical usefulness w ith regard to straighten­
ing the back, arcliing the chest, and throw ing back the shoulders.
The descent for all of them  is to be made by the same sort of 
step as the ascent, unless a different machine is used for the 
former.
The position of the body for the first six exercises is w ith the 
front along the surface of the plank, the hands a t the half reach, 
the head and shoulders th ro’wn back, the chest and hips well 
forward, the feet parted and resting on the spars for one, two, and 
three, but closed and w ith the surface resting on the plank for four, 
five, and six.
In  Exercises 7 and 8 the body is kept in a similar position, but 
is raised by the extension of the arms from the grasp of the hand 
upwards, as in  Exercises 7 and 8, Series I I I . ,  on the horizontal 
ladder.
For the Exercises 10, 11, and 12, the grasp of the hands is reversed 
(palms turned forward), the back of the body resting on the 
surface of the plank, and both feet and both hands together 
mo\Tng from spar to spar.
7 6  M a n u a l o f  Gymnastic Exercises,
CH APTER V .
T H E  P A I R  OF R I N G S .
R ings of iron, covered w ith buckskin, of the shape of a stirnip, 
well rounded off a t the corners, five inches in the clear a t the base, 
and one inch diameter, about seven inches high, so as not to in ter­
fere w ith the free movement of the w rist above the rings, sus­
pended from the ceiling by means of ropes and strong leather 
s trap s ; one end of the ropes spliced over iron thimbles running 
through eyebolts or hooks securely fastened in the ceiling, the 
other end carefully sewed on to straps w ith holes and a buckle to 
suspend the rings from and raise them  to the height required; 
height above ground to vary from five feet six inches to seven feet.
F IR S T  SE R IE S .
1. T he Single Circle, with A rms B ent.
Grasp the rings from the outside w ith thumbs inward, raise the 
feet off the ground by bending the arms, and w ith knees straight 
tu rn  over backwards. Let both hands go at once as soon as the 
tu rn  is completed, and dropon the fore part of the feet, heels close 
and knees yielding.
New beginners should practise the same exercise first w ith a 
spring from the ground, and the knees bent instead of straight.
2. T he  D ouble Circle, with A rms B ent.
The same as previous exercise, bu t instead of letting the hands 
go after the first tu rn  over, re turn  to the starting position by 
reversing the movement.
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3. The R unning Swing.
Go to the full extension of the arms backwards, then iim  
forwards, spring off the ground, and swing forwards by raising the 
legs from the hips w ith knees s tra ig h t; revei'se the SA\’ing  of the legs 
as the ropes carry you backwards, and gently raise the body by 
bending the arm s; at the re tu rn  swing forwards take a fresh start 
from ofl* the ground, and repeat the same movement. Finish by 
jum ping do-wn either a t the oscillation of the swing foinvards or 
backw ards; extend the arms, and let both hands go at once.
4. The F eet up B etween the R opes by the F orelift.
The aims bent, raise the legs foi-wards; as they ascend throw  
head and body backwards, then extend the a im s; keep the legs 
straight up, balanced between the ropes. R etu rn  fonvard, bending 
the arms and raising the body. Repeat. Descend forwards.
5. A rm F lexion, with F eet up Between R opes.
Rise to the position between ropes as in previous exercise, and, 
keeping body and legs well balanced, alternately bend and extend 
the arms. Descend backwards.
6. The N est.
Rise to the position of No. 4, let the body gradually sink down, 
bring the feet towards the hands, pu t the feet into the rings above 
the fingers, throw  back the head, and hollow the back gently but 
steadily. R eturn  in the vertical position between the ropes, and 
descend forwards.
7. E xtend the A rms S ideways, A lternately.
Bending the arms, raise the body, w ith the shouldei's to the 
height of the rings j tu rn  the left hand in prime, extend the ligh t 
arm in second, then in the same mamier bend the right and extend 
the left. Repeat two or three times to each side. Keep legs and 
body straight.
New beginners may be allowed to advance the bending arm to 
the middle of the chest, and incline the head forwards.
8. To H ang by One A rm, R ight and LEFT,
The same as preHous exercise, but, instead of extending the left 
arm sideways, let go the ring, and ]nit the hand on the h ip ; remain 
suspended by the right, the tru n k  straight, the legs raised a t right 
angles. Then take hold again of the left ring, and let go the right, 
Repeat the same as above.
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9. T he D ouble Swing, with A lternate E xtension of A rms.
Swing in the same manner as described in Exercise 3, by raising 
the legs from the bips forwards and backw ards; extend the arms 
at each swing forwards, and bend them a t each swing backwards. 
Jum p down a t the height of the swing forwards.
SECO N D  SE R IE S .
1 . The A rm F lexion under the R ings, with L egs at R ight
A ngles.
A rm s and body straight, the legs straight up, a t righ t angles 
w ith the body, raise the body by bending the arms until the 
shoulders touch the r in g s ; lower again by extending the arms 
w ithout touching the ground, and so on. Repeat three or four 
times.
2. T he  D ouble Circle, with A rms and L egs Straight.
Tlie same as Exercise 2, Series I., bu t the arms as well as the 
legs kept straight.
3. T he Same, with the B ody Straight in R eturning.
The same as previous exercise, bu t the whole body straight in 
the re tu rn  movement.
4. T o  B a la n c e  u n d e r  th e  R ings b y  th e  C irc le  to  th e
R ear.
Pass the legs over to the rear as if for the single circle, but, 
instead of lowering the feet and the body, hold them  out straight, 
as nearly as possible on a level w ith the shoulders. R eturn  by 
reversing the movement.
5 . T o  B a la n c e  u n d e r  th e  R ings b y  th e  F o r e l i f t .
Raise legs and body straight forwards, extending the head and 
the aim s backw ards; hold on in the balance, and return  by 
reversing the movement.
G. T o  Balance over One A rm, R ight and L eft.
Pass the legs over to the rear as if in Exercise 4, but tu rn  the 
body on its right side, the back resting against the right a rm ; as 
soon as the weight is well balanced, let go the left hand, extend 
the left arm  over the head, and keep the body in position.
The same to the left.
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7. The D ouble Swing by the F orelift.
Stai-t the swing in the same m anner as above, bu t reverse its 
ac tion ; bend the arms and extend the legs a t each swing 
forwards, and extend the arms and double the legs up towards 
the body a t each swing backwards.
8 . T o  R ise above the R ings, R ight and Left.
Grasp the rings from inwards j bring the hands in  tierce close to 
the middle of the chest, tu rn  them  gently in  second, and a t the 
same time, pressing strongly on the ring w ith the root of the right 
hand, raise the fore-arm vertically above the r in g ; repeat the 
same movement on the left, and extend both arms upwards. 
Down by reversing the movement. The same to the left.
9 . T o  R ise above the R ings, B oth H ands at Once.
The same as previous exercise, bu t both arms acting a t the same 
time.
T H IR D  SE R IE S .
1. The A rji F lexion above the R ings, and T urn Over
Forwards.
Rise above the rings to the extension of the arms, bend the 
arms, extend them  again, and repeat three or four times.
Down by turning over forwards, lift the back to the rear, 
yielding in the knees, bend the arms, lower the head, and let the 
body fall over forwards.
2, E xtend the A rms S ideways, R ight and L eft.
Rise as in Exercise 7, bend the arms, and alternately extend to 
the right or left sideways, the hands in second.
3. E xtend the A rms S ideways, B oth at Once.
Rise above the rings, and, keeping the arms perfectly straight, 
extend them sideways, very gently and very gradually, un til they 
are extended to the ir full length, and strictly  in one level, the 
body perfectly straight, heels close, toes downwards.
Of all exercises on the rings, this is the one th a t requires the 
greatest strength of shoidder and arm, chest and back. Only few 
will succeed in performing it  perfectly as above described, bu t 
many may come near perfection, and the attem pt will be useful;
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The same exercise may be practised, also from underneath the 
rings, in the same m anner as Exercises 7 and 8 of the first series.
4. Balance H okizontally above the R ings, and Then  Oyee
Backwaeds.
Rise above the rings ; bending the aians, lower the head and 
body forward, and raise the legs backward, and hold on in  the 
balance.
R etu n i to the starting  position, and raising the legs forward, 
throw  the head back, and tu rn  over backwards.
5. Feom above. B a la n c e  H o e iz o n ta l ly  u n d e e n e a th  th e
R i n g s .
Rise above the rings, keeping arms and body perfectly stra igh t; 
lower them  gently forwards, and extend the legs to the rear, nntil 
the  whole body is in one level underneath the rings. H old on, 
and re tu rn  m th  back straight, the same as Exercise 3, Series I I .
6. Combine E xeecise 5 and the Balance undee the R ings
BY THE F oEELIFT.
Balance under the rings as above, raise the body by the back-lift, 
arms straight all the t im e ; pass i t  through between the rings, and 
hold it  out balancing forwards, the same as described in Exercise 5, 
Series I I .
7. Balance Veetically, w ith  Aems Bent.
Rise a b o v e  the r in g s ; bending the arms, lower the head, raise 
the feet, un til the body is extended a t its full lengthy between the 
ropes from the rings upw ard ; keep the hands close in, hold on in 
the  balance. Down by turiim g o v e r  forwards.
8. Balance Vertically and E xtend the Aems Sideways, 
R ight and L eft.
Combination of the previous e x e r c i s e  w ith the extension of 
arms sideways, as above described (No. 2, this Seiies, and No. , 
Series I.).
9. Balance Veetically, with  Aems Straight.
Balance as in Exercise 7. Open the feet, and pu t the toes to the 
, o p ^  R o m  r f m  o u k M e ;  B u m  e x ^ n d t h e a r m & u p w a r f b t o  
full length, and hold the body in the balance. Close the legs, 
bend the arms, and tu rn  over forwards.
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10. Combine Exercise 9 and Exercise 1 of this Series.
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The same remark as made upon Exercise 3 would ajiply, and in 
a higher degree, to the combinations here proposed. Only gymnasts 
in the most advanced stages of progress should attem pt them.
13. R ise above th e  R ings by th e  Swing.
Commence under the rings as for Exercise 2, Series I I .,  the circle 
w ith arms and legs straight, but, as soon as the feet arrive at the 
height above the rings, reverse the movement, viz., saving legs and 
body backwards, bend the arms, press on the rings, throw head 
and shoulders forwards, and rise above the rings w ith the arms 
bent. R eturn the same way and repeat.
14. The Mill by the R ise above the R ings.
Tlie same as previous exercise, but instead of returnm g back­
wards, tu rn  over forwards, and continue rising above the rings with 
the arms bent at each swing backwards.
15. The D ouble Swing, with the R ise above the R ings.
Should be practised first to rise at each swing backwards, after­
wards at each swing forwards, and at last at each swing forwards 
and backwards.
R EM A R K S.
1. The rings allow a greater variation of exercise than any other 
single appliance in the gymnasium. By a proper system of com­
bining the above-described movements, either swinging or stationary, 
underneath the rings or above, almost every part of the body may 
be called to task, and severely so if required, in one single lesson. 
The proper arrangements and combinations of such exercises must 
be left to the skill of the instructor. Schreber, of Leipsic, a 
gymnast of some celebrity in Germany, has published an elaborate 
essay^ on the use of the rings, principally with regard to home 
practice. In  another chapter. P a rt I I I . ,  his suggestions will be 
more fully entered upon.
2. The place of the instructor for the exercises on the rings is 
the right side, close enough to offer immediate assistance, his right 
hand ready to take hold above the right w rist of the pupil, and 
thereby steady the arm, the left ready to support the body, either 
front or back, as required.
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CHAPTER VI.
THE HORIZONTAL BAR.
Two staiidai’ds of not less than four by six inch timber, hrmly 
fixed in the ground, square holes cut into them varying in height 
above ground from five feet six inches to seven feet six inches, 
through which pass the ends of the bar. The bar, of turned 
hickory, one and three-fourth inch to two inches diameter, ends 
square to fit into the standards, length from seven to eight feet in 
the clear.
F IR S T  S E R IE S  OF E X E R C ISE S.
1. T ravel Sideways i n  Upper Grip R ight and L eft.
2. „ „ „ U nder Grip
U pper grip is tlie grasp of the bar by the hands in second (the 
knuckles up), w ith thumbs and fingers close together; under grip 
is the reverse, hands in p rim e; the distance of the hands from one 
another equal to the w idth of the shoulders. The exercise is the 
same as the travelling sideways under the horizontal ladder. Series
I I . ,  the hands moving one by one, to either the right or the left 
side, w ith the arms bent, and the body in position. Finish by 
letting go both hands at once, and drop on the forepart of the feet, 
knees yielding.
3. R ise to the R est on the Elbows.
L  „ » „ w ARM&
Grasp the bar in npper grip, raise the body by bending the 
arms, and w ith a pressure from the hands on the bar, in Exercise 
3, throw  the arms bent over the bar wfith the hands turned up 
in q u a r t; or in Exercise 4, the arms straight with the hands in 
second. R etu rn  in the same manner to the suspension under the 
bar, and repeat three or four times.
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5. Travel Sideways R esting on the Elbows.
H anging by the elbows, move to the righ t and left sideways from 
one end of the bar to the other Avithont using the hands.
6. Touch the Bar avith the Legs.
P osition : W ith  the left foot foiovards straight under the bar, 
grasp the bar in  upper grip, bend the arms and a t the same time 
raise both legs from the hips, swinging upwards, throAv back the 
head, extend the arms, and touch the bar Avith the legs. R eturn  
the same way and repeat, legs straight all the time, arms alter­
nately bending and extending. Beginnei-s may take a spring off 
the ground in starting. Same exercise in under grip.
7. The Circle oa’er the Bar in U pper G-rip.
The same as previous exercise, bu t instead of returning continue 
the SAAung by a fresh pull w ith the arms, im til legs and body clear 
the bar entii-ely, and arrlA^e in  the starting  position imder it, sus­
pended by the arms. A t the re tu rn  SAving to the rear, press 
slightly from the hands, and descend jnelding.
8. The D ouble Circle in U pper Grip.
The same as previous exercise, bu t stop the SAying on ariiA-ing 
over the bar, by extending the arms and the body upw ards; then 
reverse the grip of the hands and return  forAvards. More advanced 
jmpiJs may retain the upper grip of the hands also for the re tu rn ; 
but it  Avill be useful from the beginning to draAv the attention to 
the necessity of a correct position of the hands in all sAA'inging 
exercises on the bar— uppe]' grip for the swing backwards and 
under grip for the SAAung forwards.
9. The D ouble Circle in U nder Grip.
The same as previous exercise, bu t the hands in under grip both 
A v a y s .
For all the circles, n e A v  beginners should be alloAved to take a 
spring off the ground and keep the knees bent.
10. A rai F lexion above th e  Bar F oraal^ rds (K iss th e  Bar).
Get on to the bar by the circle in upper g r ip ; bend the arms, 
keeping the body balanced, Avith the head and the shoulders 
inclined forwards, and the legs straight. Continue the arm 
flexion, Avith elboAvs well pressed forwards, until the lips touch
G 2
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the b a r ; then  extend the arms again and repeat the same three or 
four times. R etu rn  forwards. See Exercise 8.
11. V ault off the Bar Backwards.
Rise by the circle in upper g r ip ; swing the legs forward and 
backward, w ith arms yielding and the body touching the b a r; 
a t the second or th ird  swing of the legs backwards press firmly 
back from the bar w ith both hands a t once and the arms extending; 
alight on the toes, knees yielding, body straight and inclined 
forwards.
12. V ault off underneath the Bar F orwards.
Rise by the circle in upper g r ip ; extend the arms and keep 
steady ; then, throwing the body backwards, raise the legs, w ith 
knees straight close to the bar, and, w ith a strong impulse from 
the hands, swing the body forward close underneath the bar ; 
alight on the toes, knees yielding, the body reclining, arms straight 
up.
Both these exercises, 10 and 11, should be a t first practised only 
on low bars, and w ithout any regard to distance. As steadiness 
of jjosition is gained, both height and distance may be progressively 
increased.
13. T ravel above the B ar S ideways in  U pper  Grip (R ight
AND L e f t ).
Rise by the circle at one end of the bar, and, w ith arms yieldmg, 
move one hand after the other and step by step along the bar to 
the other end.
14. S it on the Bar and Swing off the K nees Backwards.
Rise by the circle in upper g rip ; extend the arms and tu rn  the 
body between the hands, and, raising it  a little, sit down between 
them, at the same time letting go the hands and putting them  on 
again after the tu rn  of the body has been effected. Practise the 
tu rn  both ways, to the right and the left about. From  the seat on 
the thighs drop back on the knees, and gently tu rn  over back­
wards, alighting on the feet, with knees yielding.
15. In  D oub le  G rip, One Leg O ver \ L e f t .
16. „ „ „ B oth L egs /
Facing the line of the bar w ith the left foot forward, lay hold in 
double g r ip ; swing the right leg over, and hang suspended by the
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hands and the right k n ee ; i-etnrn the leg and repeat. The same 
to the left side of the bar by the left leg.
In  the same m anner the exercise may be done 'svith both legs. 
A fter sufficient ease is acquii’ed for the movement to each side 
separately, raise them  alternately  to either side from the sus­
pension, first in  double grip, and then, as offering a further 
progressive difficulty, from the suspension in  upper grip.
17. One L eg over. R ise to the Bar F oravards (R ight and
L eft).
Pass the right leg over the bar as in Exercise 15, move the 
righ t hand to the righ t side and the left hand to the left side 
of the knee, bring the shoulders and the body square to the 
fro n t; then, swinging the left leg, and assisting w ith a pull of the 
arms forward and upward, rise on the bar, resting on the right 
thigh. R etu rn  and repeat three or four times. Off, by passing 
the righ t leg over the bar backwards close to the left, and 
return ing  forward as in Exercise 8; or by passing the left leg over 
the bar forwards, and swinging off the knees as in Exercise 14.
ISTew beginners not able to rise in  the m anner described, may 
pu t both hands in upper grip to the left side of the knee, and 
pass the left arm horizontally over the bar, the body close to 
it, when the exercise is someAvhat easier.
The same exercise w ith the left leg.
18. Travel above the Bar S ideavays, R esting on one L eg
(R ight and L eft).
Rise to the bar as in  previous exercise, and retaining the 
position of one leg over, move sideways in the same m anner as 
in  Exercise 13.
The same exercise may be practised Avith hoth legs resting on the 
har.
19. T ravel F oravards and B ackavards in D ouble GI-r ip .
Rise as in 17, pass one leg straight to each side of the bar, the 
hands in  double grip in  front of the body, and move them  both 
together in the direction required.
20. One L eg over, R ise to the B ar B ackavards (R ight and
L eft).
The same as Exercise 17, only in reversed direction; the last 
swing of the left leg forwards is continued upwards, and, Avith a
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quick impulse, the body following the movement of the leg is 
throw n over the bar, resting on the right thigh. Repeat. Off, in 
the same m anner as in Exercise 17, either forwards or backwards.
A fter sufficient steadiness has been gained in practising the 
exercises as here described, both the rising forwards and 
backwards, 17 and 20 may be tried also w ith both hands to the 
same side of the knee.
21. Touch the Bar with the F eet between the H ands.
E ither from tlie suspension by the hands in upper gi’ip, or from 
tlie stand under tlie bar, rise like in  Exercise 6, bu t instead of 
having the legs straight, bend the knees between the arms back 
towards the head, and bring the feet to touch the bar. 
Keep the knees close together all the time. Repeat three or four 
times.
The Circle (Single or D ouble) U nder the Bar.
In  tlie same m anner as in previous exercise, rise to  the bar, 
bending the knees; bu t instead of touching, let the feet go back 
over the head, and extending the knees, go down to the ground 
(single circle); or, w ithout touching, go back through the arms 
and re tu rn  to the starting point (the same exercise as 1 and 2, 
Series I., Bings).
23. Suspended from the K nees, Touch the Bar with the
H ands.
Rise like in Exercise 21, bu t pass the feet through the arms and 
over the bar from the other side. Take a firm hold by the legs in 
the knee-joint, let go the hands, and gently extend the body from 
the knees downwards, the arms extended over the h ead ; then, 
Avithout swinging, raise the body until the hands touch the bar. 
R eturn  and repeat three or four times.
24. Turn oa'er the Bar by the Back L ift.
The knees on the bar in like manner as in previous exercise, 
take a firm hold by the hands in upper grip, the knuckles Avell 
turned over, extend the body upwards, back hollow, and liead and 
feet Avell balanced; by a quick pull of the arms raise the body 
upAvards, lower the feet, and rise on to the bar seated on both 
thighs. R eturn  and repeat. Off the knees backAvards.
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25. A rm F lexion B ackwards, and off Backwards Straight,
Bise by the back lift as in previous exercise, and keeping the 
hands in upper grip, w ith a gentle swing lower the body to the 
front by bending the arms, and raise it  again by extending them. 
Repeat three or four tim es; then straighten the arms and body, 
balance horizontally above the bar, and tu rn  over backwards, 
alighting on the toes in  the usual manner.
26. The D ouble Swing, with A rms Bent B ackward.
Rise by the back l i f t ; drop w ith a swing of the legs forwards 
from the seat on the bar to the suspension underneath it, clasping 
it w ith the arms from behind, the elbows close to the body and 
the hands to the ch est; so suspended, swing the legs from the hips 
upward to and fro. Finish by unhooking the left arm from behind 
the bar, tu rn  on the right arm, front to the bar, and taking hold 
by the left hand, drop to the ground.
27. T he D ouble Swing, with A rms Straight Backward.
The same as previous exercise, only the arms extended straight 
along the bar and the hands taking hold in upper grip from 
behind the bar.
SECOND SE R IE S.
1. A rm F lexion with L egs R aised (XJpper , U nder, or 
D ouble Grip).
Suspended from either of the gi'ips, legs raised at right angles, 
raise the body by bending the arms and lower it by extending 
them. Repeat.
2. Travel F orwards (Backavards) in D ouble Gr ip .
Tlie same as in Exercises 1 and 2 in Series I., but from the 
double grip and facing the line of the bar.
3. TRAVEL S ideways in U pper Grip  (U nder Grip), both H ands
AT Once.
Same as in Exercise 1, Series I., bu t both hands moving 
together.
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4. Change of Grip from the Suspension.
Suspended in upper grip, raise tlie body by a steady flexion of 
the arms, and quickly letting both hands go a t once, grasp under­
neath the bar from the reverse side in under grip.
5. The D ouble  Sw ing by th e  H ands in  U pper Grip.
Suspended in upper grip, swing w ith arms straight, taking a fresh 
hold at each re tu rn ; swing backwards by momentarily loosening 
the grip and then firmly regrasping, w ith knuckles well turned 
over. Jum p down a t the swing backwards.
6 . T h e  H e s t .
P u t the feet to the bar, as in Exercise 21, Series I., one foot 
close to each h an d ; then parting the knees and hollowing the 
back, gently lower the body in a line between the knees and the 
shoulders, witli the head well thrown back. P e tu rn  either under­
neath the bar by lowering the feet and descending to the starting- 
point, or above the bar, rising by the fore or the back lift.
7. H ang under the Bar by the H ands and F eet, F rontways
AND B e  VERSED ( S w IMMING).
Grasp the bar in  double grip, and either from the suspension by 
the arms, or for new beginners w ith a spring from the ground, 
throw  the feet up over the bar, one foot to each side, knees straight, 
arms straight. P e tu rn  and repeat. Peverse the position by shift­
ing the hands and the feet, leaving the points of attachm ent the 
same, but reversing the sides, so as to bring the back upwards and 
the front of the body downwards.
8. H ang under the Bar by One K nee (R ight and Left).
Position of Exercise 23, Series I . ; both knees clasping the bar, 
the body hanging down, arms extended over the head. Holding 
firmly on by the left, gently release the hold of the right knee and 
cairy it  underneath back to the other side of the b a r ; return the 
same way, clasp the righ t knee over the bar in its old position, 
then in the same manner let go the left. Pepeat twice.
9. Suspended from the K nees, Swing off the Bar.
Position of 23, Series I. Clasping the bar tightly, swing the 
body w ith arms fully ex tended; a t the th ird  swing backwards, let 
go the knees sm artly and descend on the toes.
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10. Arm E xtension- R ight and Left Sideways above the BAR.
Rise by the back lift (Exercise 24, Series I.), change the grip, 
lower the body by bending the a rm s; then alternately extend the 
one and the other arm, the body following the movement of the 
extending arm. OIF backwards straight.
11. H ang by One Arm above the Bar.
The same position as in previous exercise, vdth the arms bent, 
hands in under g r ip ; then, instead of extending one arm  on the 
bar, drop it  along the side and hang by the other. Repeat three 
or four times for each side.
12. The Back L ift  by the Sw ing .
The same as Exercise 24, Series I., only done w ith a swing. 
Commence like in the single circle, bu t instead of going dovm to 
the ground, throw  the legs upwards, vdth a sudden spring from 
the back, and pass the body over and on to the seat on the bar, 
^vith a steady pull from the arms. Repeat. R eturn  backwards 
straight.
13. The W heel by the Arms Backwards (the Muscle- 
grinder).
The same as Exercise 26, preceding series, bu t the swing of the 
body is continued round and round the bar.
This exercise is generally a favourite among boys, and goes 
w ith them  under the above-mentioned name— the muscle- 
g rin d er;” which, if not well-sounding, a t all events indicates 
p re tty  clearly its meaning. A lthough painful a t first for the 
muscles of the arm, it  is a very useful exercise w ith regard to the 
position it  enforces of the chest and shoulders, and from its power­
ful effect on the circulation.
14. The Wheel by One Leg Backwards (R ight and L eft).
Rise to the bar by the righ t leg forwards (Exercise 17, Series I.), 
steady the body, straightening the arms, raise the right leg off the 
bar, extend the left straight out backwards, drop on the righ t knee, 
throw  head and body down backw ards; a t the same time, give a 
strong swmg by the left leg forwards and upwards over the bar, 
arms straight all the tim e (new beginners may bend them  at 
first). The knee is the pivot of the movement, the centre of the 
evolution performed. R epeat the same circle a t least three times 
w ithout interruption, taking a fresh start for each new circle
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immediately before the preceding one is entirely completed. Off, 
by the knees backwards. The same by the left.
15. The W heel by the F eont Backwaeds.
Rise by the circle in  upper grip (Exercise 7, Series I.), balance 
the body forwards, placing the region of the navel right over the 
b a r ; then reverse the movement, throw  the head back, and swing 
the feet forward and upward over the bar. Repeat the same circle 
three or four times w ithout interimption, taking, in a similar 
m anner as in previous exercise, a fresh start for each new circle. 
Off, by the tu rn  over straight forwards. A higher degree of the 
same exercise is to perform w ithout the body touching.
16. The W heel by One Leg F oewaed (Right and Left).
The same as Exercise 10, bu t in a reversed direction. The head 
goes forwards and the feet swing backwards, the hands in under 
grip, and the upper part of the thigh forms the turning point. 
The knee is used to assist in rising by the swing over the bar, the 
swinging leg straight all the time. Off forward straight. The 
same to the left.
17. R ise above the Bae (E ight and Left).
H ands on the bar in upper grip, knuckles well forw ard; raise 
the body by bending the arms, continue the movement of the right 
shoulder upwards by raising the w rist and the elbow vertical over 
the bar, the left side to follow in the same manner. R eturn and 
repeat two or three times. Descend by extending the arms.
18. R ise above the Bae by the Swing.
Grasp the bar in  upper grip, bend the arms, swing the body under 
the bar gently forwards and backwards, knees straight and legs 
closed. A t the re tu rn  swing backward, press on the hands, throw 
head and shoulders foi^ward, and rise above the bar in a similar 
m anner as described for the previous exercise, but both hands at 
once. R etu rn  and repeat three or four times, and off forwards.
19. The W heel by the F eont F oewaeds.
Rise by the circle in upper grip, straighten the arms, raise the 
back, gently tu rn  over forwards, and, w ith a swing around the 
bar, rise above it  in  a similar manner as in Exercise 14. The 
same exercise may also be done with the hands in under grip.
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20. The W heel by both L egs Backwards.
Eise to tlie seat on the bar by the back lift (24, Series I.), 
straighten the arms, raise the  legs off the bar, and, firmly holding 
on by the hands, drop on the knees and thi'ow head and  body 
backward w ith sufficient swing to carry you righ t round and up 
again above the b a r ; as soon as arrived there, straighten the anns 
afresh, and repeat the same swing tlri’ee or four times. Go off 
straight backwards.
'H IE D  S E R IE S .
1. A rm  F le x io n  b y  O ne Arm  (R ig h t a n d  L eft).
Grasp by the righ t hand in under grip, take hold of the right 
waist bv the left hand, and alternately bend and extend the right 
arm. The same by the left.
The higher degree of the same exercise is to raise the body by 
the flexion of one arm alone, w ithout the assistance of the other 
h a n d ; bu t this is possible only to few, and where there is a very 
favourable relation between strength and weight.
2. Travel F orivards (Backivards) in D oijble Gr ip , both hands
AT ONCE.
The same as Exercise 2, Series I I . ,  bu t both hands moving 
a t once; the legs may be kept straight do'wn or raised a t right 
angles.
3. Travel Sideways, w ith Change of Grip .
The same as Exercise 3, Series I I . ,  bu t instead of the hands 
retaining the same grip, change the grip a t each single step by a 
quick jum ping movement from the arms and the hands.
4. The D ouble Swing, wmth Clapping of H ands.
The same as Exercise 5, Series I I . ,  bu t a t each swing backwards 
raise the body and press from the hands, sufficiently so to gain time 
to clap the hands together before renewing the g ra sp ; repeat and 
finish a t the swing backwards.
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5. T he M h sc le -g rin d e r F o rw ard s,
The same as Exercise 13, Series I I .,  only in a reversed direction, 
the arms clasping the bar from behind, the elbows close to the 
sides, the hands on the chest, the tu rn  of the movement from 
backwards to forwards,
6, The Muscle-grinder F oravards, with  Arms Straight,
The same as the previous exercise, only the arms are extended 
along the bar and the hands gi'asping it  from behind.
7, The D ouble Circle by One Arm (Right and L eft),
Grasp the bar by the right hand, like in Exercise 1 ; put the 
left foot forwards straight under the bar, and tu rn  over like Exer­
cise 9, Series I, W hen up, take hold by both hands in under grip 
and retu rn  forwards,
8, The Same, and off the K nees F oravards,
A fter rising in the manner described above, w ith arms straight 
and hands in  under grip, raise the knees between the hands up to 
the bar and tu rn  over forwards.
9, The Same, and off F oravards by the F eet outside the
H ands,
Arms straight and hands in under g rip ; raise the legs straight 
and part them, feet touching the bar, tu rn  over foi'Avards, close the 
legs again and descend in the usual manner.
10, The Circle over the Bar by the F ore L ift ,
The same exercise as No, 7, Series I,, but Avith arms and legs 
perfectly straight, and Avithout any swing. May be practised in 
both under and upper grip, A higher degree of the same exercise 
is to clear the bar Avithout touching,
11. The W heel by Both Legs F orwards.
The same revolution around the bar as in Exercise 16, Series
I I , ,  bu t w ithout the help from the SAvinging le g ; the hands in 
under grip, and both legs close together between the hands, the 
knees assisting the rise above the bar by firmly clasping i t ;  
three or four revolutions, Avith a fresh staid for each. This is 
one of the most difficult wheels, and should not be practised 
except by pupils who are perfectly a t home Avith those preAuously 
described.
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12. The Back L ift in U nder G rip .
The same as Exercise 24, Series I., but w ith the grip of the 
hands reversed.
13. The W heel by the H ands Backwards.
Bise to the b a r  like in previous exercise, lower the body as 
for the arm flexion backwards (Exercise 25, Series I.), and give a 
steady swing by the legs from the front to the rear, keeping the 
back in steady contact w ith the bar, make a full evolution round 
it, and repeat the same movement three or four times, taking a 
fresh start each time immediately before the legs descend.
14. Balance under the Bar from the Arm F lexion Backwards.
Bise b y  the back lift in under grip, lower the body from the 
seat, and, gradually extending the arms, balance it  hoiizontally 
underneath the bar.
15. Balance under the Bar, passing through the Arms.
Grasp the bar in upper giip, pass the feet through the arms over 
the head backwards, and extend the body horizontally.
16. Balance by the F ore L ift in  D ouble Gr ip .
Grasp the bar in double grip, and throwing the head and the 
body backwards, lift the feet and the legs straiglit until the whole 
is in one level underneath and in a line w ith the bar.
17. Balance by One K nee and One F oot (R ight and L eft).
Commence as in Exercise 15, Series I., hands in double grip, 
right knee over the bar • ])ut the toes of the left foot underneath 
the bar and stretch the left leg, then let g o  the hands and gently 
extend the body and the arms backward in a level with the left 
leg. The same by the left knee and the right foot.
18. R ise above the Bar, both H ands at Once.
The same as Exercise 17, Series I I .,  bu t both hands moving 
a t once, a n d  the body ascending slowly but steadily from 
underneath to above the bar. Repeat.
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19. R ise above the Bae with Arms Straight, by the Swing.
Similar to Exercise 18, Series I I . ,  bu t the arms kept straight, 
and a stronger swing, combined with a powerful pull and jerk  
from the arms.
The same exercise may also be done with less swing by r a i s i n ^  
the legs up forward close to the bar, and then suddenly, with a 
strong effort of the arms and c o r r e s p o n d i n g  motion of the b o d y  
and the legs, reversing the movement.
20. B a la n c e  above th e  B a r  b v  B oth  Arms.
Rise by the circle in under grip, pu t the elbows close in to the 
sides, lower the upper part and raise the lower part of the b o d y  
until the whole is in a level and in a line crossing the bar a t right 
angles. R eturn  forward straight.
21. Balance above the Bar bv One Arm (R ight and Left).
The same as previous exercise, but after the b o d y  is balanced, 
let go the left hand and extend the left arm forward, the right 
elbow to be advanced well under the middle of tlie body. The 
same by the left.
22. Balance above the Bar bv one F oot (Right and Left).
Rise above the bar, raise the right knee between the arms, ])ut 
tlie foot on the bar, then let go the hands and raise the body 
quickly, the left leg stretched out backwards and the arms 
extended forwards.
23. Balance above the Bar bv both F eet.
Rise above the bar, pu t the hands close together in upj)er grip, 
raise the body w ith a short swing, and bring the feet above the 
bar outside the hands; then extend and stand u]iright.
The two last exercises (22 and 23) of course require a great deal 
of precaution, and should never be practised on high bars excepting 
by the -well-prepared a n d  expert gymnast, w ith sufficiency of 
strength and nerve. As soon as the b a l a n c e  is lost, the rule is to 
jum p down to one or the other side, entirely clear of the bar.
24. V ault over the Bar (R ight and L eft).
Rise a b o v e  the bar, and vault in accordance with rules given in 
Cl lap. I . ,  pressing firmly from the h a n d s ,  and letting them both go 
at once as soon as the tu rn  of the body has been effected and the 
descent commences.
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25. V a u l t  to  th e  S e a t (R ig h t a n d  L eft).
The same as previous exercise, but -with a shorter sw ing; leaning 
well on the left arm, pass through the righ t to the seat on the bar. 
The same to the left.
26. Vault feom the Right to the Left, and R ev eese .
Rise to the bar, hands in double grip and close together, 
grasping in front of the body, legs close and straight, the left 
thigh resting on the bar, the body inclining forwards; vault from 
the ligh t to the left, and reverse, taking short swings by the legs, 
and keeping the centre of gravity well up over the hands,
27. C hange S e a t  feom R ig h t to  L e f t , a n d  Reveese.
Sit o n  the bar sideways (like in preceding exercise), the lefc 
thigh resting on the bar, raise the arms forwards, incline the body 
backwards, and, w ith a short swing, throw  both legs together over 
to the left side of the b a r ; then return  and repeat.
28. The Double Swing, with  Change of F eont.
Take a strong swing, tu rn  quickly at the height of the swing 
forwards, and catch the bar on the otlier side in time for the return 
swing, and so on, turning e a c h  time and grasping from the other 
side a t the height of each swing.
29. The Swing off the K nees feom the Seat on the Bae .
The same exercise as No. 9, Series I I . ,  but the start is taken 
from the seat above the bar instead of from the suspension under­
neath it. The movement itself is easier w ith regard to the swing, 
but of course requires more nerve and confidence. Prepare by 
parting the legs, knees close to the b a r ,  incline the b o d y  forwards, 
with arms hanging straight down, then let the body drop back 
g e n t l y ,  keeping a firm hold w ith the knees and extending the arms 
up over the head, and continuing the motion of the body by a 
steady swing, w ith the arms upwards, let g o  nimbly both knees at 
once, and jum p to the ground in the usual manner.
30. The Wheel by Both Legs Backwaeds without the A id 
OF THE H ands.
Start in the same manner as in p r e c e d i n g  exercise, bu t taking 
a stronger swing, rise again to the seat on the bar, a n d  continue 
the same revolution three or four times. This is a difiicult exer­
cise, which requires a good deal of practice and great confidence. 
Interm ediate stages, as preparation for the feat itself, will easily
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suggest themselves to the experienced gymnast—for instance, to 
fall from the seat above into the suspension underneath without 
the aid of the hands; or to make the swing in the manner required, 
bu t w ith taking hold of the legs by the hands underneath the 
bar, &c.
31. The H alf G iant Swing,
The hands in upper grip above the bar, throw, w ith a full 
extension of the arms, the body straight out backwards, and w ith 
a swing forwards over tlie bar, so as to return  to the starting 
position. Repeat.
32. T he G iant Swing F orwards.
The same as preceding exercise, bu t continued over the bar 
w ithout touching, and the straighter the arms the better.
33. The G iant Swing Backwards.
The same as preceding exercise, but in a reversed direction, the 
hands in under grip, w ith thumbs above the b a r ,  throw up the 
legs, and straighten arms and body vertically above the bar, then 
tu rn  over forwards and rise again by the swing of the body, 
assisted by a pull from the arms. R ep ea t; arms straight all the 
time.
These two last exercises— and in jiarticular the combination of 
the t w o — are considered the ne jylus ultra  feats on the horizontal 
bar. They require, indeed, a good deal of practice, combined with 
activity, strength, and determination. Too much attention cannot 
be bestowed in their practice on the proper state of the bar and 
the hands—both to be clean, and free from grease and perspiration
  otherwise even the strongest and most expert m a y  come to grief.
The g i a n t  swing backwards, e s p e c i a l l y ,  tries the grip of the hands 
very severely, and should not be practised on thicker bars than 
l |- in c h  diameter.
R E M A R K S.
1. Of all the different parts of the apparatus, the horizontal bar 
is usually the favourite a m o n g  boys, and it fully deserves this 
place, by the great variety and attractiveness of its exercises. The 
first consideration to be kept in view for the practice of boys 
classes is the proper height of the bar. The rule is the height of 
the shoulder for beginners, and of the reach by the hands for the 
more advanced.
2. The position of the instructor or assistant, as a rule, is close 
by t h e  side of the pupil, either r i g h t  or left, as may be required.
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one hand ready to assist the arms by taking hold of the wrist, the 
other to do the same W th  regard to the body or the lower limbs, 
of course in such a m anner as not to interfere w ith the movement 
of the exercise. To do this w ith skill and efficiency m ust be a 
m atter of earnest attention and careful study to the incipient 
instructor. Rules for the different special applications cannot 
here be given.
3. Since performances on the horizontal bar usually form part of 
the programme in acrobatic exhibitions, it  all the more behoves 
the gymnast to bear in mind the rational aims of his practice, and 
under no circumstances to forget th a t his object is to make the 
senses, the muscles, and the nerves obedient servants of a well- 
regulated will, bu t not to pander to the promptings of an 
unm anly vanity, nor to the cravings of a morbid desire for 
sensation. Ling and his followers on this account exclude all the 
more showy and more daring exercises on the horizontal bar; 
but I  th ink  wrongly so. I t  is a fact proved by experience in 
thousands of schools, th a t these exercises are among the most 
useful for boys, not only from a physical bu t from a moral and 
mental point of view, for the cultivation of quick perception, 
determined action, and justifiable daring. Presence of mind, 
ambition, and boldness, are as readily im parted and improved by 
repeated practice, as strength and quickness. To exclude these 
elements from the practice of the gymnasium would not only 
deprive the la tte r of much th a t is useful, but would considerably 
diminish its attractiveness, a t all events for the young and the 
active.
C H A P T E R  V I I '
THE TRAPEZE.
M A C H IN E .
A  bar of hickory 1|- inches diameter, 2|- feet long, suspended 
by ropes 1 inch diameter, 5 feet 6 inches to 7 feet 6 inches 
above ground, the ropes spliced into eyes, attached to the ends of 
the bar, or directly over the latter, and fastened to it  by means of 
iron pins. Distance of ropes a t the point of suspension, from 16 
to 18 inches.
F IR S T  S E R IE S  O F E X E R C IS E S .
1. R ise to the Bar by the S ingle R ope (R ight and L eft).
Grasp the right rope in double grip, right hand above, the left 
foot fo rw ard ; raise both feet together off the ground, and pass them  
sideways (by the left hip) over the b a r ; rise to the seat, and 
retaining the grasp of the hands, re tu rn  and repeat. The most 
difficult form of this exercise is from the suspension, and w ith the 
grasp of the hands close to the bar. The same to the left.
2. R ise by B oth R opes.
Grasp one rope w ith each hand, and through the arms pass legs 
and body over the bar in the same m anner as by the backlift on 
the horizontal bar (Exercise 24, Series I.). R etaining the grasp, 
balance the body horizontally and retu rn  backward.
3. R ise by the F ront L ift to the Seat Backward (R ight
AND Left).
R ight hand grasping the rope, left hand the centre of bar, 
raise the body by bending the right and extending the left arm 
above the b a r ; as soon as the hips arrive above the level of the 
bar, tu rn  the body to the left and sit down between the left hand 
and the rope. R etu rn  the same way.
The same to the left.
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4. R ise by the F ront L ift  to the Seat F orward.
Rise in the same m anner as in preceding exercise, bu t as soon 
as the left arm  arrives above the bar raise the knees, and passing  
the feet through the arms forward over the bar, sit on the bar, 
retaining the same front. R eturn  the same way.
The same to the left.
5. Clear the Bar in the Centre to the F ront and the
R ear.
Rise by both ropes (Exercise 2) to the seat on the bar, pass 
the hands along the ropes upwards to a height above the head, 
bend the arms, and raising the knees, pass the feet over and extend 
the body to the other side of the bar. Bend the arms again 
and retu rn  in  the same m anner forward. Repeat. Off backward.
6. The N est.
Same as preceding exercise, bu t instead of passing the feet over 
to the rear %)nt them on the bar, and let the body drop forward, 
when it  will be extended in the form of an arch between tJie 
hands and the feet.
7. Touch the Bar with the Shoulders.
Rise to the seat, hands to the ropes; lower the body by 
extending the arms until the shoulders touch the bar, retaining 
the position of hands. Bend the arms again and repeat.
8. Turn  Round the R opes (Right and Left).
Rise to the seat, grasp the bar by the righ t hand close to the 
rope m  under grip, and the righ t rope by the left hand in upper 
grip, then pass the legs outside the rope and righ t round it, back 
to the seat on the bar. Repeat.
The same by the left.
9. Standing on the Bar, Turn  Over in  the S eat.
Feet in the centre of the bar, hands grasping the ropes a t the 
level of the head, tu rn  over by the single circle and drop to the 
seat on the bar.
The same exercise may also lie practised by returning to the 
stand instead of to the seat on the bar, and as double circle.
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10. The Suspension by the F eet.
Rise to the seat, hands to the ropes; gently drop backwards, 
part the feet, let go the hands, and in lowering the body clasp the 
feet to the ropes from the outside, the heels against the bar. 
Extend the body and the arms to their full length, then rise by 
bending from the h ip s ; extend again and repeat.
This is a useful and powerful exercise for the circulation and the 
muscles of the trunk , and should be practised on th a t account, bu t 
certainly not for its sensational qualities. For the la tter purpose 
it  is very frequently made use of in  acrobatic performances, and 
of course a person hanging by his feet from a scarcely-visible 
bar a t a height of 60 feet or more, is quite enough to frighten 
nervous women; bu t the fact is, th a t this suspension by the feet is 
accompanied by neither difficulty nor danger to any person pos­
sessing ordinary strength and presence of mind.
S E C O N D  S E R I E S .
A fter a sufficient command has been obtained by the learner 
over the exercises of the Fii’st Series, a great number of the 
exercises on the horizontal bar may be practised on the trapeze, 
single or in combination, first w ithout swing, and then with, but 
of course only by those who are able to do the same exercises 
perfectly well on the fixed horizontal bar, and who are generally 
advanced in strength and expertness. The undermentioned 
exercises are those which are best adapted :—
1. T he  C irc le  o v e r th e  B a r  in U pper Grip.
See Horizontal Bar, No. 7, Series I.
2. T h e  C irc le  by t h e  F o r e l i f t .
No. 10, Series I I I .
3. T he A rmflexion F orwards.
No. 10, Series I.
4. R ise  by the B a c k lif t .
No. 24, Series I.
lot
5. The A rmflexion Backwards.
No. 25, Series I.
6. The W heel by the A rms Backwards.
No. 13, Series I I .
7. The W heel by the H ands Backwards.
No. 13, Series I I I .
8. The W heel by the F ront Backwards.
No. 15, Series I I .
9. R ise A bove the Bar R ight and Left.
No. 17, Series I I .
10. R ise A bove the Bar by the Swing.
No. 18, Series I I .
11. The W heel by the F ront F orwards.
No. 19, Series I I .
12. Swing Off from the K nees.
No. 9, Series I I .
13. Balance by the R opes U nderneath the Bar.
Rise to the seat Ly both ropes, Exercise 2, series I., extend the 
Iwdy ho]^%mhd%^ and hoMny; on the rmpes tu rn  over 
backwards, balancing underneath the bar.
14. Balance by the R opes Above the Bar.
Standing on the bar, hands to the ropes (No. 9, Series I.), tu rn  
over backwards, and hold out balancing. R eturn  forward to the 
stand.
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T H IR D  SE R IE S .
The Flying Teapeze.
The flying trapeze is an essentially French invention, and 
exhibits some of the most striking and graceful of all known 
gymnastic exercises. W hether its introduction into the regular 
routine of the gymnasium, for advanced classes, is advisable or 
not, may still be considered an open question, bu t it  is not fitted 
for the use of schools. Also at the National Gymnasium it is not 
adm itted for the present, as the elements of usefulness which it 
represents w ith regard to the education of the body may more 
easily and completely be found in the exercises on the horizontal 
bar and the rings, and in the practice of fencing.
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CHAPTER VIII.
T H E  P A R A L L E L  B A R S ;
M A C H IN E .
Two wooden bars fixed parallel to each other by means of four 
wooden standards, the la tte r securely fastened into the ground or 
to a framework, so as to make the whole machine moveable. 
The bars of 4 in. x  3 in. best American hickory, 10 feet long, rounded 
and grooved on the top to secure a firm and comfortable gi-ip to 
the hand, rubbed smooth w ith sandpaper; all edges rounded off.
Standards of Oregon pine, 4 in. x  3 in., well tenoned and 
stru tted  to the framework, fixed 7 feet 4 inches apart in the clear, 
so as to leave 12 inches of each end projecting.
The framework of strong 5 in. x  3 in. timber.
The w idth of the bars in the clear varying from 15 inches (for 
boys) to 18 inches for persons of the largest size, and the lieight 
above ground varying from 4 feet to 5 fee t; a very serviceable 
average size of the bars will be found a w idth in the clear of 
16 inches, and a height above the framework of 4 feet 6 inches.
F IR S T  S E R IE S ,
Bui^ 'pOTt by the A rm s Straight.
1. J ump to the Support.
The hands to the ends of the bars, w ith thum bs inside, take a 
spring with the feet, extend the arms above the bars, jum p down 
again, and repeat three or four times.
2. ArMPLEXION AND EXTENSION.
Supported by the arms straight, lower the body by bending, and 
raise i t  by extending the arms. Beginners, according to their 
strength, may bend very little  a t first, and gradually increase. 
Repeat according to strength.
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The Same with the F eet on the Baes.
Rise above the bars, w ith the face to the ends, pu t one foot to
each bar, the body extended stiaight backwards. Then alternately 
bend and extend the arms the same as above, keeping the body in 
the same position all the time.
4. The S ingle March F orwards.
Move from one end of the bars to the other w ith arms straight, 
by steps of from 5 to 6 inches in  length, one hand after the other, 
and the body in position, the head erect, the chest advanced, and 
the feet to the rear, w ith heels close and toes open, pointing 
downwards.
5, The Single March Backwards.
The same as above, b u t in reversed direction.
6. R aise the L egs to the F ront (R ight and L eft).
A rm s straight, body in position, raise the legs alternately very 
slowly as high as the strength will allow, and repeat.
7. The Same, B oth L egs at Once.
8. C le a r  th e  B a r  by th e  F r o n t  (R ig h t and  L e ft) .
Raising both legs to the front as in previous Exercise, pass 
them  over the bar in  front of the right hand, and, pressing from 
both hands, descend yielding, to the right side of the bar, the left 
hand falling back to the spot where the right was before.
The same to the left.
9. Clear the Bar to the R ear (R ight and L eft).
Raise the legs to the front, then swing them backwards, and, 
pressing from the left hand, pass them  sidewards over the bar to 
the right, close behind the right hand. Mind not to raise the 
back, bu t to keep the hips well forwards.
10. To Balance, R aising the Back.
The hands a t the ends of the bars, raise the back, inclining the 
head forwards and keeping the legs straight.
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11. The N est U nder the Bars.
Standing between the bars, grip them  from nnderneath, then tu rn  
over backward, and putting one foot to each bar, hollow the back 
and expand the body between the hands and the feet. B etu rn  
and repeat.
12. The D ourle Swing, with A rms Straight.
The arms straight and the body in position, raise the legs for­
wards and then set them  swinging from the hips to and fro between 
the arms. Beginners m ust be careful not to try  to swing too 
high, and to keep the body well between the arms, and the hips 
loose, not stiff. Instructors m ust stand by ready to assist by sup­
porting one of the arms.
13. Change Seat in the F ront.
Sitting on the haunches in front of the righ t hand, swing the 
legs from the hips upwards over the other bar in front of the left 
hand, and reverse. Repeat.
14. Change Seat from F ront to R ear, and R everse.
Sit astride on the bars w ith legs straight, one over each bar, the 
hands in front of the legs; swing the legs up from the hips, pass 
them between the bars closed and straight, part them again a t the 
swing forwards, and put them  astride in front of the hands; then 
reverse and repeat.
15. The  Serpent.
Sitting on the right bar, pass the legs by the swing from before 
the right hand between the bars to the rear, behind the left hand, 
and reverse.
The same, starting from the left bar.
16. The H alf M oon.
Sitting on the right bar, pass the legs swinging from the front 
to the rear of the right hand, and reverse.
The same on the left bar.
17. The Scissors.
The same exercise as the one described under the same name 
for the hoi-se (Chapter I I . ,  Exercise 9, Series I I I .) .  Commence by 
the double swing, and a t the swing to the rear part the legs, cross 
one above the other, and tu rn  to the right or left about, throwing 
one leg over each bar and shifting the hands to the front. Then 
from the rest on the bai's re tu rn  to the double swing, tu rn  again a t 
the swing to the rear, and so on. Repeat three or four times.
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18. T he  D ouble M arch, F orwards and Backwards.
The same as Exercise 4, hu t both hands moving a t once.
19. H o ld  O u t  B ackw ards, H an d s on t h e  Hips.
S itting  on one of the bars sideways, pu t the insteps underneath 
the other one, and w ith knees straight and chest well arched, hold 
the body out backwards on the level of the bars. Move gently 
and steadily in  rising, and repeat.
20. Bend D own Backwards, H ands on the H ips.
The same position as in  previous exercise, bu t instead of holding 
out bend down as low as the back will allow ; rise up steadily 
from the hips, and repeat.
21. By the D ouble Savino Clear the Bar to the F ront 
(R ight and L eft).
Swing the same as Exercise 12, commencmg gently and gradu­
a l l y  increasing in height, and w ith the th ird  or fourth oscillation 
of the swing forwards, clear the bar by the right front.
The same to the left.
22. By the D ouble Swing Clear the Bar to the R ear (R ight
AND L e f t ).
23. T he L egs at R ight Angles Alternately.
The same as Exercise 6, bu t each leg (right or left) to be raised 
steadily to the level of the hip, and to be moved sideways over 
the bars, righ t and left.
24. The L egs at R ight Angles Both at Once.
25. Change Seat in the Rear.
Resting oil the righ t bar close behind the hand, raise the legs 
Avith a swing from the hips, and pass over to  the other bar beliind 
the left h a n d ; then re tu rn  and repeat. In  swinging keep the hips 
well forwards and the body straight, inclmmg forwards, w ith the 
arms yielding.
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26. The Single March in Reversed Position (Forwards 
AND Backwards).
Stixnding between the bars a t one end, grip from underneath) 
swing the legs up over the head, keep the whole body perfectly 
straight and well balanced, and move w ith short steps one hand 
after the other to the other end of the bars, either forwards or 
backwards.
27. In Support Right (Left) about Face, One H and After
THE Other.
Arm s straight, body in position ; shift the right hand to the 
left and the left hand to the right bar, at the same time turning 
the body correspondingly. Repeat.
28. The Same, Both H ands at Once.
Do the same exercise w ith a quick je rk  and spring from the 
arms, so as to shift the hands simultaneously.
29. The Somersault by the Backlift.
Facing towards the end of the bars, start in the same manner 
as for Exercise 10, raising the back, bu t as soon as the hips arrive 
on the level of the shoulders throw doxvn the head, extend the 
legs upwards, and yielding in the arms, tu in  over w ith a firm 
pressure from the hands upwards.
30. The Somersault by the Swing, Arms Yielding.
Facing the same as in previous exercise, start the double swing 
gently, and a t the th ird  swing to the rear tu rn  over forwards, 
yielding in the arms and pressing from the hands upwards, the same 
as in previous exercise. For the practice of the two last exercises, 
the same as for all somersaults, two assistants are required, one 
to each side, one hand near the wrist, the other near the shoulder 
of the pupil, the lower hand in the position of prime, the upper 
hand in quart.
SECOND SE R IE S.
Support by the A rms Bent,
1. Armflexion and E xtension, Touching R ight and Left.
The same Exercise as No. 2, Series I., bu t the flexion has 
to be continued so low th a t the bar or the thumbs (as a higher 
degree of the same exercise) may be touched. To be repeated 
from six to fifteen times.
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2. The Same, w ith  th e  L ow er Arms R estin g  on th e  B ars.
The lower arms resting on the bars, the hands in upper grip, 
and the elbows turned inwards, body and lower limbs straight 
between the b a rs ; both arms rise a t the same time, the elbows 
turn ing  up, and the extension of the arms raises the body to 
position of “ support,” upon which the arms bend again and 
re tu rn  to the starting position. Repeat.
3. The Single March F orwards, the Lower Arms Resting
ON THE B a r s .
The righ t elbow turn ing  up over the bar, the right hand 
moves forward a step of five inches, then the elbow goes down 
again, and the left elbow turns up, the left hand moves, and 
so on, step after step, from one end of the bars to the other.
4. The Single March F orwards, with  Arms Bent.
One hand moving after the other, equal steps of five inches, the 
body inclined forwards, the arms a t the flexion all the time.
5. T he Same, B ackw ards.
6. The D ouble Swing, with F lexion of Arms F orwards.
S tart the same as Exercise 12, Series I., then a t each swing 
forwards bend tlie arms, and straighten them again at the swing 
backwards. Beginners may at first bend only a little, and only 
a t every second swing.
7. The Double S wing, w ith  F lexion of Arms Backwards.
The same as previous exercise, bu t the arms bending a t the 
swing backwards.
Both this and the previous exercise are among the finest on 
the parallel bars for those who are sufficiently prepared, but like 
all the exercises w ith the arms bent, they act very powerfully on 
the muscles of the chest, and therefore should never be practised by 
vei'y young or by delicate persons, unless in accordance with the 
directions of a competent instructor.
8. T he D ouble Swing, with  L ower Arms R esting on the
Bars.
S tart in the position of Exercise 2, and swing the same as 
Exercise 12, Series I.
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9. Turn Over Backwards, the Arms R esting on the Bars.
Tlie body between tlie bai-s suspended by tlie uppei’ arms, the 
elbows bent and projecting over the bars, the bands keeping the 
grip of the bars in order to steady the position of the arms. Swing 
to and fro the same as in jirevious exercise, and a t the th ird  swing 
forwards continue tlie swing, and letting the hands go tu rn  over 
backwards on the upper arms, keeping the elbows well out sidewards 
in order to prevent the slipping of the arms through the bars, one 
assistant to each side taking hold if required of the lower arms, 
elbow, and wrist, and assisting the turn.
10. The Same F orwards.
The same as preceding exercise, bu t in reversed direction ; tu rn  
over forwards, a t the th ird  swing backwards, also keeping the elbows 
well out.
11. The Double March F orwards, whth Arms Bent.
Tlie same as Exercise 4, but both hands moving a t once.
12. The Same Backwards.
13. The D ouble Swing with  Arms Bent.
Tlie same as Exercise 12, Series I., but the arms bent all the 
time.
14. J ump F orwards at the Swing F orwards.
Commence the double swing, as in %irevious exercises, a t one end 
of the bare, and a t each swing forwards take a junqi forwards with 
both hands a t once, the same as in Exercise 11.
15. The Same at the Swiisg Backwards.
The hands moving forwards a t each swing backwards.
16. Jump Backwards at the Swing Backwards.
Facing towards the end of the bars, commence the double swing 
w ith arms bent, and move both hands simultaneously backwards at 
each swing of the body to the rear. Continue from one end of the 
bars to the other.
17. The Same at the Swing Forwards.
18. H old out Backwards, Arms Straight U p .
The same as Exercise 19, Series I., hu t the arms straight up 
/•er the head. A n int' 
arms bent over the head.
ove erm ediate degree between the two is the
19. Bend D own Backwards, Arms Straight U p .
Same position as in previous exercise, bu t bending from the hips 
downwards as low as possible (very steadily).
20. Balance on the N eck.
P u t the body across the bars, shoulders and neck on the one, 
back and hands on the other, thus taking a firm hold by the hands; 
raise the body by the fOrelift un til extended vertically al)ove 
the neck. H old on in the position, then lower the feet forwards, 
and when past the level of the head let both hands go at once, and 
descend yielding, face towards the bars.
21. The Somersault, with Arms Straight.
The same as Exercise 30, Series I., bu t the arms kept straight all 
the time. H old the hands on to the last, and th enp 'ess firmly from 
the bars. Two assistants are required, one to each side, the same 
as in first series.
22. T urn Over in  the Bars F orwards, with Arms Straight.
S tart w ith a gentle swing in the middle of the bars. A t the 
height of the swing backwards bend the arms and tu rn  over 
forwards on the upper arms, landing on the feet between the arms. 
One assistant to each side, the same as in Exercise 9.
23. R oll Over the Bars F orwards and Backwards.
J ump on the bars astride, either from the end or the side, and 
tu rn  over the same way as in previous exercise, but landing on the 
bars astride. Rise in the seat and reverse, throwing the body 
backwards on the arms, and, keeping the la tte r fully extended, raise 
the legs by the forelift, and land in the seat astride on the bars. 
One assistant to each side. See th a t the arms be well kept out 
sideways.
This exercise may be practised also in a number of rolls 
continued from one end of the bars to the other by the whole class 
following, and then reversing the direction.
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24. C le a r  th e  B a r  S idew ays from  U n d e rn e a th  (R ig h t and
Left).
Stand between the bars, gripping from underneath, and giving 
a strong pull w ith the right hand, swing the body up sideways over 
the right bar, retaining the same facing, hollowing the back well, 
and keeping the grip of the left hand^on to the last moment. The 
same by the left.
25. R ise to the E nds, Both H ands at Once.
Similar to the corresponding exercises on the rings and the 
horizontal bar; put the hands on the ends, the wrists right in 
front and well up, with the arms and the body extended; 
then rise by gradually raising the elbows and the shoulders, until 
the arms are vertical above the bars. R eturn  and repeat.
26. The S ingle March F orwards by the H orizontal
E xtension of Arms.
Rise as by preceding exercise, and keeping the left arm bent 
above the bar, extend the right forwards to its full length 
underneath it; then gripping by the right hand pull the body gently 
towards it  until the shoulder is close to the hand and the elbow 
vertical above the bar; then let go the grip of the left hand, extend 
the left arm forwards to its full length, grip and tu rn  up by the 
left, and so on step by step from one end of the bars to the other.
27. To th e  R ig h t (L eft) A bout F ace  by th e  Sw ing, w ith
Arms Bent.
The same as Exercise 28, Series I., bu t done from the double 
swing w ith arms b e n t; a t each swing forwards tu rn  nimbly to the 
right-about, regripping the bars and continuing the swing.
28. The Double Ma.rch in  R eversed P osition (Forwards and
Backwards).
The same as Exercise 26, Series I., but both hands moving a t 
once.
29. Balance on the Shoulders (R ight and L eft).
Balance, raising the back as in Exercise 10, Series I.; then 
extend, the legs u^)wards by the backlift, and keeping the elbows 
close to the sides of the body, balance, resting on the right 
shoulder, and from thence pushing over to the left bar, balance, 
resting on the le f t; return and repeat.
30. T he Somersault w ith  Arms Bent.
Commence the double swing gently w ith arms bent, and at 
the th ird  swing backward tu rn  over the same as in Exercise 30, 
Series I.
T H IR D  SE R IE S.
1. A.RMPLEXION A N D  E X T E N SIO N , W ITH TOUCHING B E H IN D  THE
H ands.
In  bending, lower each elbow alternately below the bar, and 
touch w ith the lips behind the hand ; then rise again and continue.
2. The D ouble M arch F orwards (Backwards), the Legs
R esting on the Bars.
Jum p to the seat on the bars astride, hands before the legs, arms 
s tra ig h t; raise the legs from the hips w ithout swing, close them, 
and pass thus between the bars to the seat before the hands ; then 
shift the hands, gripping before the legs, and so on step by stej) 
from one end of the bars to the other.
The same backwards.
This exercise may be done also by a swing of the legs in the 
same m anner as described in No. 14, Series I., bu t this of course is 
of a much more elementary nature.
3. T he Single (Double) March F oravards (Backwards) by
H ands and F eet on the Bars.
Position of Exercise 3, Series I., bu t arms bent. MoA^ e one 
hand after the other the usual distance of five inches, then 
advance both feet together the same distance. Continue the same 
step from one to the other end of the bars.
The same backwards and as double march.
4. Change from Above to U nderneath the Bars and
Reverse.
The same position as in previous exercise. Gradually drop the 
body underneath the bars to the full length of arms and legs, then 
rise again above the bars by a combined effort of the arms and the 
back. Go down again and repeat.
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5. The D ouble Maech F oewards, Arms E esting on the Bars.
The same as Exercise 3, Series I I . ,  bu t both arms acting 
together, both elbows tu rn ing  up a t once, then  the hands moving 
and elbows going down to the rest on the bars after each single 
step, from one end of the bars to the other.
6. Clear the Bars from U nderneath by the Front.
Facing the middle of the bars and gripping the nearest bar with 
the hands a t the distance, swing legs and body over the further 
off bar; let go both hands a t once when the body is sufGciently 
advanced, and clasp the arms round the second bar from behind, 
then let go and descend yielding.
7. The D ouble Swing with  D ouble A rm F lexion .
The same as Exercise 6, Seiles I I . ,  bu t the arms bending a t 
each swing forwards as well as backwards.
8. The D ouble S w ing  w ith  Touching by the Shoulders.
S ta rt the double swing w ith arms straight, and a t each swing 
backwards lower the body forwards, w ith arms yielding so as to 
bring the shoulders to the touch of the bars.
9. The  D ouble Swing w ith  Arms and Back Straight.
The same as Exercise 12, Series I., bu t instead of from the hips 
swing from the shoulders, keeping the whole body straight.
10. The D ouble March F orwards by the Sw ing  F orwards
WITH Arms Straight.
11. The D ouble March Forwards by the Swing Backwards.
12. The D ouble March Backwards by the Swing Backwards.
13. The D ouble March Backwards by the Swing Forwards.
14. The Double March F orwards and Backwards at E ach
S VYING.
15. The D ouble Maech F oewaeds at E ach Swing.
Tlio first four of the above exercises require no exphinatiou. 
The swing for all is w ith arms straight, and the movements 
correspoml w ith those described in 14, 15, IG, and 17, Series I I .
The two last are a sort of double jum p by the hands done at the 
end of each swing forwards and each swing backwards, No. 14 
moving alternately forwards and backwards, bu t No. 15 moving at 
each swing only in the one direction forwards.
10. The D ouble Maech F oewaeds and Backwaeds at E ach 
Swing, Aems Bent.
The same exercise as No. 14, bu t the arms bent instead of 
straiglit.
17. The D ouble Maech by the Swing with Aems Bent and 
E xtension of Aems.
A ny of the above-described four exercises of the Second Scries, 
Nos. 14, 15, 10, 17, w ith an extension of the arms added a t the 
end of each swing. The movement is analogous to those described 
in Nos. 0 and 7, only th a t the motion forwards or backwards is 
added to the swing.
18. T he C iec le  Foew aeds by th e  R ig h t  (L e ft) .
Supported by arms straight, raise the right leg backwards, pass 
it  over the bar and through the righ t hand to the front, the hand 
lotting go its hold for the moment.
The same by the loft.
19. T he Ciecle Backwaeds by the R ight (L eft).
The same as previous exercise, bu t the circle commencing in 
the front and finishing in the rear.
The same by the left.
20. T he D ouble Ciecle F oewaeds.
Both legs moving a t the same time from the rear to the front, 
and both hands letting go a t once to allow the legs to pass.
21. The Same by th e  D ouble Swing, w ith  Aems B ent.
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22. The Scissoes by th e  D ouble  Swing, w ith  Akms B ent.
See Exercise 17, Series I.
23. Balance undeeneath the Baes by the F oeelift.
Stand between tlie bars, gripping from underneath and outside ; 
raise the legs forwards, drop the body backwards, until both are in 
a level; hold out.
24. Balance undeeneath the Baes by the Tuenovee.
Stand between the bars and tu rn  over backwards, straightening 
the body and holding out on a level.
25. Balance by the F eont, Aems Besting on the Baes.
P u t the arms forwards on the bars from the stand between, drop 
the head backwards, and raise the body and legs by the forelift 
until they are on a level between the bars; hold out.
26. Balance by the Back, Aems B esting on the Baes.
P u t the arms backwards on the bars and raise the body and legs 
by the backlift until they are on a level between the bars ; hold 
out.
27. Balance on One E lbow above the Baes, B ight and
Left.
Taking hold of both bars, pu t the right elbow sideways under 
the body (the navel), and, raising the legs, hold out in the balance 
across the bars ; then from the right elbow tu rn  on the left, keeping 
the body in the balance; from thence re tu in  to the right, and so 
on, an equal number of times on both elbows.
28. Balance above the Baes by the Backlift.
Arms stra igh t above the bars, raise the legs, and, yielding in the 
arms, lower the body forwards until both are on a level above 
the bars; hold out.
29. The Someesault by the Backlift, with Aems Steaight.
The same as Exercise 29, Series I., but the arms straight all 
the tim e ; keep the hands on to the last, give a good push from 
them. One assistant to each side.
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30. The Double Swing, Suspended by the Thighs.
Jum p  on the bars astride, keeping the legs well parted and 
above the bars; drop the body gently forward, taking hold by 
the hands from underneath ; then let go the hands, and, main­
taining a tirm hold on the bars by the thighs, swing to and 
fro, the arms straight up over the head. One assistant to each 
side.
31. The W heel by the Thighs F orwaeds.
Position of previous exorcise, legs straight astride across the 
bars, body upright, arms straight up ; turning on the thighs, 
tu rn  round and round, the swing of the arms and the body 
giving the impetus. One assistant to each side.
32. B a lan ce  on t h e  H ands, Arms S t r a ig h t  above th e  H ead.
Rise with a strong swing and balance vertically above the 
b a r; hold out.
33. T he H and Walk on the Bars.
S tart the same as in previous exercise, and, m aintaining the 
balance, move one hand aftei- the other, and step by step, from 
one end of the bar to the other.
F O U R T H  SE R IE S.
V aulting on the Bars.
1. Vault on the Bars Astride, F eet to the Rear (Right
AND Left).
Facing the middle of the bars, grip the nearest bar w ith the 
hands a t the distance, vault to the seat on the bars the same 
m anner as for mounting the horse (the Horse, Exeicise 4, Seiies
1.), and pass the right hand over to the right bar ; down, by clearing 
the righ t bar by the front. The same by the left.
2. Vault on the L eft Bar between the H ands (Right and
Left) .
Both hands on the left bar, vault to the r ig h t; bu t instead of 
clearing the bar, go into the seat, face to the front, letting go the 
ligh t hand for a moment to allow the body to pass.
The same to the left.
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3. Vault over the Left Bar, F eet to the Rear (Right and
Left).
Both hands on the left bar, vault over it, both legs close 
together, and go in support between the bars, the right hand 
shifting to the right b a r ; dovni by clearing the right bar to the 
rear. The same by the left.
4. Vault on the Bars A stride, F eet to the F ront (Right
AND Left).
The same as Exercise 1, only w ith the feet in front, analogous 
to Exercise 8, Series I I . ,  on the horse; down by clearing the right 
bar to the rear. The same by the left.
5. Vault over the Left Bar, F eet to the F ront (Right
AND Left).
The same as Exercise 2, w ith the feet going to the front of the 
body.
6. Vault over the Left B^ VR by the R ear, and the R ight 
BY THE F ront (R ight and Left).
The two vaults combined in one motion w ithout interruption, 
analogous to the figure of the serpent (Exercise 15, Series I .) ;  the 
hand has to shift very promptly: from the left to the right bar.
The same to the left.
7. V a u l t  th e  L e f t  B a r  by th e  F ro n t, a n d  th e  R ig h t by 
th e  R e a r  (R ig h t a n d  L e ft) .
The same as previous exercise, but reversed.
8. Clear the R ight Bar by the F ront, from the Seat on
the Left.
V ault into the seat on the left between the hands (Exercise 2), 
draw the knees u]) close to the chest; pressing firmly from the 
hands, push the body forwards, extend the legs, and hollowing 
the back, clear the bar in front, and descend yielding (special Exer­
cise 7, Series I., the Horse).
9. Vault over both Bars, F eet to the Rear (Right and
Left).
The same movement as Exercise 3, but both bars to be cleared 
at once, the hand also promptly to shift to the other bar.
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10. Vault over both Bars, F eet to the F ront (Right and
Left).
11. Vault over the E nds F orwards, with Arms Straight.
In  support witli arms straight on the ends of the bars w ith the 
face outwards, s tart gently w ith the doidde swing, part the legs 
above the bars a t the swing to the rear, and, pressing from the 
hands, descend forwards, yielding.
12. Vault over the E nds F orwards with Arms Bent.
S ta rt the double swing w ith arms bent, and vault over the same 
as above. I
This vault may be practiiW  w ith several other combinations; 
for instance, w ith the legs resm ig on the bars, or w ith arms straight, 
and flexion forwards or backwards, &c.
13. Vault over the E nds Backwards, Arms Straight.
Supported w ith arms straight and facing inwards, lift the legs 
upwards, part them  when above the bars, and, pressing from the 
hands, jum p down backwards, yielding.
14. Vault on to the E nds A stride (R ight and Left).
H ands to the ends of the bars, take a spring off the ground by 
both feet, and pass the righ t leg from outside over the bar through 
the righ t hand either back again to the starting point or to the 
support on the ends, by extending the arms.
The same by the left.
This exercise may be done also in a reversed order, passing the leg 
from w ithin the bars to w ithout, analogous to the circle forward 
or backward, as described in Exercises 18 and 19 of the preceding 
series.
15. Vault on to the E nds Astride, both Legs at once.
The same as previous exercise, bu t both legs and both hands 
acting a t once, analogous to Exercise 20, Series I I I .
R U L E S.
1. The exercises on the parallel bars are very valuable for the 
development of the extensor muscles of the arms and the muscles
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of the trunk  of the body ; but in order to secure these benefits, and 
avoid danger from over-straining, it is very im portant to exercise 
only on bars of proper dimensions, and w ith the necessary caution 
— in particular, to proceed to the more arduous tasks only after the 
easier ones are perfectly mastered, and not to attem pt certain 
classes of exercises a t all, like the turnovers, somersaults, and 
the vaulting, without qualified assistance.
2, The proper height of the bars for the practice of new 
beginners is breast-high; for more advanced classes, the height of 
the shoulders up to the height of the head. The width for advanced 
classes, equal to the width of the shoulders \ for beginners, two 
inches less.
3. Ladies, as a rule, should not practise on the parallel bars a t 
all j boys should not commence till after they have passed fifteen, 
and then only the exercises of the first series) weakly persons, and 
pai’ticularly those suffering from weak lungs, should proceed 
judiciously, being especially careful in the application of all the 
exercises 'with arms bent \ but for such there is no other apparatus 
in the gymnasium offering more jDOwerful means of well-graduated 
and systematic exercise of the sort they require.
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C H A P T E R  IX .
BALANCING AND ESGALADING.
The different modes of balancing and escalading form rather a 
prom inent feature of the French gymnasium; bu t the ir application 
being of an almost entirely practical nature, and scarcely offering 
any further advantages, from a technical point of view, than  some 
classes of exercises which have been described in preceding pages of 
this manual (namely, free exercises w ith regard to balancing, and 
climbing on the different machines w ith regard to escalading), I  
believe th a t a summary notice of both will here be found suffi­
cient, bu t would strongly recommend their careful and systematic 
practice in the m ilitary gymnasiums which are beginning to 
establish themselves in our Volunteer drill-rooms.
B A L A N C IN G
Is best practised on level or sloping planes, or on points 
vertically fixed. F or the former exercises, square or round beams 
and planks, of difierent dimensions—for the latter, rows of pins, 
of different heights and sizes— are most usually employed; increase 
in  height and decrease of surface constituting the progressive 
degree of difficulty, and carrying of weights and passing of 
hindrances being the last practice for advanced classes.
The same rrtle applies to all exercises of balancing, in  marching 
forwards or backwards, upwards or downwards—to keep all parts 
of the body loose and pliable, the head and the tru n k  erect, the 
eyes fixed on a point straight in  front, the arms extended side­
wards and forwards, and to progress by very short steps, one foot 
close to the other, the toes well turned out, and the knees bent in 
the vertical planes of the feet.
E SC i^LA D IN G
Is the direct practical application of climbing, for the purpose 
of surmounting an elevated obstacle, too high to leap or vault 
over— like walls, embankments, &c. E ither the surface of the 
obstacle itself may offer means of ascent and descent by pro­
jections, or holes, or fissures of some sort or other; or jioles or 
ropes may be used, to be leaned against or attached to the summit. 
The exercises of tins class group themselves accordingly.
1. The P repared W all.
Fifteen to twenty feet high, of either brick or timber, w ith three 
partitions, over which are distributed at equal intervals—
(a) Projections of stone or wood
(b) Holes
(c) Horizontal grooves
all of sufficiently large dimensions to allow hands and feet to take 
hold of, the holes affording the easiest and the grooves the most 
difficult mode of ascending.
2. Slanting P oles and P lanks.
The poles to be climbed as described in Chapter I I I . ;  the 
planks by taking hold of the sides. Particular attention is 
necessary to the ascent from pole or plank to the summit.
3. H ooked P oles or P opes.
Strong iron hooks at one end of pole or rope to be thrown over 
or carried up to some point of attachm ent on the summit. W hen 
securely fastened, climb in the usual way, by hands and feet, or 
by the hands alone, the feet pressing against the wall.
4. By E sca lad in g — an d  Rope L adders.
5. By Mutual Support.
Suppose the wall to be perfectly smooth, and no artificial means 
to be a t hand, tiers of men one above the other may be formed, by 
means of which to ascend. For instance, four in the lowest, two
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in  the interm ediate, and one in the uppermost stage would he 
sufficient to climb a height of about 15 feet— the strongest and 
heaviest below, the lightest and most active a b o v e .
A ll different modes of escalading— the descent as well as the 
ascent— should be practised by the m ilitary w ith arms and 
accoutrements after sufficient steadiness has been gained w ithout 
them.
Preparations like the Octagon, the Portico, the Fort, or similar 
structures, may be w ith advantage attached to larger gymnasiums, 
to exhibit now and then in a striking form practical applications 
of gymnastic training.
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C H A P T E R  I.
MEDICAL GYMNASTICS.
As strength and weakness, health and disease, are only relative 
te rm s; as perfect health is perhaps not more frequently to be met 
with than incurable disease; as motion is one of the indispensable 
manifestations of life in the invalid as well as in the Hercules, a 
perfect system of exercise ought to provide not only for the healthy 
but also for the ailing, and, more than for both, for those innu­
merable stages of imperfect health which seem to be inseparable 
from civilisation.
Ling’s system of g^^inastics, of all th a t are in existence, is the 
only one tha t supplies this want,* Endowed w ith depth of 
thought as well as creative genius, forfified by sound scientific 
information, and sustained by an untiring devotion to his task, 
the great Swede was early led from result to result by a careful 
classification of movements, and by a scientific examination of 
their different results. H e distinguished in the first instance 
between active and imssive movements— viz,, active movements, 
such as the subject performs entirely by voluntary muscular 
contraction; and imssive movements, such as the subject takes no 
part^ in beyond allowing the operator (gymnast) to move or 
manipulate a t will the whole or any portion of his body. These 
simple movements he combines into active-passive and passive- 
active, in which the subject and operator (gymnast) work together, 
or rather against each other; in the first class, the impulse or 
innervation proceeding from the former, while the la tter offers 
resistance, and thereby determines the duration and the force of 
the motion; in the second class, the operation being reversed.
* Unfortunately, neither L ing nor-his distinguished pupils and succes­
sors, Branting, in Stockholm, and G-eorgii, in London, have found leisure  
to write anything comprehensive on the subject. The work published  
after L ing s death (Gymnastikens Allmanna Grunder. Upsala, 1840) gives 
only general rules and philosophical disquisitions. This is the more to be 
regretted because B ranting and G eorgii have not only by lifelong study  
and practical research collected for them selves a large store of valuable  
experience,  ^but also because they have allowed to devolve on some 
German writers of more than doubtful capacity a task which, am ong  
the living, they alone were capable of performing well, and of worthily  
representing to the world the grand conceptions of their great master^
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Ling further endeavoured to determine the physiological changes 
resultm g from these different classes of movement, and his de­
ductions may be summed up in the following words—viz., increased 
motory innervation (influence of the will on the motory nerves) 
and increased arteriality (more copious afflux of arterial blood) 
resulting from the vital muscular contraction by means of active 
movements, increased stimulus to the sensitive nerves and increased 
venosity (increased quantity  of venous blood) resulting from the 
different mechanical processes by means of passive movements, and 
increased action either way, resulting from the concentrated form 
of exercise by active-passive or passive-active movements.
A n  instance will more fully explain. Take one of the free 
standm g exercises, for instance the “ extension of the arms side­
wards” from the position of “ arms forwards” (see p. 9), and let it 
be done in each of the above four forms, viz.:—
(a )  Active, as described in P a r t I., Chap. I., to be done entirely 
by the subject himself,
(h )  Passive, the subject allowing the operator (gymnast) to 
move his arms entirely a t his O Avn (the gynmast’s) will.
( c )  Active-passive, the extension done by the subject while the 
gymnast offers resistance by puttm g his hands outside the hands 
of the subject.
( d )  Passive-active, the subject offering resistance while the 
gymnast, putting  his own hands between, forces the arms out 
sideAvards.
From  this rough sketch it Avill appear th a t active movements 
belong more especially to the sphere of exercise for the healthy, 
]iassive movements to the treatm ent of the invalid, and the com­
bined active-passive or passive-active movements to the in ter­
mediate stages between the two. I t  Avould carry me far 
beyond the lim its of tliis manual were I  to attem pt even an 
enumeration of the different movements belonging to these latter 
tAvo classes. I t  m ust suffice here to state th a t five different 
fundam enta l positions are distinguished, viz., standing, kneeling, 
sitting, lying, and hanging, and tha t these again are subdivided 
into fifty-five  starting positions, in Avhich the different exercises 
may be either taken or given. The number of the la tter which 
had been examined and systematically arranged by Ling and 
his above-named successors was about eight hundred  when I  left the 
institu te in Stockholm in 1846. W ith  regard to their application, 
the leading idea is to localise as much as possible the effect of each
single exercise, and apply it  in tu rn  to all the weaker parts 
of the body as they may require it, gradually producing th a t 
equilibrium between all its component parts so essential to perfect 
health. I t  is evident th a t by this means exercise may be so 
modified as to suit the requirements of any degree of age or of 
strength, and render gymnastics an im portant medical agent in the 
treatm ent of chronic diseases. B ut this question has been practi­
cally decided long ago. Large establishments in all the centres of 
civilisation in the old countries tell of the success of the “ move­
ment cu re;” and the members of the medical profession freely 
acknowledge its usefulness, not only in cases of muscular deformity 
and neiu ous weakness, but also in pulmonary and dyspeptic diseases 
of a chronic nature. My object here is only to vindicate for gym­
nastics the jjosition of utility  to which they are entitled, and to 
draw the attention of readers, particularly th a t of incipient 
instmctors, to the large and interesting departm ent of the 
specific movements ju st referred to, as affording the most direct 
means of cure for defects arising from habitual neglect or from 
organic weakness, and as preparing the body for the practice of those 
more active exercises, to the description of which the preceding 
chapters of this book have been devoted. There is only one diffi­
culty connected w ith the practice of specific movements for large 
classes—that is, the time and the number of assistants they require. 
In  Stockholm, a t the time when I  attended the institute, there were 
never fewer than eight assistants, besides the director and two pro­
fessors, and then every pupil on commencing received a prescription 
containing the exercises he was required to go th rough ; a pause of 
from two to five minutes being allowed between each two different 
movements. A fter the pupil had clone Exercise No. 1, he applied, 
prescription in hand, to any of the professionals, or, if  none of 
them were disengaged, to any of the older pupils to give him 
Exercise No. 2, and so on. B ut this arrangement, of course, is only 
practicable in large and long-established institutes. In  the National 
Gymnasium a few specific movements are generally given at the 
commencement and the end of each lesson, calculated principally to 
act on the muscles of the trunk  (back, chest, and abdomen), 
and on the extensor muscles of the extremities. For instance :—
1. The. Forward Flexion .—The pupil (A) stands with his back to 
the vertical ladder-plank, taking hold by the hands of a spar back­
wards at a convenient height to allow the flexion of the body for­
wards. The gymnast (B) stands by his left side. A  bends forwards 
from the hips, and rises again, under the resistance of B, who for 
the purpose puts his right hand and arm from the head downwards 
along the spine of A. To be repeated two or three times.
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This is an active-passive inovcinent, and has for its object the 
strengthening of the muscles of the back. I t  may be commenced 
also as a 2'><^ ssive viovement, when B stands in front and gradually 
and gently weighs A ’s body down by pressing with his own chest 
on A ’s back. Useful for stifi’ subjects, bu t should be done 
carefully.
2. The Forward Traction.— A stands witli the back to the vertical 
ladder-plank, and, raising the arms upwards, takes hold of a spar 
a t an easy height. B stands in front of him, and, putting  his hands 
to A ’s back underneath the shoulders, pulls the la tte r gently but 
steadily forwards (j)assive), whereupon A returns to the starting 
position by bending the arms sidewards and pulling his own body 
back under the resistance of B active-passive) . To be repeated 
three times.
In  this position we frequently give also the percussion on the 
c h e s t ,a chop})ing w ith loose hand and hnger-joints along the 
steinum , and from there spreading equally over the surface of the 
chest to the sides, and intended to increase the resorption 
(venosity) in the tissues of the organs of the chest, the lungs, and 
the heart, to stim ulate the action of the gangliar nerves, and to 
counteract the tendency to congestion and adhesion.
3. The Torsion.— A  sits on a high padded form as if on horseback, 
the feet inserted m  the straps of a sideboard, the right hand on 
the head, the left on the hip, the body e rec t; B stands behind 
him, and, clasping his righ t arm over A ’s shoulder, turns the latter 
from the hips to the right backwards as far as the position will 
allow (passive) ; A  then returns to the starting position by tw ist­
ing the body u]) from the left side under the resistance of B 
( active-passive). A fter this movement has been done twice to 
each side, A  puts both hands to the forehead, and, bending the 
body from the hips forwards w ith back straight, resists B’s pulling 
backwards, who for the purpose has taken hold of A ’s elbows 
(2yassive-active) wniil i\\Q body arrives in the horizontal position 
backwards, when the movement is reversed, B gently resisting, and 
A  I'aising the body from the hips upwards ( active-2yassive) —most 
powerful exercise for the oblique and straight muscles of the 
abdomen and  the back.
4. The Chest Tension.— A stands in the middle, between a pair of 
vertical poles, w ith the aim s bent upwards, the elbows at the 
height of the shoulders, the lower arms and the hands along the 
poles; B stands behind him, and, putting  his hands one above the 
other between A ’s shoulder-blades, pushes the la tter gently but 
steadily through the poles upwards forwards (passive).
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This is a capital movement to finish a lesson with. I t  should be 
felt right across the chest, and strongest in the centre, bu t requires 
to be done carefully by A  w ith regard to position, and by B w ith 
regard to the degree of force employed.
5. The A rm  Rotation  (vertical or horizontal, analogous to the 
exercises described in P a rt I., page 11).—A, either in the reclined, 
sitting, or in the standing position, the back resting against a 
slanting or vertical pole, B moving the arms in the direction 
required, either perfectly straight or bending in the elbows 
( passive ).
(1. The A rm  Extension.— A  in the position of one foot forwards 
and the anus extended forwards, B opposite him, puts his hand 
between A ’s, and, pressing against them, forces them back side- 
ways, whilst A resists w ith arms and hands straight all the tim e ; 
then B reverses his grip, taking hold of A ’s wrists from behind, and 
pulling the arms forwards again, while A  again resists.
Both movements as here described are passive-active, bu t can 
as easily be practised as active-passive movements by reversing the 
action of pupil and gjunnast, and correspondingly changing the 
position of the hands.
In  the same manner extensions of arms may be practised, also 
in the direction upwards, backwards, and downwards.
7. The Foot Pressure.— A  in reclined sitting position, B, standing 
by his right side, puts his left knee under A ’s right knee, while 
the la tte r extends the leg in the level of the sea t; then B puts the 
ligh t hand over A s  foot near tlie instep, and, gently weighing 
down on it, bends the knee while A  resists (passive-active) ;  then 
A  raises the foot upwards to the level vfith the knee, while B 
resists ( active-passive). The same to the left side. This is a very 
powerful exercise for the extensor muscles of the foot and the 
lower leg.
, 8- The Knee Pressure.— A, in reclined sitting position, raises the 
right knee up to the shoulder as high as he can bring it, and tries 
to keep it  there, while B gi’adually presses it  down, weighing on 
i t  w ith his right hand ( passive-active). The same to the left, and 
twice to each side. A  fine exercise for the extensor muscles of the 
upper leg and the straight muscles of the abdomen.
The above are only a few instances. Headers who wish for 
more extensive information on this interesting class of exercises 
I  must refer to I)r. B oth s different books on Ling’s movement-cure. 
Instructors who earnestly wish to qualify themselves for a com­
petent tuition of gymnastics can do nothing better than carefully 
to study the same.
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C H A P T E R  I I .
GYMNASTICS AT HOME.
P e o p l e  wlio habitually neglect to clean their skin— w ith whom 
daily ablutions are not the rule bu t the exception— adm ittedly 
commit a breach of a great sanitary law. Y et in regard to the 
condition of the muscles, certainly of not less importance to health 
than  the condition of the skin, the carelessness, nay, worse than 
this, the u tte r ignorance of the m ajority is tru ly  astonishing. B ut 
have we a right to wonder ? Our boys learn Latin  and elocution, 
our girls French and the piano, bu t who tells them w hat a 
‘‘muscle” is? Some young ladies of my acquaintance the other 
day were quite indignant when I  told them  the m eat they had 
been eating the day before was the muscles of a bullock. The 
confusion which often prevails in the minds of even well-informed 
persons w ith regard to the most rudim entary terms of anatomy 
would be amusing were it  not so hurtfu l to the best interests of 
mankind. I  m aintain th a t a sound practical knowledge of anatomy 
and physiology would tend more to prevent disease than  all drugs 
and medicines to cure it. I t  would do so by teaching among other 
things th a t a healthful vitality  of the muscles of the tru n k  of the 
body (the chest, the abdomen, and the back) is indispensable for the 
healthful working of the visceral organs (the lungs, the heart, and 
the digestive apparatus), and th a t such v itality  can be maintained 
for any muscle only by its constant legitimate exercise. B ut 
apart from physiology, it  is a well-known fact, proofs of which will 
readily suggest themselves to every one from his own experience, 
th a t muscles are sometimes entirely, and often partially, lost and 
wasted from mere w ant of employment. Take a single instance. 
L ift a child, two or three years old, by the arms from off the 
ground. Tell i t  to hold up its legs a t right angles, and it  will do 
so for any reasonable length of time w ithout any apparent 
exertion. Now try  the same experiment w ith a full-grown 
person, and you will not find one out of ten able to do it, 
even among young and apparently strong and healthy people. 
W h a t is the reason of this ? N othing bu t the weakness of the muscles 
concerned, arising from constant neglect. The use of muscles 
which the child naturally  has is almost entirely lost to the man or 
the woman, because they have neglected to use them  sufficiently. 
The muscles brought into play in this particular instance, besides
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the extensors of t]ie legs, are principally the ninscles of the 
abdomen. Now, can any one believe tha t their weakness has no 
influence on the functions of the organs they cover— the intes­
tines, the stomach, and the liver 1 I f  so, their belief is directly a t 
variance ’with the teachings of professional experience. I  th ink 
the assertion is susceptible of the clearest proof, tha t in nine cases 
out of ten, congestion and indigestion, and all sorts of dys%)eptic 
disorders, with their concomitants, arise solely from musculai- 
weakness in the parts concerned.
The question then arises, how is this state of things to be 
prevented 1 and the answer is, by regular and systematic 
exercise.
I  believe there are many in tliis community who try  to prevent 
disease by periodical administration of medicines— some who, at 
regular intervals (whether unwell or not), take their blue pills to 
“ assist the liver to a c t;” others who take “ strengthening 
medicine ” to give “ tone to the nerves,” and so on. There is no 
ill on the long list of diseases, either real or imaginary, for which 
“ preventive ” medicines are no t adveitised, sold, and used blind- 
foldedly. W hat an easy thing, indeed, it  would be could one 
sit in liis arm-chair, and, by swallowing a few doses of some nasty 
stuflF or other, strengthen the lungs, fortify the stomach, or 
insure longeAuty ! Easy, indeed! But, unfoi’tunately, in this 
world we generally have to flght and to work for what is worth 
having; and surely if there is anything woith working for, it  is 
health, with all its blessings—not th a t health which means 
absence of pain, but that which means the stirring pulse of bliss 
in every breath we draw, and which brings in its tra in  peace 
and happiness and goodwill.
To those who in such mamier wish to work for the good of their 
health, I  have to address myself here. For them my advice is, in 
the first mstance, learn at any gjminasium where there is a com­
petent teacher what systematic exercise means, its localisation and 
application to all parts of the body in tu rn  and in the proportion 
required, and then practise regularly at home. Once every day is 
sufiicient for those who are strong, t^vice for those who are weak, 
and therefore require gentler exercise. The best time is in tlie 
morning, immediately before or after the bath ; or in the evening, 
an hour or two before retiring to rest. The class of exercises shouhl 
be chosen according to circumstances, the season of the year, the 
individual re()^uirements, the accommodation of place and apparatus. 
One ])oint I  cannot too strongly urge on the attention of my 
leadeis that is, not to th ink too highly of the value of gymnastic 
appliances, not to believe th a t without a%)paratus there can be no 
exercise. This, indeed, is a mistake I  frequently meet with, but it 
is a radical mistake, nevertheless, as far as full-grown people are
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concerned. For such, a t least for such among them  as are able 
to judge and discern for themselves, the free and the dumbbell 
exercises are sufficient. Children and youths, of both sexes, 
certainly cannot do well w ithout appliances to a ttrac t the neces­
sary attention and direct the steadiness of the muscular effort. 
But, under any circumstances, regularity and system will be 
required to secure a satisfactory result.
Of machines invented for the purpose, there is a great variety, 
more or less ingenious and more or less compound. Huguenin^s 
(Liverpool) patent portable gymnasium  for gentlemen, and Schreber's 
above-named pan-gyinnasticon for ladies and children, seem to me 
to be best adapted to represent the gymnasium in the precincts of 
a private dwelling. The former consists of a wooden frame about 
seven to eight feet high and three to four feet Avide, w ith weights 
and pullies attached to one of the standards, and a moA^eable bar 
and handles inside the frame. The weights are used principally for 
exercises of the chest and the back; the bar inside for the exercises of 
the suspension from the horizontal bar, as described in P a rt I I .  of 
this m anual; and the handles for the exercises of the support on the 
parallel bars.
Schreber's pan-gymnasticon consists of a pair of rings suspended 
from a ceiling not less than eight and not more than twelve feet 
high, which, by means of simple contnvances, may be fixed at any 
height and a t any width required, and w ith a pair of stirrups 
attached to them  by leather straps, which are readily hooked on or 
out, and raised or lowered. The inventor attributes the main A-alue 
of his contrivance to the union of the stirrups w ith the rings ; and 
it certainly considerably extends the usefulness of the rings with 
regard to the lower extremities, and in  the more elementary 
exercises. B u t e\^en w ithout this addition, a pair of rings of the 
simple arrangem ent as described in the previous part of this manual, 
will be found of excellent service for those Avho properly understand 
the use of them. This, in fact, is the appliance which I  would 
recommend in preference, for home practice, to . all those who 
require strong and uniform exercise for the upper part of the body, 
as combining in the same apparatus the exercises of the suspension 
and of the extension, and adding to both the advantage of the 
movableness of the rings, Avhether they serve as points of grasp or 
of support.
I  hope to be able a t some future time to resume and enter, as 
fully as it  deserves, on the interesting and im portant question 
raised in this chapter. H ere I  wish to add only a few instances 
of w hat may be done anywhere Avith a simple chair or table, besides 
the free and dumbbell exercises, which, I  cannot too emphatically 
repeat, are out-and-out sufficient for all those who understand hoAv 
to use them properly.
1. The A rm  Flexion as on the Parallel Bars.— P u t two chaii’s of 
equal height together, w ith the backs sixteen to seventeen inches 
a p a r t ; pu t your hands in the middle, bend the knees, and lower 
the body by bending the arms, rise again by extending, and so on. 
Most shaky old chairs will serve the purpose if the hands are pu t 
in the middle and the movement is done steadily.
2. The A rm  Flexion, loith the Body Extended.— P u t the hands 
to the seat of a chair, w ith  the arms straight, extend the body 
straight backwards, resting on the toes, then, keeping it  in this 
position, alternately bend and extend the aims. A  splendid exer­
cise for the muscles of the trim k— of course the stronger the further 
out the feet are moved.
3. Balance on One Take hold of one corner of the 
seat of a chair w ith the right hand, pu t the left in  front on the 
back of the chair, then balance the body on the righ t elbow (see 
the Horse, Series I I I .) . Reverse the hands and balance on the 
left elbow.
I. Balance on T loo Chairs.— The head on the one, the heels on 
the o th e r; a line exercise for the muscles of the trunk , the stronger 
the further apart the chaii's are moved.
5. Balance hy the BacMift.— P u t two chairs the same as for 
Exercise 1, grasp by the middle of the backs and rise by the back- 
lift, arms and body inclining forwards, until head and feet are on a 
level, the body straight.
6. Jiim p fro m  one Chair to the other.— P u t two chairs close 
together by the fronts, sit on the one facing the other, by a sudden 
impulse take a spring off both feet, jum ji up, and turning right 
round in the air alight in the seat on the other c h a ir ; then return  
in the same manner, and repeat.
7. Lying on a Table,— Practise arm and leg extensions in slow 
time, or the flexion of the head backwards j very useful for round 
backs and shoulders.
8. \  c(/ult over a Table.— Feet to the rear, either across or over a 
corner.
9. A  very valuable assistance for a class of im portant exercises 
can be obtained by two straps, in the form of stirrups, being 
fastened to the floor, by means of which the feet may be fixed
while the tru n k  of the body is being exercised from the sitting 
position. P u t a chair between the two straps, then insert the feet 
into the stirrups and practise the different exercises of the tru n k  
of the body, as described in  Chapter I., P art I., flexions forwards, 
backwards, and sidewards, torsions to the sides, and rotations. 
The num ber of similar exercises could easily be considerably 
increased, bu t I  tru s t the few instances given will suffice to show 
th a t the true  old saying applies also here— “ W here there is a will 
there’s a way.”
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C H A PT E R  I I I .
GYMNASTICS FOR LADIES.
T h a t  laclies of th e  higher classes reqiiii’c systematic exercise even 
more than men seems to be acknowledged on all sides; it  is 
admitted tha t weak spines, delicate chests, hysteric and nervous 
complaints— one and all destructive of happiness not only to exist­
ing family ties, but may be to generations to come—in the majority 
of cases arise from want of muscular strength, and this again from 
want of proper exercise, Nevei'theless, difficulties of detail, the 
consequences very likely of social habits and of prejudices, seem 
seriously to interfere ■with the practical results wliich one would 
naturally exj^ect to follow from this admission. B ut powerful as 
they may be, there is one way open to gvapple ■with and finally to 
overcome the most inveterate of prejuffices— th at is, by means of 
the education of the gro-sving generation. U nfortunately, up to 
the present time very little has been done in this respect, 
Gr)unnastics certainly fignre in the progvammes of a few of the 
leading private schools, in which this tuition forms an “ extra,” the 
same as dancing or music, or other accomplishments; but this 
arrangement effidently is thoroughly insufficient for the com­
m unity a t large, although it  may work well enough in exceptional 
cases, W liat the coimtry requii-es is the introduction of a sound 
system of physical education as a compulsory subject of instruction 
to all jiupils in all ladies’ schools. I t  is to be ho%)ed th a t the 
steps latterly taken by the Board of Education with regard to the 
tram ing of teachers in common schools as instructoi’s of m ilitary 
drill and g^unnastics, will be extended also to female teachers, and 
th a t by this means gradually the object in ffiew vfill be obtained 
also for the numerous private schools, the piqnls of which are 
evidently most of all in want of it. I t  may be excusable to 
leave to chance and instinct the physical education of the boy 
who is at liberty to roam over playground and river and forest, but 
it  is worse than cnielty to do the same ^vith regard to the girl, 
often penned up in convent-like seminaries, and always hampered 
in even the simplest movements by foolish fashions of dress.
W ith  regard to the class of exercises to be practised, it  will be 
undei’stood as a m atter of course tha t the selection has to be deter­
mined in the fii'st instance by the anatomical differences in 
the stm cture of the male and female skeleton, and in the
second by tliose principles of propriety which are inseparable 
from female grace and modesty. In  accordance w ith these 
considerations, all violent jerking motions and long-sustained 
muscular efforts should be avoided, and the exercises of extension 
on the principle of the parallel bars almost entirely discarded. The 
age also should be carefully kept in v iew ; jum ping and climbing, 
for instance, are capital exercises for young girls, bu t entirely out 
of place for elderly ladies. O ther classes of exercises, again, which 
are equally applicable for both, will, of course, require modification 
in accordance w ith degrees of strength and individual require­
ments, all in the same manner as has been described or hinted 
a t in the previous chapters of this book. W ith  regard to the 
costume to be worn, the principal consideration should be its 
perfect freedom about the waist and shoulders, so th a t the arms 
may be perpendicularly raised w ithout a t all drawing on the dress. 
The well-known Bloomer costume, w ith drawers fitted above the 
ancles and round the waist by means of elastics, is very well 
adapted ; ladies in stays or crinoline should never be allowed to 
attem pt anything in the way of gymnastics.
Subject to these conditions, the following exercises may be w ith 
advantage practised by ladies:—
1. The Free Standing Exercises, including the exercises for the 
hands and the feet, interm ixed w ith exercises in walking, running, 
and jumping.
2. The dumh-hells for full grown ladies, not exceeding the weight 
of three pounds ; for young girls the similar exercises w ith round 
sticks five to six feet long, and of sufficient stiffness, arc better 
adapted.
3. The running  should be practised a t half speed, never at 
racing speed. All sorts of evolutions in im itation of m ilitary 
formations, or of orchestric figures, will prove not only amusing 
bu t highly instructive.
4. Jum ping, with the lim itation hinted a t above, may be prac­
tised in all manners— for depth, height, and width. Extrem e efforts 
should only very exceptionally be encouraged.
5. Vaulting should be limited to younger ladies, and pole-leaping 
be practised only w ith advanced classes, and at low degrees of 
height and width.
6. Of the exercises on the apparatus, all the movements of sus­
pension, more particularly the swinging movements, may be prac-
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tised w ith advantage, those on the horizontal ladder in preference, 
bu t the rings also may be used (first seiies), and a few exercises on 
the horizontal har, then halarming and scaling, the scaling-board in 
particu lar; climbing by the hands alone, or by the hands and feet, 
for young girls; t]iepulling machines for the exercises of the chest 
and the back. Standing swings may also be added, and last, though 
not least, they??/ or the giant stride, two ropes suspended from the 
ceiling by one ii'on ring, imnning on a svfivel, and w ith handles 
attached to it, two to two and a half feet above the groimd.
I t  would be wrong to conclude these hints w ithout alluding and 
bearing grateful testimony to the eminent services rendered to the 
cause of the physical education of the female sex by a very insignifi­
cant bu t well-known and desei'vedlypoptilarinsti’ument, doo, skipping  
rope. Graceful, attractive, and em inently useful as the exercises 
w ith the skipping rope are, they form a t present the best if not 
the only substitute for systematic exercise, which is so much 
required.
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C H A P T E R  IV .
DIETETIC OF EXERCISE.
T h e  following directions w ith regard to quantity  and quality of 
exercise are taken from M aurice Kloss’s Dumb-bell Instructor., 
as translated and published by Dr. Dio Lewis, Boston, in his 
Nexo Gymnastics. Although originally given w ith special refe­
rence to the practice of dumb-bells, they apply w ith equal force to 
the practice of gymnastic exercises generally. Kloss, director of 
the Normal Gymnastic Institu te , Dresden, Saxony, says as follows:—
H eavy garments, and those so close-fitting as to prevent a free 
motion of eveiy part of the body, should be removed or changed.”*
In  commencing the exercises, be gentle, and increase their 
vigour and duration as the body becomes capable of bearing them. 
M uscular development is secured by the operation of natural laws, 
and sudden or excessive exertion interferes w ith these laws, and 
produces harm. Be satisfied w ith a small advance d a ily ; in this 
way only can improvement be made certain. Those who, for 
w ant of exercise, have become debilitated, m ust not th ink  th a t by 
any violent exertions they can make up for lost time, or imme­
diately become s tro n g ; w ith such a course they will be likely to 
reach exactly opposite results, and become disgusted w ith gymnastic 
studies. N ature will not perm it such transitions. No machine 
can suddenly be pu t in  motion a t its highest possible speed, and as 
suddenly stopped, ^vithout risk of destroying it. The body is more 
especially injured by such a course. I ts  nutrition, by which only 
i t  can be built up, is a slow process, and cannot by violent efibrts 
be accelerated. W hen gymnastic exercises unfit one for his usual 
occupation they fail in their object. I t  is easy to perceive the 
ex ten t to wliich they may be carried, and to adapt them  to the habits 
of life, by which means only can they prove a foundation for the 
security of health. Take time, therefore, to go through w ith the 
exercises in a m anner most appropriate to individual require­
ments.
Avoid a sudden transition from one exertion to another. Do 
not engage in difficult exercises immediately after fatiguing mental
* A t the National Gymnasium the costume adopted is a Crimean shirt, 
loose about the chest and the n e c k ; wide and light trousers, tight in the 
waist, fitted w ith a belt, not braces, and a pair of canvas slippers.
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labour, or ju st before or after a  hearty m eal) for then the life-forces 
centre in the stomach, and if w ithdrawn to the muscles the process 
of digestion is disturbed.
Those who have much mental labour to perform should avoid 
fatiguing exercises in the morning, as the diversion of nervous energy 
from the brain will render thinking more difficult. B ut easy exer­
cise in the morning will drive away th a t languor which sometimes 
follows sleep, and prepare the person for active brain-labour; 
while in the afternoon, which is not favoiu’able to exhausting efforts 
of the mind, aj^propriate physical exercise may be taken. For some 
ten minutes exercise w ith dumb-bells (or other), immediately after 
the morning ablution, produces a delightful glow and excellent 
resu lts; to others, an hour before dinner, or an hour before retiring, 
is found more advantageous. To all, there can, no doubt, be 
found an appropriate time when mental labour can be interrupted 
for th a t training which will secure strength, appetite, and sleep, and 
preserve the body for a continuance of all th a t belongs to its 
external life.
The moderate tem perature of spring and autum n serves to 
advance physical and mental vigour, and thoi ougli exercise may then 
be taken. By natural instinct we may know th a t duiing the 
summer heat physical labour should be moderate ; yet those who 
are vigorous will find tha t the vital energies are increased 
by sufficient exercise in summer, provided it  is not taken when 
the heat is excessive.*
Those who are effeminate may find it  best to yield to inactivity 
a t this season [but, i t  should be added, m ust pre%)are themselves 
also to pay the penalty for their indolence, by weakness, languor, 
and disease].
In  w inter nutrition is most active, and the amount of exercise 
may be increased; but it  should not be taken in a highly-heated 
room. Active exercise of the muscles has always proved of great 
value in prepaiing the body to resist extreme tem peratures— heat 
as well as cold. Dr. Ideler says— “ There is bu t one method of
* W ith regard to the climate of Victoria, six years’ experience on myself 
and hundreds of pupils has proved to me not only that moderate gymnastic 
exercise taken in the earlier or later parts of the day during summer is the 
very thing required to steel the body against the enervating influences of 
heat, but also that its results on health or strength are generally more 
marked in warm than cold weather. In proof I could adduce many 
instances from my books of measurement to show that in girth of chest, for 
instance, the gain generally is greater in summer than in winter. Another 
instance in corroboration of this assertion may be taken from the well- 
known experience of Englishmen in East India, which invariably shows that 
only those successfully resist the injurious influences of the climate who by  
active exercises keep up their physical vigour.
inuring the body to the action of cold, and th a t is to expose one’s 
self to i t  during vigorous exercise.”
Avoid sudden transitions from rest to great exertion, and the 
reverse. I t  is best to commence with light exercises, and arrange 
to have the most difficult ones come in the middle of the lesson. I t  
is im portant th a t a full supply of fresh air be secured, and frequently 
during the exercises it  is advisable to take a long deep breath. 
To secure a uniform distribution of the exercise over the body, it 
is necessary th a t each movement be pursued to the same extent by 
each half of the body.
The frequency of the exercises m ust depend on each one’s 
necessity. Dr. Ideler (a quondam celebrated physiologist and 
medical practitioner) says :— “ I t  is not necessary th a t every organ 
be daily exerted to its greatest capacity. Our organism allows 
large scope in this respect. W ere we to become bound in  our 
gymnastic training to the exact mechanical swing of the pendulum, 
i t  would be impossible for us to fulfil the higher demands of our 
mental and social nature. For the student, one or two lessons in 
vigorous exercises each week will be sufficient. Every organ, 
ivhen hrouglit to its f a l l  tension, has a tendency to continue un im ­
paired fo r  a certain time. Most of the infirmities of the higher 
classes, and of students, result from the neglect of gynmastic 
training, and the too excessive activity of the nervous system.”
Persons advanced in years should confine themselves to those 
movements which do not greatly accelerate the circulation or 
produce fatigue. L et them  a t first go through preparatory exercises. 
I f  slight soreness is produced it  will soon disappear. B y  gradual 
steps, even the bodies o f  those growing old will become flexible and  
fresh. V ery young people should keep aloof from violent exertions. 
L et them  commence w ith the easy exercises, and go on, step by 
step, to the difficult ones.
To the m ature man beneficial effects will only follow through 
persevering exertions.
So far Maurice Kloss. I  have only to add a few special remarks 
to his excellent general suggestions. F irst, w ith regard to the 
ages o f  children— Seven years is the right age for strong and 
healthy children to commence; weaker ones should be left for a 
year or two longer to the playground, the skipping-rope, and the 
green sward— w ith the exception of cases where there is organic 
ailment, tendency to malformation, and such like, when a 
specific gymnastic treatm ent cannot be commenced too early,
2. The Arrangement o f  Glasses.— For the practice of schools, it 
will be indispensable for good management to divide the pupils into 
classes of not less than  eight and not more than  twelve, of as nearly 
as possible the same average height and strength. Establish standards
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for measuring the strength— for instance, a certain number of arm 
flexions and extensions from the suspension and a certain height of 
jum p, and determine by them the advancement from one class to 
the other. Appoint from among the most advanced pu]iils a leader 
for each class to show off each exercise in its perfect form, and to 
assist the begiimer in accordance with the directions of the 
instructor.
3. Discipline.— Good discipline is almost as indispensable for a 
gymnasium as for an army. There can be neither safety nor improve­
ment w ithout it. A  certain time may be allowed for pupils to 
practise for themselves either preparatory or any other exercises 
they have learnt in prertous lessons ; but as soon as the class com­
mences, the exercises shovm by the leader should be done in turn , 
and every one fall back in his place, after he has done. I f  
requested to repeat, he should do so—not immediately, bu t after 
the next pupil follo’wing him. In  all running exercises, particular 
care sliould be taken not to allow the course to be crossed or 
inteilered with.
4. Gymmistic Games.— I t  is needless to expatiate on the im port­
ance, from an educational point of view, of well-regulated games 
for the boy. Ling say s ;— “ To exclude from the sphere of 
gymnastics the play, and insist on dry labour and strict learning 
only, would be to deaden the aim of gymnastics. Alongside with 
order and discipline, cheerfulness and joy ought to spread their 
glow over the whole.” The tra th  of this will be adm itted by every 
one from the recollections of his own boyhood. I  know how, 
among my eaily days, the remembrances of our gymnastic 
excm'sions shine forth—the march, the song, the bivouac, the 
swim in river or lake, the juni]) from a height dovm the sandy 
slope, the wi-estling and racing, the games of “ prisoner a t the 
bar ” a n d b l a c k  man; ” fiaigaHty, obedience, and patience being 
the order of the day; hunger, and thii’st, and fatigue were not only 
jo}Tully borne, bu t gloried in. In  the long list of deservedly- 
popular English games, there is only one th a t m ust be objected to 
from a gymnastic point of rfew — th a t is, football, not only on 
accoimt of the frequent and scarcely avoidable injuries i t  causes, 
but more on account of the w ant of order, system, and calculation 
in the game itself. A  rough, barbarous scuffle, in which kicking, 
jostling, and pushing is the rule and not the exception, may be a 
commendable amusement for prize-hghters, but is certainly devoid 
of all those features which should characterise the games of a 
civilised nation.
5. Fresh A ir  and Water.— I t  lias taken more than  two thousand 
years practically to carry out the principles implied in the dying 
words of the great Greek physician, “ I  die contented, for I  leave 
behind me three great physicians— air, water, and exercise.” The 
revival of gymnastics, the systematic application of w ater as a 
healing and invigorating agent, the sanitary efforts w ith regard to 
drainage and ventilation, all date from the first half of this century, 
and seem more and more w ith each succeeding year to a ttract the 
atten tion  not only of the hum anitarian bu t of the general public. 
Also, the intim ate and necessary comiexion between them  is begin­
ning to be more fully understood. I t  ^vill therefore suffice here to 
allude in a few words only to the supreme importance of a proper 
system of ventilation for the gymnasium, in order to prevent 
extrem e degrees of tem perature, and secure the necessary supply of 
fresh air, free from draught, and of combining w ith it, so far as cir­
cumstances will allow, the practice of swimming, and of the bath 
generally, in whatever form it  may be required. For these reasons 
the gymnasium should be near the w ater side, and have com­
m and of grounds large enough to allow the practice of games 
and of those exercises which requh'c a more plentiful supply of 
fresh air, such as m im ing at speed and others. The notion th a t the 
A ustralian climate is so favourable to gymnastic exercises in  the 
open am th a t erections for indoor practice may be altogether dis­
pensed with, I  have found by experience to be a mistake— at least 
so far as Melbourne is concerned. The strong winds we are 
exposed to are of such frequent occurrence as seriously to 
interfere in every way. A  hall, open on one side, is the best sub­
stitu te  for those larger and more costly erections which the Greeks 
deemed necessary for the education of their youth.
6. The Teacher.— Besides the personal faculties which inspire 
tru s t and command respect, the teacher of gymnastics requires 
both a theoretical and practical qualification for his task. H e 
m ust be able to explain as well as to perform. For this purpose, 
he should be versed in anatomy and physiology, and be able to 
diagnose organic diseases. Only then will he be able to direct 
exercise w ith safety to his pupils. In  all training institutes of 
physical education on the Continent this principle has been 
adopted, and is acted on with particular strictness in Stockholm, 
the seat of gymnastic learning. H ere we have not yet so far 
advanced, bu t the necessity being obvious, it  is to be hoped th a t 
in  due tim e lectures will be added to the practical lessons for all 
classes in training.
7. Over-muscularity.— There is a danger in the over as well as in 
the under culture of the muscle. N ot only is the contempt well
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deserved which all intelligent people entertain for prize-fighting 
and all sorts of acrobatisni, but i t  is a well-known fact th a t per­
sons who professionally follow such occupations very generally 
injure their constitutions and die prem aturely ; and this is easily 
accounted for. W herever the harmony of nature is broken, weak­
ness and final destruction are the inevitable consequences. Let the 
gymnast bear this in mind. L et him also never forget that, when 
man was sha%)ed in the image of God, a sacred tru st was imposed 
on him not to degrade this shape, the human frame, but to make 
it  a willing and able instrum ent in the attainm ent of those high 
aspirations wliich justify man’s proud title  of “ lord of the 
creation.”
THE END.
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